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ONAKAYCIC Kat FE OCIMCIC TOON OCTEOON ZHPON 



TIPOAOTOC 

Lxample of primitive readings. 

Odat Gpiv tots vopixots, Ste Fpare [vel expriyare (Zatian), vel éxere 
( Justin), vel cixere (Marcion'*), vel xdrglere tiv Bao. (Matt. xxiii 13)] 
Thy Kdeida THs yudoews’ adrot ok clonOate (uel ciondOeTe), Kal Tos 
eigepxopdvous éxwdtoate, (Luke xi 52.) 

Order to Ezekiel to prophesy as to the dry bones. 

... kal ele mpds pe’ uié dvOpdmou ef Lyoetar Ta doTéa Tata; Kal 
cima: Kupte Kupte, ob énioty taita, Kat ele mpds pe mpopyteucov éti 

Ta d0TG TaiTa... (Ezek. xxxvii 3, 4.) 

‘The Word’ or ‘the Oracle’ englobes and is a substitute name for the 

Loltest place. 

... kal émotyoey éx Tod AaBip cis 74 Gytoy Tay Gyiwy... Kal émoince 

Quciactipioy Kata mpécwiroy Too AaBip Kat mepidoxev adtd xpuoiy ... Kat 

évoinoev év TO AaPip do xepouBin. (x (3) Kings vi 16, 20, 23.) 

The Dayspring from the East. 

... Kat i8od 86fa Ocod “IopaiA Apxeto kata Thy 688v Thy mpds 

dvatodds... kat 8d§a Kupiou eionhOey eis tov otkov kara Thy 6Sov Tijs 

muAns THs BAeodons Kata dvatoNds. (Ezek. xliii 2, 4.) 

Jerusalem to watch the Eastern horizon for relief. 

MepiBreov wpds dvatodds ‘lepoucahhp Kal ie thy edppoodvyny thy Tapa 

Tol Ocoi got épxoperny. (Baruch iv 36.) 

The Angel of the Covenant, long awaited, ts suddenly to appear and an 

offering ts to be revived. 

"180d éfaroordAdw tov dyyedov pou... Kat efaldyys ager eis Tov vady 
éautod Kupios, ov Speis Cytetre, kat & Gyyedos ris SiabyKys, ov dpets 
Oedere ... kal dpéoer 73 Kupiw Ouvoia (mNID, variant NN) “lovba Kat 
‘lepoucadnp, Kabds at Hepat Tod aidvos kat Kabds Ta Eryn TA Epmpoober. 

(Mal. iii 1, 4.) 

‘arel Ae TIPOC UC THN AAHOEIAN YPONOC” 
(Menander.) 



peaTa ANTAOYMENA BEAT SINETAI - 

p 
HEBREWS 

Wir the appearance upon the scene—most unexpectedly—of an 
extremely early copy of the Epistle to the Hebrews, the whole question 

as to its authorship, its authority, its place in the Canon, and of its 
basic or primary text, comes afresh into the limelight for serious study, 
and for our renewed appreciation and evaluation. 

I shall try to contribute my quota to the inevitable discussion of 
certain readings in the new document, which has lain so long perdu in 
the sands of Egypt,—although the question of our happy estate depends 
upon our own interpretation of a few uncomplicated rules. 

The pure Gospel is a basis for faithful acceptance of the Master’s 
reduction of the whole of the Law and the Prophets to a simple scheme 
of life, which can be paraphrased thus: 

(2) Honour the Father with the whole of your passionate being ; 

(6) Learn to love your neighbour as yourself, with comprehension 
and comprehensiveness—(for he zs yourself, under a very faint 

disguise )— 

and it was, indeed, so understood and practised by the earliest ones 
calling themselves ‘ Christians’. 

The Didache says: ovyxowwvjces 5¢ révra TS A5EAPG Gov’ kai ovK 
€peis tdta, elvat, . 

and again: ... ods dé dyamjoes txep tiv Yuxyv cov, 
and Barnabas equally: xowwvjoes év tact tS wAyoiov cov’ Kai odk 

épeis tora. elvan, 

as also: dyamyjoes Tov tAnoiov cov brep THY Yuxyv cov. 
The Gospel-tree—its radicles well ‘rooted and grounded in love’— 

proceeded to distribute, on the wings of the wind—(‘ Ruak’)—, as 

a cooling bandage for men’s heated brows, the third portentous affirma- 
tion of the Master, making number three of the simple fundamentals, 
measuring-rods, or regudae of the Christian life. This was: 

(c) Learn to mete out, here and now, to all enemies and to all 
trespassers against you, the essential clemency which you hope in 

B 



2 THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS 

return to obtain for yourselves hereafter,t 

and not all the kings and potentates of the earth could smother, 
uproot, or kill this gracious tree, shedding its leaves and its fruit ‘for 
the healing of the Nations’. But they managed to cause the destruction 
or ensealment of most of the precious documents involved, so that next 
to nothing remains in evidence of the earliest drafts of the Gospels and 
Epistles between 50 and 200 a.D. 

Of late years we have been privileged to reap quite a harvest of 
important documents indited subsequent to that date: the Codex 
Sinaiticus in the middle of the last century, the Didache about 1880 
(though egregiously neglected again and plunged back into obscurity), 
the great Freer Codex of the Gospels, known as W, the Old Syriac of 
the Gospels, and, more lately, numerous early papyrus fragments, 
culminating in the wonderful Chester-Beatty series of papyri, which 
contain large portions of the Gospels, Acts, Epistles, and Apocalypse, 
dating circa 200 to 250 A.D., known as P*, P**, and P*. Amongst them 

is the Epistle to the Hebrews, almost complete. 
But this epistle to the Hebrews, by whomsoever written, goes a long 

step farther than the aforesaid triple Regudae of the first Christians, and 
presses upon us the importance of the priestly ritual, or its counterpart 
and its quintessence. 

It seems to have been the work of a Jewish-Christian of legal 
attainments (or of a group of such men), and it is this doctrine which 
has been taken as the foundation for organized, consolidated Christianity. 
It is important, therefore, to know in how far the text has come down 
to us unimpaired, or unimproved from the original draft, and whether 
the Original was as strongly worded as our commonly received texts. 

The place which it should occupy in the Canon has never been 
decided, but varies considerably. In the Chester-Beatty papyrus (P**) 
it is accorded a more prominent place than in other documents, and 
occupies a position after Romans and before Corinthians. [Fe™G 
omit altogether]. 

It is not for us to discuss where it should be placed nor the question 

+ ‘But I say unto you: Love your enemies efe....that ye may become sons 
of your Father who is in the heavens...’ Matt. v 44/48. 

‘Forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors’, Matt, vi 12, and vv. 14/15: 

‘For if ye forgive men their trespasses, your heavenly Father will also forgive 

you; but, if ye forgive not men their trespasses, neither will your heavenly 
Father forgive your trespasses.’ (Cp. also Mark xi 26). 

But in St Luke xi 4 we have the formula: ‘And forgive us our sins ; for we 

also forgive every one that is indebted to us.’ There is a variant here of dgiopev, 

but Clem and Orig witness to dgievey, and the original formula had become 
a practice long before, as testified to by the Didache, which also has dgieyey very 
distinctly (fo. 78b, line 7). See also St James (ii 8) on ‘the royal law’. 
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of authorship.t Let us see, however, if our papyrus exemplar will 
throw any light, from internal evidence, upon the distance which 
separates this edition, of the year (cévcz) 200 a.D., from the original 
copy. We shall be surprised to find that there cannot have been 
many intervening hands between this and a primal, but rough, first draft. 

Practically the whole of the thirteen chapters have been preserved 
to us, which is a matter for astonishment, as nearly all the other papyri 
in this find are mutilated, more or less. 

The inscription is: tpoc eBpatoyc. 

I will now list a selection of the most important points which seem 
to bear upon the discussion of origins and of authoritative or primary 
sources. The sheer errors have dwindled almost to nothing. 
- At v 5, 6 we read: 

CEN PENHOHNAI apylepea” aAAA oO AdAHCaC 

TIPOC AYTON YIC MOY El CY Ef CHMEPON fereN 

NHKA CE KAGOC Kal EN ETEPW AEfeEl CY El 

E€TeyzZ EIC TON AINA KATA THN TAZIN 

MEAYICEAEK” 

The last quotation is from Ps. cx (= cix) 4, but there is no clue 
there (Sept. cepevs, Heb. khn). 

All that can be said is that Ps. cix 4 uses the ordinary word KHN 
(Cohen), as usual throughout the Hebrew O.T., whereas the iepevs 
of the LXX in Ps. cix 4 reappears in the Syriac (ew Zestament at 
Hebr. v 6 as Jexea9, but in the Hebrew O.T. this word occurs only 
thrice, at 2 Kings xxili 5, Hos. x 5, and Zeph. i 4, always of inferior or 

idolatrous priests, and in this last passage in Zephaniah the two words 
are coupled thus: ‘The Chemarim with the Cohens’. 

Therefore, Pp* originally thought of avoiding iepevs, because it must 
be carefully noted that this is ¢he first place in Hebrews where iepeis 
occurs, out of more than a dozen passages in the Epistle. The writer 
wished to emphasize the true standing of a Cohen, i.e.: ‘ Minister in 
Sacris aut Politicis. In Sacris: Minister Dei, Sacerdos; in Politicis : 
Minister Regis, Dux, Princeps, Consiliarius, ... Vir magnus’, when, 
already, perhaps, the other less desirable word was in vogue, and 
actually appeared in the Syriac version later on, notwithstanding the 
Author’s foresight. 

At Acts xiv 13—(not available in P*, owing to a break in the 
papyrus)—we read of the ‘ tepevs (tepets D) of Jove’, and in our com- 
paratively late Syriac version of Acts again we find there this word 
Jexoao used, as again in Hebr. v 6, making no differentiation 

+ See, however, beyond, under ix 22 and xii 28. 
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between priests of Jove and priests of Jehovah, or ministers of the 
Jewish-Christian faith. 

The point, therefore, is worth noting, as to the character of the 
fluxing language obtaining at that period, when the Jewish-Christian . 
author was inditing his Epistle ‘to the Hebrews’. For it is to be 
observed that, in the Old Syriac which we have of the Gospels, the 

word Coen obtains throughout the dozen passages involved (senna 

and rfacaa). This also applies to the Jerusalem Syriac, where, 

occasionally, the final tr is suppressed. And in the Syriac later 

Vulgate ‘Cohens’ are the rule in the Gospels, extending to and 
including Acts ivrandv 24. At Acts vi 7 the Vulgate omits ‘ priests’, 
and at xiv 13 (ver. 12 in the Syriac) changes over to Jasca9, con- 
cerning the priest of Jove. Between this passage and Hebrews there 
is nothing to go by, for in the Pauline epistles proper we seem to draw 
a blank. 

It is impossible, therefore, to slur over the emey2 of ** in this, the 

opening gambit, as it were, of Hebrews v 6, meant, doubtless, as the 

ecclesiastical counterpart of an Eparch (“Ezapyos Ezra vi 3). Previously, 
in Hebr. ii 17, iii 1, iv 15, V I, 5, apxtepevs occurs, and in this P* concurs. 

This éwevé (for igpevs) must be meant for ‘ Precentor’, leader of prayer 

and praise, the Aeitoyproc of viii 2 [“Aeroupyos yap Kae THs oKNYYS 

ys adyGevys nv exnéev t kvptios, ov avOpwros”|.f In Exod. xxx 20 we 
have Aeroupyew kat avadepev, and in Deut. x 8 and x Chron. xxiii 13 
we read: 

Aetroupyew Kat erevxer Oat, 

where the two expressions are conjoined. We translate Deut. x 8: 
‘ At that time the Lord separated the tribe of Levi, to bear the ark of 
the covenant of the Lord, to stand before the Lord, ¢o minister unto 

him and to bless in his name, unto this day.’ 
1 Chron. xxiii 13: ‘ And Aaron was separated that he should sanctify 

the most holy things (ayzac@yvat ayia aywwv), he and his sons for ever, 

to burn incense before the Lord, ¢o minister unto him and to bless in his 

name for ever.’ 

The only other O.T. reference is at Jer. xx 14, where érevxry is 
used for ‘blesséd’: ‘Curséd be the day wherein I was born ; let not 
the day wherein my mother bare me be blesséd.’ 

The Lexicon gives us éwevyy ‘a prayer’, éwevxrds adjectival (as above 
in Jeremiah), and éwevxréos on the authority of Clemlex (say Liddell and 

+ exyfev here from myyvugt, and not connected with erevyopa:. 
’ $~ Note here that the absence of connecting particle agrees with the passage in 

Col. iii 23, to which we drew attention in the J. 7.S. for April 1937, p. 157, where 
p* B Sod’ 16 and sah omit «at. See also Hebr. viii 2, xi 23. 
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Scott), but not érevé (apparently formed on the analogy of an Lparch 

or perhaps of xjpvé, wéAvé, and wrépvf: a wing, so largely. used in con- 
nexion with the Cherubim). 

I do not find érevxréos in the word-register of the third vol. of Clem. 
(in Stahlin’s edition), but in vol. i, p. 203, 1. 9 (Paed.) occurs érevdxopevos 
in a notable passage: atros yap 7G idiw wafer prodpevos pas aad oxav- 
ddAwv Kat dpaptiay Kati Tév ToLovTwv adxavObv Kal Tov dudBoAov KaTapyjoas 

eikdrws erevxopevos eipyKev: rod cov, Odvare, TO KévTpoV. ... 

Now it is a noteworthy fact, although but little known, and rather 
a startling thing that St Paul never uses the word iepeds in any of his 
epistles, The word occurs some thirty times in the course of the 

N.T.+ All our Syriacs of the Gospels invariably use the Hebrew word 
‘Cohen’ or ‘Cahen’ as an equivalent, but when we come to the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, the only Syriac which we have uses ‘Camra’ 
instead throughout, including all passages referring to Melchisedek. 

This gives food for thought. 

Does this ereyZ here, then, let us in to the ‘Coulisses’ of the 
Pauline and Barnabite and Silasite theatre? It cannot be a mistake. 
Me judice it represents a trace of what the French call the ‘ brouillon’— 
the original rough draft—of the Epistle, and thus brings us very close 
to the Author (or to the coterie of joint-authors) while the Epistle was 
‘in process’. []p'® unfortunately ceases at v 5, before resuming x 8]. 

Evidently, in Paul’s time and after his death, the priesthood of 
Salem and elsewhere was in its decline, and, when the Epistle to the 
Hebrews was composed and drafted, a question arose as to whether to 
use iepeds or not. Paul himself had eschewed it. Subsequently, or 

contemporaneously, the Syriac version of the epistle seems to have 
elected to drop the usual word Coen, although a word of wide signi- 
ficance, covering priest or layman, in favour of Camra, the latter 

(although used three times in the Hebrew O.T. to designate the priests 

of Ra or Baal at 2 Kings xxiii 5, Hosea x 5, Zeph. i 4) being a word 
signifying black or sadness, and of ‘uncertain application. This, then, 
is the word used throughout Hebrews, even including iv 15, v I, 5 as 

t+ Matt. viii 4, xii 4, 5, Mark i 44, ii 26 dis, Luke i 5, v 14, vi 4, x 31, xvii 14, 
John i 19, Acts iv 1, vi 7 (xiv 12 of the priest of Jove), Apoc. i 6, v 10, xx 6. 

Plus Hebrews v 6, vii 1, 3, 11, 14, 15, 17, 21, 23, viii 4, ix 6, x 11, 21 including 

vii 14 of the office itself, and x 11, 21 when it is a question of summus sacerdos. 
St Paul does not even make use of dpx:epeds. The only conjunction of St Paul 

and an dpxtepevs seems to be at Acts xxii 5, where he says: ‘As also the dpxtepeds 
doth bear me witness, «al wav rd apecBuréptov’ as to his former persecutions; for 

he could not forget Ananias’ command to smite him on the mouth (Acts xxiii 2) 
and the rebuke of the bystanders, together with his apology (verse 5) : yéypamrat 
yap “Apxovra Tod aod cov ob« éepeis KaKas. 
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to a Pontifex, and in all other passages, including those referring to 
Melchisedek.. ‘Cohen’ is, to all intents and purposes, dead and 

buried. 

Therefore at Hebr. v 6 ereyZ in P** means something. Because in» 

Barnabas’s and in Paul’s time a discussion must have been going on as 
to the zame of priests and cohens, which actually resulted in cancelling 
iepeds from Paul’s vocabulary (which prefers oixovépous. Cp. 1 Cor. iv x 
&s trnpéras Xpiorod Kai oixovdyous pvatypiwy @eod), and then led the 
Syriac interpreters to prefer a word, which, up till then, had been 
excluded as savouring more of other priests than of the Cohens of 
Moses and Jahve, including, as it does, the famous syllable ‘Ra’, 

which refuses to be downed ! 
A Jew, then, groping for an alternative modernism for priest, had 

only Aerovpyds (variant troupyds in Joshua i 1 of Moses), which occurs 
eleven times in the Septuagint, and evidently érevf means a precentor, 

leader of prayer and praise and song. 
‘Tepets kat Xecrovpyoi occur in conjunction at Isaiah lxi 6, ze. ‘Cohens 

and Mashreta’. 
"Adryovpevos occurs at Ezek. xlv 22, xlvi 2, 4, 8, 10, r2, 16, 17, 18, 

xlviii 21 (07s), and in the plural: rév ddyyoupever at xviii 22 (és), It 
is translated in the A.V. ‘The Prince’. Hence our expression ‘A 
prince of the Church’. It does not occur in the N.T. and jyovpevos 

only once, in a special position (Acts xiv 12); and jyoupeévous in Acts 
xv 22 of Judas-Barsabas and Silas: ‘ dvdpas fyoupevous ev tots adeAgois ’, 
with Hebr. xiii 7: ‘pyqpovedete Tav Fyoupevey tydv, olrwes eAdAnoay 

bpiv Tov Adyov Tod Oeod’. 
Aeirovpyés occurs in the N.T. at Rom. xiii 6, xv 16 (eis 76 elvad pe 

Aecroupyov “Iv Xpov), and Phil. ii 25 with Hebr. i 7, viii 2 (rév dyiwv 

Aecroupyos Kal TAS TKHVAS THS GAyOivijs). 

At ix 2-3, occurring at the top of folio 29" (p. 35 of the printed 
edition), where no correction has been made, and when the scribe was 
fresh at the beginning of a new page, we find, after [kat y wpoOeots Tov 

aptwy nts Aeyerat, missing by mutilation from the foot of the previous 
pagel, this: 

APIA ATION’ META Ae TO AeYTEPON 

KATATIETACMA CKHNH AEPOMENH ANA 

XPYCOYN EyOYCa OYMIATHPION’ Kal TH 

KIB@TON THC AIABHKHC TTEpIKEKAAYM 

The footnotes to the edition record : —7 azzfe Neyopevy, and say: ‘ava 
per evrorem (pro ayia, cum Orig)’. The editor means Orvigim' ‘sanctum’ 

(for sanctum sanctorum of de), and he suggests aria has been read as 
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ana. I cannot believe it. There must be some explanation. It is 

too easy to say that ana is a mere error for aria. 

At the end of the previous verse the papyrus gives us ayia aywwv (for 
the usual aya), with some MSS, but these vefeat ayia ayiwv in verse 3, 
while others have ra ayia twy ayy there. 

Room there is for some misunderstanding hereabouts, but, clearly, 

ayia must be right in ver. 2 fiz. as to Avyvia, pamela, and wpoGecrs, and 
a crescendo differentiation be expected in verse 3 after pera de To 
Sevrepov KaTameracpa. 

Instead of this, we are treated to aya aywy previously as to Avyxvia, 
tpamela, and mpoGeors, and to the little word ana as to the Holy of Holies 

behind the second veil. If it was miscopied for arta, this would not be 

a crescendo or a climax at all, and there is no room for more, whereas 
most authorities emphasize ra ayia tw aywy, involving fourteen letters 

instead of three, or at the most four. 

The Syriac says in ver. 2 fiz.: ‘...domus sancta’, and in ver. 3 jin.: 
*,.. sanctum sanctorum’. 

Surely ana must refer to some other appellation here, whether Greek, 

or Hebrew transliterated into Greek. 
Would it be out of place to recall the pagan apostrophe: Zed dva, & 

dva, and the Hosanna of the Hebrews? Ls" Mk. xi, Jo. xii has wcana. 
Is it possible that the Hebrew na, ana: ‘I pray thee’ (Ex. xxxii 32, 

Gen. 1 17), or the Chaldee ana (= ‘1’, Dan. ii 8 Gc.) can be intended ? 
Consult Ps. cxviii 21-29 as to the Headstone of the Corner. 
In verse 25 we read this ana very emphatically in: ‘I beseech O 

Jehovah save I pray (Hoshia Na). I beseech O Jehovah make to 
prosper I pray’, in which small sentence 838 occurs twice and N3 twice, 
out of eight Hebrew words. This Psalm was sung by the Hebrews 
at the Passover tablet The Mishna records that when the Hallel was 
celebrated, holding aloft the lallop: ‘Every day they made a circuit of 

the altar and recited x3 nm byn ’n xox, 83 mYwIN /A NIN, as quoted 
above. When they withdrew, they chaunted twice: ‘ Beauty is thine, 
O altar!’ For this ‘beauty’ or comeliness, compare Cant. i 5, iv 3, 
vi 4 ‘beautiful as Tirzah (Gk. eddoxia), comely (™N3) as Jerusalem’, 
again involving 8). The Psalm terminates thus: 

‘Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord; we have 

blessed you out of the House of the Lord. God is the Lord 
(Zit. El is Jehovak), which hath shewed us light ; bind the sacri- 
fice with cords, even unto the horns of the altar. Thou art my 

+ Rendel Harris on Hosanna (Teaching of the Apostles, p. 103). See also 
Dalman (Worte Jesu, p. 182, end of section 9) as to Jewish liturgical usage of 
Hoshia na. On p. 181 he says of the Divine name being left out after the popular 
exclamation: ‘Dann gehért der Ruf nur insofern hierher, als hinter N) YAN 

der Gottesname weggelassen wurde.’ 
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God, and I will praise Thee; Thou art my God, I will exalt 
Thee. O give thanks unto the Lord, for He is good; for His 
mercy endureth for ever.’ 

For the employment of ana with sanctus in the O.T. compare. 
Leviticus xi 44, 45, xix 2, xx 26 with r Peter i 16 fiz. in the Syriac New 

Testament. Also Eph. iii 13 and Rom. xii 1, where the ana in the 
Syriac is merged in the equivalent of airoduo: and wapaxadG, the ‘ peto 
ego’ or ‘oro ego’ of the Syriac N.T. And compare in the Syriac also 
Hebrews xiii 19 and 22, where the first person is finally assumed by 
the writer, after the ‘we’ of verse 18. 

At Apoc. xxii 13, for the eyw to adda Kat To w, the Syriac has: ‘ Ana 

Ana Olaph et Thau’. 
Therefore, there is something here in P** below the surface, which 

implies a variation of the usual description, as: afld ATIWN or TA aria 

TWN arl@N, and which seems to have involved a declaration of the 

great 1am’, with a merged use of the formula ‘1 PRAY THEE’, typical 
of the situation behind the second veil. This involves considerations 
of the Ark, the Cherubim, and the Golden Censer, its clouds screening 

‘the face’ of Jahve—(‘ for no man shall see me and live’, Exod. xxxili 
20),—and the unseen ministrations, prostrations, and adorations of the 

solitary administrant. 

At x Pet.i 16 dyoe yéverOe (or évecOe), Stu eyw aytds eis is a reference 
to the passages in Leviticus. There, ‘Any kodesh’ or ‘kodesh Any’ 
is employed for éy& dyids eipu. 

In the Syriac N.T., at this place in Peter’s first epistle, we find ‘ana 

kodesh ana’. . 
Seeing the close connexion between Israel and Egypt, and the 

temple-education of Moses under Jethro (alias Jether or Reuel), there 
can be no harm in pointing out that ‘an’ in ancient Egyptian means 
‘ Behold’ (also ‘ Pillars’,t also an and ani = the name of a God), Annu 
means Heliopolis (Ra’s city, which we call ‘On’{); aa = ‘most ex- 
ceedingly great’ (Book of the Dead 410: 1, also ‘house’ 431: 5, also 

‘doors’ often); dai = power, dau = praise, any = everliving, un = 

+ ‘And in that day there shall be an altar to the Lord in the midst of the land 

of Egypt and a pillar at the border thereof to the Lord’ (Is. xix 19), Compare 

also 1 Kings vii 21 and 2 Chr. iii 17. 
t ‘I have seen the eye of Ra when it was full in Annu’ (Book of the Dead, 

No. ecxxv, introductory clause, p. 192, Budge’s translation), Notice the Hebrew 

word for ‘Seer’ and ‘see’ = MN (perhaps originally MN). Used for Ecce in 

Josh. viii 1. Also the Hebrew words for ‘Caput’, ‘ Principium’, ‘Arcanum’, 
‘Secretum’, ‘ Altitudo’, ‘Ra’ appears as much in Abraham, Israel as in Rameses 

or Ra-Ausar (Osiris), See Dalman (Die Worte Jesu, p. 180, on dvyw6ev) quoting 
‘das obere Auge’: nbyn by Vay. 
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shrine (323:3); na=I (#), au-a = am I (Jey), tia = One, and 

a = ‘Hail’ (NP) again and again. 

Also Na or Ka = ‘Prithee’ in Egyptian, the former equating the 

exact vocalization of the Hebrews. Modern niceties of differentiation 
and pointing.as between H’nny, Ana, Any, Ann, Anah, efc. are of no 

avail here, for we are far back of the period of pointing. 

We have to account for the metonymic suppression of sanctus, and 

ask ourselves, if we accept it, whether ANA can represent a form of 
ellipsis, covering the whole matter. And the answer is that it can, 
whether we read ana in Greek, or 838 in Hebrew. Possibly ana might 
be a contraction for aNamecon,t or even of anaToAu (‘Oriens.’ ‘The 
Source.’ See Luke i 78 and the Sept. translation in Zach. iii 8, vi 12 
as quoted below ; and Ezek. xliii 1/2). 

As a matter of fact, another consideration enters in. At any rate, 

a small but powerful group of witnesses at Hebr. ix 3/4, v2z. B, sak (not 
known to Tischendorf), dasm (not recorded by von Soden, who gives 
Bs alone), and aeth*° adopt a different course and omit xpvoovy Gupia- 
Typiov Kat, reading vv. 3/4 aS: Ta aya Twv aywy, exovca (B* xouca) THv 

xiBwrov tTys Svadykyns x.7.A. So there is something beneath the surface 

at this place in four important documents, whose ancestral lines were 
contemporary with our papyrus, and from which they derived, and it 
indicates clearly that we are to be on our guard upon this special 

ground, and that there was something here which engendered an 
omission, and produced a strange situation, which still puzzles us, as, 
long ago, it misled B sak dasm aeth at this place.t In fact, they insert 
in verse 2 what they omit in verse 4. This has reference to a well- 
known difficulty as between Hebrews and Exodus/Leviticus with 

reference to the Oupiapa or Ouparyprov. 
To return now to nx. In Hebrew we have variations as between 

NIN, "DIN, "38, MIN, which the Concordances list very indifferently and 

very imperfectly. Thus, mIX (Anach or Anch) occurs a dozen times. 
At Lam. i 4 we render: ‘Her priests sigh’, but at Amos vii 7, 8 we 
render 738 enigmatically ‘a plumbline’. The Septuagint translators 
faltered here and have “Adduas, probably a mere guess, unless they 
were intimating an unchangeable séandard measuring-rod. The A.V. 
has: ‘And behold the Lord stood upon a wall (made) by a plumbline, 
with a plumbline in his hand. And the Lord said to me, Amos, what 
seest thou? And I said, A plumbline. Then said the Lord, Behold 
I will set a plumbline in the midst of my people Israel: I will not 
again pass by them any more.’ 

+ Compare Gen. ix 12-17, xv 17, Xvii 2, 7-11, xxxi 44-53, Exod, xiv 20, 
XXV 22, etc. ; 

t Possibly a mark here opposite or as to ANA engendered a mistaken omission. 

Cc 
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Now we can read ‘a pillar’ (f Is. xix 19 already quoted), or we can 
return to the any, and regard it, the Crux Ansata (and divine attribute 
of Deities and of Egyptian Kings and their ‘ Kas’), as an inviolable 
measure of life, of the ‘everliving’; hence a measuring-rod or plumb- 

line, reproduced here in the Hebrew cult and language. 
At Ps. xxxviii 9 (10) for nm3x (Anakhah, occurring eleven times) we 

translate: ‘My groaning is not hid from thee.’ Finally, Isaiah (xliii rz, 
25) gives us the closest approximation of any (for eyw eyw or eyw expt) 
with "338 "338 = a doubled anyi [2*a 4 i. This Egyptian anyi (exact 

equivalent, literatim of the Hebrew) is a name for Osiris, ‘the ever- 
living one’ [Book of the Dead 1: 10, 51:3, 133: 13, 323: 2]. 

A magnificent stele of Kuuru (generally known as Cheops), third- 
dynasty builder of the Great Pyramid, has recently been recognized in 
the Desert, two hundred miles south-west of Assouan at a formidable 

distance from Cairo.t Itis part of a group of rough stones, marking an 
old diorite quarry. The great slab itself, amongst its plain rocky 
supporters, is deeply graved perpendicularly, and is to be read from 
right to left, downward ; and outside the lines forming the cartouche is 
a separate rope-girdle or bordure (‘Ren’), having its starting-points at 
the base,—one from an any on the right, the other from the quadruple 
tau-cross or ‘tet’ on the left,—thus embodying fully the Alpha and 

Omega, the Aleph and Tav of the King’s earthly reign, leaving it to his 
‘Ka’ to continue, or pass into his ‘everliving’ status. The girdle or 
rope meets at the top, but is looped in a depression, which equates the 
form of the top of a heart.t At the base of the cartouche is a kind of 
grille, which may stand for aa [= door, or ‘exceedingly great’, i.e. 
‘Majesty’ (Book of the Dead 476:7)|. Here is the cartouche: 

Below the cartouche stands: 

which may commemorate Khufu’s royal consort: ‘Queen’ Hemset, 
hemt meaning woman, wife, consort, or queen. 

{Note. An ibis standing on a fish with its beak touching the head 
of the fish seems to represent hem. I cannot find, however, the above 

+ Datly Telegraph, 19 March 1938. 

} Note Ex. iii 2, of the burning bush, a flame of fire is: a heart (nad) of fire. 
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bird (ibis or flamingo) in general use anywhere; for this bird is xof 
standing on a fish, but just about to pick up a small fish or some tidbit. 
The gem of the Book of the Dead seems always to be an ibis with its 
neck crooked and not reaching the ground, the bird merely peering a¢ 
the ground. The bird as a ‘ determinant’ would not seem in place here. 

The name of Khufu’s daughter is given as: (read left to right): 
$O [nen (= Hentsen) on a stele in the Cairo Museum, reproduced by 

Birch, Lgyptian Texts, p. 5. But the experts regard the symbols as 
a regional description. Me judice, the bird equating ‘found’, they can 
stand for ‘gloomy discovered region’, or ‘sphere of desolation’. Swo 
cuigue judicio est utendum|. 

Whether we write anyi, or anchy, or ankhy makes no difference. 

The letters of the Egyptian are in exact correspondence with the 
Hebrew ‘33x, which stood for the Ego, the ‘17+ or ‘1 am’ of Scripture. 

It is to be presumed that Anyi is older than Ana, Anah, Anach, or 
Any,{ but the words must have been early interchangeable, since it is 
ANKHY (‘ Because I was naked’, ili 10) which meets us first in Genesis 
and again xviii 27 (‘ Because I am dust and ashes’) but any is found: 
vi 17, ix 9, 12, XVii 4, xxxvii Io and 30 d¢s, and xxxiv 30 Js; and in 
Exodus ANY (ix 27, xiv 17, xviil 6, xxix 46 d7s,§ xxxi 6) succeeds 

ANKHY, which is found at iii 11 on the first occasion of its use for the 

Ego of Moses. In Judges (v 3 dcs, vii 18, xi 37) ANKHY divides the 
honours with aNnyY (xii 2, xx 4). In Joshua xiv 7, 10 we have ANKHY, 
but ANY in viii 5. In Leviticus (xviii 6, xxvi 28) we find any. In 
Deuteronomy xxxli 39-40 we have any (repeated) in an important 
Elohistic declaration, which the LXX renders: 

“ISere Were Gre eye cipt, Kat odk éote Meds wARY euod® eyo daroKxtévyw 

(sic) xai Civ woujow, wardéw, kayo idcopot, kat odk eotw bs eEeAciran éx 

tov xelpav pov... . kal épd C& éyw eis rav aidva 

and where, in Hebrew, the ANY recurs several times, followed by ANKHY: 

ods PNY NTN OD ANY 
NBIN WNT NYMD TNS) NON IN Dy 

indy coon on ontonr... Sup sp pe 
In x Samuel: aNKHY xii 23 ‘ As for me’, but at xxiv 17 it is ANY, and 

+ For oR Budge and Renouf give ‘nuk’, but Gardiner (Grammar, pp. 2, 29, 

435, ete.) ‘ink’.—For rr. or jes Budge writes anuk, Gardiner ink. 

+ According to Gesenius, Ankhy is ‘the primary and fuller form belonging to 

the ancient period of the language’. 

§ Exod. xxix 42-46 is the important and impressive section as to the presence of 
the great Ego atthe Mercy-seat. Note the 46th verse : ‘ And they shall know that 

Iam the Lord their God (an¥ JAHVE ELOHIM), which is emphasized and repeated 
at the close of the same verse. 
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in 2 Samuel we have both: ANKHY at iii 28, ANY at xiii 13. In x Kings 
ANKHY six times (ii 12, 16, 20, iii 7, xiv 6, xix 4) and ANY twenty-six 
times, with H’NNY six times (xi 31, xiv 10, xVi 3, xvii 12, xx 13, xxi 21). 
In 2 Kings ANAH (xx 3), ANKHY (xxii1g), ANY eighteen times, and H’NNY 
(‘Behold I’) five times. In 1and 2 Chron. (1 xxix 14, 2 xxxii 13) ANY. 
In two passages in the Psalms, in two in Jeremiah, and in Hosea once 
the word is absorbed in a merger. In Nehemiah (v 15) any. In 
Zechariah (i 15) an¥ dis. In Job (i 15, 16, 17, 19, xv 6, and xxxiv 33) 
always ANY. In Cant. four times (ii 1, vi 3, vii 10, vili ro), always ANY. 
In Eccl. ii 24 (25) anv. In Ruth any twice (i 21, iv 4 znit.), but 
ANKHY eight times, including thrice in iv 4, where ANY occurs initio. 

In Ezra vi r2 N38 (Ana), but vii 2x 3x (Anah) as printed, possibly 
mx (Ankh). 

In Daniel the situation is more complicated ; we start at ii 8 with 
son, but thereafter: ii 23, 30, iii 25, iv 4 (= verse 1 Hebrew), 7 (4), 
9 (6), 18 (15), 30 (27), 34 (31), 37 (34), Vv 16, vii 15, 28, we have mx 
(Anah) ; then in viii 5, 15, 27, ix 20, 21 we have 3% (Any). Inch. x 

six times (verses 2, 7, 8, 9, 12, 20) we have again "3X (Any), but in 
verse rr we find ‘338 (Ankhy)! Afterwards, at xi 1 and xii 5, 8 we 
resume Any. Therefore, out of twenty-nine places, we have ANKHY 

once, ANY fourteen times, ANA once, and aNAH thirteen times. 

[WV.B. Originally nx (Anah) may have been mx, and thus we would 
have the actual any, for the fifth and eighth letters of the Hebrew 
alphabet are so similar and the Hierophants took advantage of it, no 
doubt for their own purposes of double-language. It is to be observed 
that the Coptic inheritance upholds the eighth Hebrew letter m (rather 
than the fifth n) because its word for ‘I’ is anon (sah dof, also ann 
sak), anak in the Fayoum, although the Arabs say Ana}. 

In Ezekiel, throughout (v 8, vi 3, xxiv 11, 20, xliv 28), the word used 

is ANY, the last-named passage representing an important asseveration : 
‘T (am) their inheritance . .. I (am) their possession’: and twice other- 
wise: ‘Behold I, indeed I’. 

But in Isaiah (which first attracted my attention to the any) it is 
different. Here we have both forms. Up to ch. xii (excepting any in 
combination at v 5) we have only three instances (at vi 5 d¢s, viii 18) 
where we find ankHY [vi 8 wou eyw apr In}. This aNKHY recurs 

at xlili 11 zwzf. and 25 zwi¢., but in the same chapter, at verse 5, we 
find any (as previously at xli4 and 10). At xliv 6: any, and verse 7 
the same (in a merger), but at xliv 24: ANKHY. At xlv 2, 3, 5, 6, 
7 bis, 8 we have ANY seven times in quick succession, but at xlv r2 

both any and aNKHY, and verse 13: ANKHY. At xlv 18, 19, 21, 22: 

ANY, At xlvi 4: Any no less than five times over, but at xlvi 19: 
ANKHY. At xlvil 8, ro dzs; ANY. At xlvili 12: ANY ¢e7, 15 intt. ANY 
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doubled, 16 and 17: ANY. At xlix 4 éviz. any (not of Jehovah); 
ver. 15: ANKHY, but 18, 21 07s, 23, 26: ANY, whilst 25: ANKHY Js. 

Atls: any. At li 12 zzz¢. we have emphatically anxuy doubled, and 
in ver. 15 ANKHY again. At lii6: any, and 6 iz. it is repeated in 
a merger (‘Behold it is I’). At Ixv 5 (not of Jehovah): ‘for I am 
holier than thou’, where the LXX has oz: xaOapos «iu, the Hebrew has 
the merger with ‘holy’. 

In brief, we have in Isaiah anv over fifty times, and ANKHY twenty- 
two times. All this without counting the H’n’h or 35% meaning ‘ Lo’ or 
‘Behold’ occurring so frequently. (‘Thitherward’ Jer. 1 5). 
We are therefore face to face with the proposition that the Egyptian 

any (interchangeable with anyi, see Book of the Dead, Vocabulary, 
p- 64) equates the Hebrew words for the Eco. Now 4nyi means and 
stands for Osiris (the everliving principle), as stated previously ; so the 
tradition of the great ‘I’ seems to be continuous, Is it not probable, 
therefore, we must reiterate, that ana at Heb. ix 3 fiz. in the Papyrus 
is not an error, but stands for Sanctus Sum (or arioc er@ or Kodeshan) 

by elision, neglecting the ‘Holy’ and standing alone? Because, the 
Hebrew word—(like so many Egyptian words, having several mean- 
ings)—also means ‘I beseech’, ‘ Prithee’, and that was what the High 
Priest was there for amongst the holiest of the accessories, ‘to make 
intercession’. This is the word used by Moses (Num. xii 13) when 
‘beseeching’ that Miriam should be healed of her leprosy, and at 
Exod. xxxiil 18, when ‘ beseeching’ Jehovah to show him his glory. 
It is the cohortative -an’ or the precative ~na, as Rendel Harris calls 
it (“* What was ‘ Aftkoman’”, p. 11, Cambridge 1927). 

Finally, we have another word, occurring some ninety times in the 

Old Testament, very prominent in all that concerns the tabernacle, 
the priesthood, and the veiled presence of Jehovah (g 2 Chron. v 13 
and 14). 

It is j2y. No one is quite sure of the pronunciation (initial, medial, 
or terminal) of y. [Gardiner says ‘a guttural sound unknown to 
English].t In Lev. xvi 13 the combination of Ayin, Nun, Nun means 

+ On the Moabite Stone the letter Ayin is formed © = Syriac vau, not ayin, 
which iss. In the Preface to that incomparable book ‘ The Memotrs of Sir Ronald 

Storrs’, recently published, I find this: ‘ By holding, though illogically, to accepted 
spellings of some famous words, I have at least avoided the exasperation of Qur’an 

and Makkah, and of that intolerable clenching of the glottis, the letter *, Sain (sic)’. 
Throughout the book of Ruth, the name of Naomi is written DY) involving ao, 

which gives us the medial, and Boaz is written 1f3 involving oa, while Obed is 

written 33}Y, and Orpah AH Y, and ‘ten’? (Ruthi4): WY, while at Joshua xix 26 

we write Amad for YY. In Jeremiah xliv 30 we write Pharaoh Hophra (King 

of Egypt) for YIDM AYID (‘ao’ again medial, ‘a’ terminal);—other examples 

stand in the forefront of the book of Genesis, The A.V. translators were uncertain, 
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a cloud: ‘that ¢he cloud of the incense may cover the mercy-seat’; in 
the Septuagint the rendering is 4 drpis, although in xvi 2 we find: & 
yap vedédAy bPOyoopar ext rod iAaorypiov. 

I have been carefully through all the other places, from Genesis to 
Zephaniah, and find no other rendering of j3y by 7 dzpis, except in 

one other place, at Ezek. vili 11: xat 4 drpls rod Oupidpartos dvéBawwe. 
Everywhere else, in the 90 places available for control, including 

other ten passages in Ezekiel, the word is rendered by ve@éAy, with the 

exception of Job, where the translators have wavered between vedédAy 
(twice) and véos (four times). 

Two other passages require a qualification, wz. Exod. xiv 20, where 
vepédAy is replaced in the combination oxéros xai yvdros and in Numbers 
iv rr and v 22, where it appears embedded in the triplet of: oxéros, 
yvbdos, WedAa. 

Again, may, [((G)ahnah ?], is concerned on hundreds of occasions with 
the matter of answers and answering, e.g. ‘Before they call I will 
answer’ (Is. lxv 2). Further (Comp. 1 Kings xviii 37): *23, 39 stands 
for ‘Hear me, Hear me’ (+‘O Lord’, in Ehijah’s prayer at the altar 
of fire). 

This y intrudes even in ‘ Hosan(n)a’, being part of the word for ‘save’ 
(yw). In the imperative, with or without ‘me’ or ‘us’, it occurs 
a score of times in the Psalms, besides the case cited at cxvili 25. 

It is also found in the name of the giant-tribe, sons of Anak (poy), 
another variant of any. Also in the name of Jacob (apy). Also 
for Eden (j7y), Ezra (sty), Ammon (jy), Anakim (o'p3y), Arabia (27y), 
and as an initial letter in ‘ Ashteroth’ (x Sam. xxxi 10). 

Remembering that the writers of the New Testament almost in- 
variably used the Greek Septuagint Version, which was quite familiar 

to them, we might also consider whether the very frequent occurrence 

of Greek words like anamecon in Exodus, throughout these tabernacle 

scenes, €.. XXVi 33: Kal Siopet 7d Kararéracpa ipiv dvapéecov Tov ayiov 
kal avapérov Tov ayiov Tov dyiwv, did not ring in their ears and lead to 

some short familiar appellation, like the ana which we are now en- 

deavouring to see if it be possible to justify. For both anwden and 

ANAMECON occur in close apposition in the previous chapter at a vital 

place, wz. Exod. xxv. 22: xal ywwo@joopai cou éxeiBev, Kal AaAjow cat 

dvobev tod ikaornpiov dvapécov tay Svo yepouBip, tov dvtwv éxi ris 

xiBwrod Tov paptupiou Kal Kata mdvtTa boa éay evreiAwpal cor mpos ToS 
viods “Iopaya. 

Again, ymepano in Ezekiel xi 22 is found in connexion with the 

for they give us for Moses’ father-in-law REVEL in Exod. ii 18 and RAGUEL in Num. 

X 29 yay). It also represents aa in ‘ Baal’, and ua in ‘Joshua’. | 
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Cherubim: xai é&jpav ra xepouBip tas wrépvyas abriv, Kal of tpoxot 

éxdpevot adrav, xai 7 ddfa Oot “IapayA én’ abra trepive airav. 

This word ymepano occurs at Hebrews ix 5 in a similar connotation 

(a few sentences after the ana at verse 3 fz.) in P** as follows: imepave 

8& airs xepouBetv (ste) ddéns xaracxcator(ra) 76 iNaoTypioy (+x Pp" p* 
solus) wept Gv ovK Eorw viv A€yew Kata pépos, besides being used by 
St Paul himself twice in Ephesians—(if we accept his authorship of 
that Epistle)—at i 21 and iv ro, as to ‘far above’ principalities, powers, 
might, dominion, names, and the very heavens themselves. 

There is no exact antithesis to xararéracpa of Exod. xxvi 33 in Old 
or New Testaments of dvarréracpa, but we find one case of the use of 
dvoreralw—(dvarerdvvypt Liddell and Scott)—, which occurs at Job 
xxxix 26, where we read: 

"Ex 8& THs ons emoripys eoTyker iépaé, 

dvaretdoas Tas Trépuyas axivytos, KaBopv ra wpdos Nérov ; 

Tn our A.V. dxivyros is not expressed. It says: 

Doth the hawk fly by thy wisdom, avd stretch her wings towards 
the South ? 

In Exod. xxv 20 éxreivoytes éwdvwfev is used of wings in connexion 
with the Cherubim, thus: 

*Extetvortes Tas Trépvyas éravubev, cvoxidlovres év tals mrépuéw 

aitay éri rod iNacrypiov, kal Ta zpdcwra airy eis GAAnAa eis 5 

iAagripiov Evovrat 7a mpdowra tov XepovBip. Kai éemOyoeas rd 
iAacripiov eri TH KiBwrov dvobev ... 

In the N.T. xararéracpa is found in Matt. xxvii 51 and Mark xv 38 
as: Kat (+i8ot Matt.) 76 xataréracpa tod vaod éoxicby cis dv0 dxd 
dvwGev éws xdétw, and in Luke xxiii 45 as: "Eoxto6y dé (vel Kat éoyic6y) 
76 kataréracpa. TOD vaod pécov. 

It occurs thrice in Hebrews, at vi 19, ix 3, and x 20. 

All this reminds one of the frame of mind which was habitual to 
those who were accustomed to recall the formula of the angelic hymn 
at the nativity: ‘Glory to God in the highest...’ (Luke ii 14), and 
the processional shout (Matt. xxi 9) ‘‘Qoavva é tots tioros’. They 
were always looking ava, upwards ! 

One of the most appropriate quotations, in support of our con- 
tention, is from Isaiah, as follows : 

Tdde A€yer 6 tynoros év tyydois KatoiKdv Tov aidva, ays ev dyiots, 
dvopa aitG, tiotos ev dylots dvaruvdpevos, kai Gdvyoysxors Sidods paxpo- 

Gupiay, cat diBods Conv rots ovvrerpimpevors THY Kapdiav. (Is. lvii 15). 
This from Num. vii 89 is to be noted: ‘... év 7d ciowopeder Oar 

Movojy eis rv oxnviv Tod paprupiov AaAjoa ait’ Kat jKovce THY puviv 
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a N x Kupiov AadodvTos pos abrov dvwHev tod ikacrnpiov, O éorw ért THs KuBwTod 

Tod paptupiov avapecov trav dio XepovBip. cat €AaXe: pds avrév.’ 
These from Zechariah are also to the point : 
Kal épeis apis airév rade, Aéyer Kipios ravroxpdétup: “Tsou avijp, 

avatoky Svopa adtG, xa broxdtwlev adtod dvare\c, Kat oikodopyjoe Tov 

olKov kupiov’ kat avros dayperau apérnv, Kat xabeetrar, Kat xatdp&eu ézi Tod 

Opsvov airod, kat grrae tepeds ex defdv aitod, Kai Bovh eipyuixy t éorae 

avapécov auhotépwv. (Zech. vi 12/13). 

And: "Axove 8 “Iycod 6 tepevs 6 wéyas, ov Kal of rAyoiov cov ot xaGrpevor 
mpd mpoowrov, dioTe Gvdpes TerTpaxd7ot eioi, diért idod éyw dyw Tov dodAdv 
pov dvarodjv... (Zech. iii 8). 

And this from Jeremiah (xxiii 5): 
dod Fugpar epxovrar, A€yet KUptos, Kai dvacryow TH Aavid dvatodAHv 

dixaiay, kai Baciretoe. Bacirevs, kal ovvyocer Kai roujoe: Kpiya Kat dixa.o- 

ovvynv ert THS YIS- 
Perhaps the above passages in the LXX—(tremendously apposite 

and familiar to the compiler or compilers of Hebrews)—may be key- 
passages in the premises ; for in the English A.V. of Zechariah we are 
only familiar with THE BRANCH for the DAYSPRING of the LXX. 

The A.V. of Is. lvii 15 runs this way: ‘For thus saith the high (o4) 
and lofty one (Xw3}) that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is holy: I dwell 
in the high and holy place.’ [Observe ‘high’ ¢ as well as ‘holy’; and the 
word for ‘ dwelling’: dvarrasbopevos, ‘resting ’, * the povai of the N.T-.]. 

The A.V. of Zech. iti 8 fz. is: 

‘I will bring forth my servant THE BRANCH’, and in vi 13: 
‘Thus saith THE BRANCH and (marg.) he shall branch up from under 
him, and he shall build the temple of the Lord ...’, 

where the Septuagint has most happily translated moy as ‘ Day- 

spring’ instead of ‘ Branch’ in both places in Zechariah, as it involves 
‘arising’ ; for there are very many other words, as zeézar in Is. xi 1, 
Dan. xi 7, for branch. 

We must not forget that the Epistle to the Hebrews was conceived 

and built up by men completely saturated with O.T. scripture, as 
portrayed in the translation of the Septuagint. (Compare yvédos Hebr. 
xii 18, Zépos Peter, Jude, and the O.T.). Thus, Zacharias (Luke i 

67-80) speaks forth under inspiration and confirms the Prophets in 
verse 78: 

“dia orAdyxva eAdous Meod Hpav, ev ois 

ereckeato Huds avatohy e€ tious.’ 

+ In the N.T. this word only occurs at Hebr. xii r1 and James iii 17. 

t Word used throughout for uplift or lifting up. Compare the well-known 
Psalm 123 (120) 1: ‘I will lift up mine eyes...’; and Psalm 139 (138) 9: ‘If 
I use (avakadBw) the wings of the morning...’ 
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With such passages as those quoted above ringing in their ears, 

a variant reading, like ana in Hebr. ix 3 is now, I hope, more clearly 

tenable and admissible, and is not to be brushed aside with undue 

haste. 
Should we wish to pursue the matter into the very recesses of the 

grey-matter of the compiler of the epistle and penetrate the arcana of 

his personality, we might dwell for a moment upon his partiality for 
dva-in compounds. ‘Thus, he is alone at: 

tvi6 with dvaxowife [Paul uses dvaxawwéw twice, and évaxaivewors 

four times. Very rare elsewhere]. 
tbid. with avacravpdw 

txi 12 with dvapiOuyros 
§xii 3 with dvadoyiopat, 

besides using dvaipéw at X 9, dvayw at xiii 20, dvadex opt at x1 17 (with 

Acts xxvili 7), dva@ewpéw at xiii 7 (with Acts xvii 23 only), dvaxdparrw at 
xi 15 (= Matt., Luke, Acts once each ; and Zech. ix 8, plus fourteen 

other texts in the LXX), dvdprvyors at x 3 (= Luke, Paul, Hebr. only), 
dvapipyyokw at x 32 (= Mark, Paul, Hebr. only), dvdorpody at xiii 7, 
dvaréhAw at vil 14 (fifty times in O.T.), dvadépw at vil 27, ix 28, xili 15, 

dvinps at xili 5 ; to which add dw (with John, Acts, Paul), dvrepov at 
x 8 (with Luke only, xiv 10), évop9dw (with Luke, Acts only). 

*Ava- in compounds occurs, literally, thousands of times in the 
Septuagint and must have had a large influence on the minds of 
the readers of the Version, which is at the base of nearly all the 
Scriptural quotations of the writers of the N.T. For example, note 
2 Sam. vi 2: Kat dvéorn kal éropevOy Aavid kal was 6 Aads 6 per abrod 

kal dé Tv dpxdvtwv ‘Tovea év dvaBaoe ToD dvayayeiv exeiDev Thy KiBwrov 

Tod Ocod, ed’ Hv érexAnOy 76 Gvopa Tov Kupiov T&v Suvdpewv Kabnpévov ext 

tav XepovBiv éx’ abrys (and see r Chron. xiii 6, and Amos ix 6). 
And in Ezek. x16: Kat cioqAOey cis ri midnv tiv Brérovcay Kata 

dvatoAas év éxra dvaBabpois .. . — 

+ Used five times in the LXX. 
t Used seven times in the LXX. 

§ Where the writer to the Hebrews uses dvadoyifopa: (‘Consider’), the 
Synoptics are in the habit of using diadoyiCopae or Aoyifouat; Luke would use 
ovrroyifopat and others yet a different word. Enmywwonw, used so freely by others, 

is never used by the author of Hebrews. 
At iii 1 and x 24 ‘Consider’ represents caravojgare and saTavo@per, a verb also 

used by Matthew, Luke, James, Acts, and Paul. At vii 4 ‘Consider’ represents 
©ewpetre, also in general use. Lastly, at xiii 7 ‘considering’ represents dva- 

Gewpouvres, a word used only elsewhere once in Acts (xvii 23). It is really quite 

remarkable how dva- seems to dominate the personal attitude of the compiler of 

Hebrews, steeped and saturated, as he was, with the Septuagint version of the 
Old Testament. 

D 
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Besides dévaBaOpot and évdGepa, of which more will be found below, 

there are a number of other words in frequent use, as évaBaivw of the 
cloud, dvaB.Bdfw some forty times (especially Is. lvii 7 and lviii 4), 
dvayyéddw (e.g. Ps. xix (xviii) 3: ppépa rH qyepa epevdyerar pia Kat vig 
vuxti dvayyéher yvdow), dvaBdéro, dvaywdoxw fifty times in important 

connotations, e.g. Ex. xxiv 7: Kat AdBwv 7d BiBriov tis SiabyKys avéyvw 
eis Ta Gra Tov Aaod. See Deut. xvii 18/19, xxxi 11; and note 2 Kings 
XIX 14: xal éhaBev "Hlexias Ta BiBdria éx xeipds TV ayyéAwv Kal dvéyvo 

aird’ Kal dvéBy eis olkov kupiou Kat dvérrvéev atta “Elexias évaytiov kupiov 

(and xxii 8, 10, 16, xviii 2, e¢¢.). 
*Avayvwpifw is used once (Gen. xlv 1); and évayvwors once (Neh. 

viii 8) in conjunction with dvéyvwoar. 
As to dvadeixvups, we can add to the O.T. use the dvadegéov of Acts 

i 24 of the apostles’ prayer for the proper choice of a successor to 

Judas: 

Kai rpocevfdpevor etrov : 30, Kupie, xapdioyvacra ravtwv, avddetov 

dv efeAdEw éx rovtwv tov bvo va... 

In the O.T. we recognize it in an important passage in Habakkuk 
iil 2: 

Karevéynoa Ta épya cov kat ékéoryv. ev perm Sto Lawr yrwrbjon, 

év 7O eyyilew Ta ery emtyvwocOyon. ev TH Tapeivar Tov Katpov 

dvadeyOjon. év 73 tTapaxOjvar tiv Woxyv pov, ev spy édéovs 

puna Ojon, 
where, in the oft-quoted passage from the A.V. it is rendered other- 
wise, thus: ‘Revive thy work in the midst of the years, in the midst of 
the years make known; in wrath remember mercy’, for év péow tav 
dv0 Lewy ywwoOyon and dvadexOyoy are thus lost; and évy 76 éyyi€ew 

becomes ‘in the midst’. See also 3 Maccabees ii 14 in Simon’s 

prayer, of the Holy Place, the one specially consecrated (dvadeSerypévov). 

We find it again in the N.T. after Zacharias’ long testimony : 
Td d& radiov Wigave Kal exparaotro wvetpar, Kal Fv ev tats 

épypots Ews Hepas avadeigews aitod mpds Tov IopayA (Luke i 80). 

And, at the appointment or designation of the Seventy at Luke x 1: 

Mera 82 radra dvédetev 6 Kuptos (kat) érépous EBSopjxovra (+ dvo), 

kat aréoreAey avtovs ava S00 mpd Tpocdrov avtod eis Tacav. wodW 

kat Témov of EpedXdev airos Epxec Gat. 

Then, besides dyvaféw, dvaxakéw, dvaxadvarw (sixteen times, and 

2 Cor. iii 18 ‘unveiled’), dvaxayrrw, dvaxpalw, avalnréw (twice in Job), 

dvalwrvpéw (Gen. xlv 27 dveLwmipyoe 76 wvedpa “laxdB...), dvaxpovw, 

dvaxepadadopar (dvaxeparamcacba Ta wévtTa ey TS XpiorG, Ta ext rots 

ovpavois Kal Ta ext THS ys év aiTG Eph. i 10), dvaAayBdvw seventy times 
(not forgetting Ex. xxviii 12 of Aaron’s ‘ uplifting’ the twelve names on 
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the breastplate, and Ex. xix 4: xal dvéhkaBev buds doe ext mrepiywv 
deriv), Gvaddpaw, avaydpryros once. Deut. xxvii 19, once John viii 7, 
dvapévo, dvawAnpdw, dévaodlw (over twenty times), dvdoracis (thrice 
O.T., forty times N.T.), dvadwvéw, we have davarédy and dvadépw over 
two hundred times each in O.T. and ten times each in N.T., dvadopa 
twice (Num. iv 19, Ps. 1 21), dvavatw fifty times O.T. and a dozen 
times N.T. [dvavpéaza ascent of incense, dvdxAyots invocation, éva- 

KTugts NeW Creation, dvaxropoy shrine, are not used in the N.T.]. 
As to dvdravots (occurring in Matthew, Luke, and Apoc.), note 

specially : 

Ex. xxxi 15 évdravois dyia TO Kupiv, 
Ex. xxxv 2 ayia cdBBara, avaravors Kupiv, 

and avazravpa at: 

Is. xxviii 12 todro 76 dvaravpa TS TeWwavTi. 

Two words are prominent and suggestive, which should, perhaps, be 

considered specially, viz. dvaBaOpoi and dvafeua. As to dvaBubpoi, it 
is used of Solomon’s great ivory and gold throne (1 Kings x 19, 20, 
2 Chr. ix 18/19). Also of the ‘degrees’ in the ‘House of the Sun’ 
(Is. xxxvili 8 = 2 Kings xx 9/rr), and again in Ezekiel in the vision- 
royal of the regal measurer: ‘xat <iopAOev cis THY wiAnv THY BXr€rovcav 

Kata avaroNas év éxta dvaBabpmois kai dueperpyoe 76 allay tTHS TvARs toov 

TO Kaddpo... 
And we must not overlook the wonderful group of short psalms of 

‘degrees’ or steps, which follow the long cxixth. They are numbered 
120-134 in the Hebrew, but 119-133 in the Greek. They are headed 
(189 Tév dvaBabpev, and the theme of all fifteen songs is a “ting up of 

the eyes and hands of those who stand in the House of the Lord, in 
praise and prayer. Compare the Mishna, treatise Succah, p. 141. 

They are familiar to us all, including No. 126 (125) 1: ‘Unless the 
Lord build the house...’ 

The closing in 134 (133) is as follows: 

"dod 84 etAoyetre tov Kipiov wavres of SodAoL Kupiov, of EoTaTes 
év oik@ kupiov év avAais otkov Ocod Aydv ev tats vudiv’ érdpare tas 

xeipas Spav eis Ta ayia Kat eddoyetre Tov KUptov. 

In 132 (131) we have dvaByjoopa .. dvdornht [cp. dvacrijcat tov vadv 

robvrov (Hagg. ii 9)].. dvaravow .. dvared@, and in verses 7/8: 

EHiceXevowpeba eis Ta oKyvepata aitov’ mporKuvyowpev eis Tov 

Tomov ov éoTyoay of Tddes adtod (anglicé ‘at his footstool’). dvdornfe 
Kupte eis THY avdzavciv Gov, ov Kai 7 KiBwrds TOD ayidopards Gov. 

Then there are two psalms of remembrance («is avdpvyow), viz. Ps. 
Xxxvii 1 and Ixix 1, thus headed. The word also occurs at Lev. xxiv 7 
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of the consecration of the shewbread (see also Numb. x ro), and in 

the N.T. thrice: Luke xxii 19, 1 Cor. xi 24, 25, Heb. x 3. 

It remains to mention the word anaGema, which occurs five times in 

the New Testament, but where there are no cross-references to the Old 
Testament ; yet the Septuagint is full of it. 

The word itself is pregnant with the idea of a votive-offering (whether 

we write it dvafeya or dvaOypa't), for it means a ‘laying-up’. It is 
used in verbal form at xr Sam. xxxi 10 of the Philistines laying-up the 
dead King Saul’s armour (évéO0yxav $ 7a oxedy airod) in the "Aorepetov 
and of Judith laying up Holophernes’ spoils in Jahve’s temple. 

However, we are generally taught that dvafeua means an accursed 

and not a blesséd thing. But zt means both! Just like sacré in French. 
The O.T. Concordance, under the Hebrew word, gives a large pre- 

ponderance of translation in the A.V. as accurséd, and only a few as 
the devoted thing. But Joshua vi 17 and all Deuteronomy xiii explain 

the matter; for, what was first the ‘devoted’ thing to the Lord, in the 

matter of spoils, became the ‘accursed’ thing, if the people appropriated 
of it illegitimately. 

The clearest passage for control is at Lev. xxvii, the whole chapter 

being devoted to sanctification, where, in verses 28/29 we read: 

Tay 8 dvabeua, 0 ay avaby dvOpwros TO Kupiw ér6 wdvrov doa 

aitTG éotw, ard avOpwrov ws KTHVvoUS, Kai Grd &ypod Karacxérews 
aitod, odk dzodwcerat, ode AUTpdceTar. Tav dvdBeua Ayiov ayiwv 

éorat TS Kupiw. 

Here, then, at last, we get the ana in conjunction with arion afin. 

We translate in A.V.: ‘Every devoted thing is most holy unto the 
Lord’. 

[The matter commences at Lev. xxvii 21: ‘as a field devoted’ 

(Anglice and Hebraicé), but dvdGeya is not there used in the Septuagint. 

It is, however, used as above in verses 28 and 29; and in Num. xviii 
14: way avareJeparicpevov, where we translate: ‘everything devoted in 
Israel’, while in Deut. xiii 17 (18) it occurs again: dé rod dvabdparos, 
where A.V. has ‘cursed’ in the text and ‘devoted’ in the margin. 

At Ezek. xliv 29 we find: ‘xai wav dpdpiopa’ (as at Lev. xxvii 21: 
‘7 adwpicpéry’), where A.V. has ‘every dedicated thing’ in the text, 
and ‘devoted’ in the margin]. 

+ ’Avd@npa occurs once at Luke xxi5, where our A.V. says of the Temple: 

“adorned with goodly stones and gifts’, but it is not dapeats or Swpypace or Supors, 

but avadjpact, which the R.V. renders ‘ offerings’, #.e. votive-offerings. 
£ ’Avari@qy: occurs only here and at Lev. xxvii 28, 2 Sam. vi 17 (of the Ark), 

and Mic.iv 13, where A.V. has: ‘and I will consecrate (Sept.: zat dva0joes) their 
gain unto the Lord and their substance unto the Lord of the whole earth’. (Once 

more at Mic. vii 5 of a different matter), Judith xvi 19 dvéOyKev . . ds dvdOnpa. 
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I venture to suggest that ana in Greek at Hebr. ix 3 might also 

indicate an abbreviation for anadema. They could not well use the 
word in full, because it has the double-meaning of blesséd or accurséd. 
But when we talk of ‘the Sacre of Louis XI’ we mean ‘the Consecra- 
tion of Louis XI’ and there is no thought in a Frenchman’s mind of 

anything else, although his ordinary conversation may be full of the 
other thing. 

Sacre and sacré are primarily good words. So with dva6cua, a votive- 
offering. t 

_ The early Church translated the various expressions for ‘ offering’, 

related to dvadépw, Into ANaopa, connecting the ofkos rvevparixés, the 

ieparevpa ayiov, and the dvevéyxas rvevpatixas Ouoias of 1 Peter ii 5 with 

the uplifting of the offerings, involving ana of some sort. Cp. Num. iv 19. 

But let us suppose that we had been accustomed to read ana instead 

of (Ta) arid (TON) ari@N here. What would be our impressions, if we 

suddenly discovered a document as old as this Papyrus with aria 
APION Or TA APIA TON ATION, replacing the ana to which we had been . 
accustomed? We should say that it was ‘accommodation’ to the O.T. 
in Exodus xxvi 33, and we should argue the point at length. 

What I am suggesting is that the ana in Greek here in P** was in 

the original draft of the epistle as a familiar metonym and stands for 
what we, with equal familiarity, term ‘THE BEYOND’,—the Uppermost- 
upper, the ‘high and lofty’ place of Isaiah Ivii 15, quoted previously,— 

being the equivalent of the supremely holy place, but intimating in 

concise terms all that the most holy place stood for. Compare avayuyy 
a life-giving inhalation, and évdyvéis a cooling or a refreshing of Strabo 
and Acts iii 19 (xaspot dvayiéews). 

As a matter of fact, the only difficulty is as to ypycoyn eyoyca 

BYMIATHPION Kal, for the censer was to be carried in through the inner 
veil (Lev. xvi 12) and does not seem to have been part of the 
permanent furniture within the second veil, like the Ark and the Mercy- 

seat overshadowing the 1AactTHpion, which are detailed thereafter in 

Hebr. ix 4-6; and so, as stated before, B dasm sah aeth omit ypycoyn 

EXOYCA OYMIATHPION Kal at the beginning of verse 4, although there is 
nothing in the record at Exod. xxvi and Levit. xvi to prevent the 
censer having been moved to and fro, without and within the veil; and 
resting now in one place and now in another. But B or its prototype 

saw a difficulty, and removed the words ypycoyn eyoyca @YMIATHPION 

+ In French a gulf stands between: une chose sacrée and: quelle sacrée affaire. 
Similarly ‘sanctions’ are now used for approvals and for prohibitions. In Hebrew 
‘Ga’al’ is also redeem, or avenge (stain, defile, pollute), 
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Kal from verse 4, and added in verse 2 the words: Kal TO ypycoyN 

OYMIATHPION after H Tpatteza Kal H TIPOBECIC TWN apTN and before 
HTIC AereTal aria, thinking to conform more closely to the Old Testa- 

ment record. 

It is well to remember that Metonymy is rife in the Bible, which is 
full of alternative appellations. 
We find Adam named after the Earth, the red-earth or the red- 

blood. Migdel (the Tower) becomes Babel in Gen. xi 5/9. We find 
Abram and Abraham, Sarai and Sarah, Jacob and Israel, Jethro 
(Jether) and Reuel, Benoni and Benjamin, Oshea and Joshua, Luz 

and Bethel, Gideon and Jerubbaal, Naomi and Mara; Tophet and Gia 

Haregah (Jer. vii 32 and xix 6). 

Nachon in 2 Sam. vi 6 (Naxwp Sept.) becomes Chidon in 1 Chr. xiii 9 
(where the Sept. omits). In Hosea ii 16 Baali becomes Ishi by 
a change of circumstance. In 2 Chr. iii 17 and 1 Kings vii 21 con- 
siderable importance is attached to the ‘Pillars’, named Jachin and 

Boaz. In Num. xxxii 38 we find: ‘Nebo and Baal-meon, their names 
being changed’. 2 Macc. i 36: ‘Naphthar, but many call it Nephi’. 

For Zion and Jerusalem we have Hephzibah and Beulah (Is. Ixii 4), 

and Dareshah (ver. 12), ze. the city Delectable as opposed to ‘the city 

forsaken’; characterized as ‘the Throne of the Lord’ in Jer. iii 17, and 
‘the Perfection of beauty, the Joy of the whole Earth in Lam. ii 15; 
and in the Psalms we have a great play upon El, Eli, Eloh, Elohi, 

Elohim, with variants of Jah and Jahve and Adoni. 
. A careful differentiation is made between such men as Samuel t and 
Nathan, Haggai and Zechariah, who were ‘prophets’ (clairaudients) 
and such as Iddo, Gad, Asaph, Hanani, Jeduthun, who were ‘seers’ 

(clairvoyants) ; also as between ‘soothsayers’ or ‘ diviners’ (as Balaam), 
‘dreamers’, ‘visionaries’ (2 Chr. xxvi 5), ‘ wizards’—-(sometimes Sept. : 
Tos ézaoidois, sometimes: tTovs yvworas)—, ‘astrologers’, ‘numero- 

logists’, ‘ magicians’, ‘necromancers’, ‘ enchanters’, and those having 

‘familiar-spirits’. In Is. xlvii 13 ‘seers’ are coupled with astrologers 
and star-‘gazers’ (of dorpoAdyor Tod ovpavod, of SpavTes Tovs dorépas 
Sept.). 

To these we can add ‘inquirers’, ‘petitioners’; and ‘consulters of 
oracles’: byw [1 Sam. xxx 8: ‘And David inquired of the Lord’ (on 
the Ephod); 1 Sam. xxviii 6: ‘And when Saul inquired of the Lord, 
the Lord answered him not, neither by dreams, nor by Urim, nor by 

prophets ’]. 

+ 1 Sam. ix 9: ‘ Beforetime in Israel when a man went to inquire of God, thus 
he spake : Come let us go to the Seer; for he that is now called a Prophet was 

beforetime called a Seer.’ In verse 19 Samuel says to Saul: ‘1 am the Seer’ 

(Heb. ANN, Gk. 6 BAdrwv). 
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Also, differentiation is made between the words (of Adyor) of the 

prophets compared to the Word (or the Whisper: ox3) of the Lord.t 
And even between prophets and prophets, which extends to real 
prophets, who, however, sometimes ‘divine for money’ (Mic. iii 11). 

On the female side a difference is signalled between Miriam, Deborah, 

Noadiah, and Huldah, who were ‘ prophetesses’ (M&'33) and the woman 
of Endor, who had a ‘ familiar-spirit’ (218) which the Septuagint renders : 
yov7 éyyactpipvéos. 

In the New Testament Saul is Paul, Simon is Peter or Cephas, John 

is Mark, Cleopas is Alphaeus, Boanerges signified the sons of Zebedee, 
Lebbaeus is Thaddaeus, Barsabas is Justus, and the Devil, as father of 

lies, has a variety of appellations. Salem and Jerusalem are inter- 

changeable, and Jerusalem, Israel, David are nearly always contracted 

in writing, together with IHcoyc, ypictoc, Kypioc, 6€0c, ANOpwTrOc, yIoOC, 
OYPANOC, TINEYMA, TTATHP, CTaypoc. 

MErTonymy is the exchange of names between things related. It is 

founded, not on resemblance, but on the relation of container and 
thing contained, sign and thing signified. 

Thus, the Bible applies to the Redeemer or Saviour of his people at 
least sixty different appellations; and in the Old Testament, while 

Jehovah is amplified to Jehovah-Shammah, Jehovah-Jireh, Jehovah- 
Nissi, Jehovah-Shalom, Jehovah-Tsidkenu, we find a counterpart in the 
New Testament, when St. James speaks of God-the-Giver (i 5), of 

God-the-Untemptable (i 13), of God-the-Lawgiver (iv 12), and the 
Writer of Acts (i 24) of God-the-heartknower. In Romans (xvi 26) 
St Paul speaks of the God-of-the-ages. In Hebrews iii 4 we come 
across God-the-omnibuilder, and in John i 1 God-the-Word, r John i 5 

God-the-Light.t In Maccabees we have numerous other titles. 
Thereagainst a contraction, anagram, analogue, metonym, tralation 

or apocope cannot be ruled out of order here, at Hebr. ix 3, forthwith. 

And note that, in the Temple of Solomon the Oracle of the Holy 

Place is called DABIR in 1 Kings vi, vii, viii, 2 Chr. iii 16, v 7, 9, ¢.g.: 
1K. vili6 Kai eiodépovow ot iepeis THY KBwrdv cis Tov TéroV adtis 

cis 16 SaBip tot oixov cis Ta Gyia TGV dyiwy brs Tas 

mrépuyas tov XepovBip. 

+ ‘The Lord had told Samuel in his ear the day before’ (1 Sam. ix 15). 
{ Nehemiah speaks of a God of pardons; and both he (ii 4, 20) and Cyrus (Ezra 

i 2, ii 5, 20) of the God of Heaven (Elohi Shamaim). Curiously enough ‘the 

Triune God’ is reserved for Baal and coupled with his name in 2 Kings iv 42 Baal. 
Shalishah—summiarily dismissed in the LXX by the word Ba:@apicd! Again, in 

Judges viii 33 and ix 4 we find ‘the God of the Covenant’ (M72 bya) applied to 

Baal as Baal-b’rith. The LXX weakens the construction in viii 33, but comes out 

boldly in ix 4 with: at éSwxev atr@ EBSounxorra dpyupiou é otrov BaadBepid, 
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2Chrv 7 kai clonjveykay ot iepeis THV xiBurrdv SeaPqens Kupiov eis tov 
TOToVv auTHs, eis 76 daBip TOU oikou eis Ta ayia TOV éylwv, 

brokdtw Tay Trepvywv Tav XepovBip. 

Also that, in Ezekiel’s vision of a Heavenly Temple, the altar is 

called ARIEL (xliii 15-16) ; so that there are precedents! 
And we establish Dadir and Ariel as definite precedents for calling 

the whole of the innermost inclosure by a special appellation. In 
Maccabees: Hagiasma, Hagneia. In New Testament times we find 

Jesus speaking of Koréan (Mark vii 11: xopBav, 6 éore SGpov), whereas 

at Matt. xv 5 only ddpov is named, with another reference at xxili 18/19 

to 76 dépw. This KopBayv refers to the ja5p of Leviticus i-iv e¢c., and 
of Numbers v, vi, and, especially, vii. 

But now we are in post-Christum times; and it remained to find an 

analogue covering the Hebraic and Greek languages. 
I think ana is singularly happy—though it is remarkably well hedged 

about and occulted—for it has been shewn that it fulfils the require- 
ments of a perfect analogue, both “zeratim and also in its suggestive- 

ness; because we are at once introduced in thought to Greek words, 
such as: 

dvaroky, the dayspring (Luke i 78), 

dvaifvéis, a refreshing (Acts iii 19), 

dvdravois, a haven of rest (Matt. xi 29), 
dvdpyynows, remembrance (1 Cor. xi 24, 25), 
évaxvAiw, of rolling away the stone (Mark xvi 4), and to 
évdoracts, of resurrection—all these words in every Christian’s mouth; 

besides the dvacdlw of Ezekiel and of P** in Hebr. x 14, yet to be 
discussed. Note also dvoixodopéw of Neh. ii 5, Amos 1x 11, Zech. i 16. 

Then, on its Hebrew side, we have seen how wis fulfils the condi- 
tions of the everliving principle, the I of majesty and eternity and of 

the prayers at the Mercy-seat. 
Coming to sub-apostolic times, we find a word, not used in the N.T., 

employed by Clement of Rome, wz. tanarioc, which actually involves 

and contains the ana. I notice that the Lexicon considers zavdy.os 
to be the property of the LXX, but it does not seem to appear in the 

Canonical books. This tranarioc can, in turn, be considered a crypto- 

gram for a(rioc) N(al) a(fiwtatoc), 
as in 3 Macc. ii 2,21 a(rioc) (€)N a(rioic), 

if we care for such obscurities. Indeed these keys fit the lock perfectly. 
We can also refer to éyveta, another word in every early Christian’s 

mouth—holy purity, or pure wholeness—occurring at 1 Tim. iv 12, 
v 2 (and, very likely, at Gal. v 23), which also contains ava, but no 
emphasis need be placed upon it. See also r Macc. xv 36 jz. 
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Then comes, in sixth place, the extra-biblical but Rabbinic Shekinah, 

or Shachanah, as to the divine glory, a substantival expression, coined 

from the verb-forms employed as Shakhan (jv) concerning the super- 
dwelling immanence of God, as at Exod. iii 2: the burning bush ; 
xxiv 16: covering Sinai; Num.ix 17: of the pillar. Once, Deut. xii 5: 

‘unto His habitation (123) shall ye seek’. 
In seventh place we ought not to overlook the exceptional word 

pavad, used by the LXX sixteen times, as an alternative for @voia or 

SHpov. This word does not appear to be in my Greek lexicon. In 
Daniel ii 46 our A.V. translates it ‘oblation’, but it was quite familiar 

to the early Christian users and students of the Septuagint. It also 
embraces our ava. 

As to Shiloh, at Gen. xlix 10 (‘until Shiloh come’), we have still to 

find out exactly what was meant, but it is another case of a meaning 

hitherto buried and occulted by the Biblical practice of cabbalistic 
hyperboles, anagrams, analogues, alternatives, cryptograms, hierograms, 

and metonyms. 

Nor can we (in ninth place) completely overlook our ana in retro- 

spect. Let us turn for a moment to Mesopotamia, which is one of the 
principal ‘ cradles’ of the Earth, at any rate in this Era of the race. 

As a matter of historical interest and as a tradition of immeasurable 
age (going back to 2300 B.c. and earlier) we enter the present oil-bearing 

domain of 1raK—rehabilitated in name after four thousand years—and 
we find at URUK [compare ERECH (778) Gen. x ro] that EANNA is the 
appellation for the whole of the double-sanctuary, used repeatedly on 

inscriptions in the great Temple-compound and noble Zikurrat. [See 

J. Jordan’s uruK-warka, Berlin 1930, with numerous plates, and 
subsequent illustrated pamphlets 1931, 1932]. 

As to the doubled n, Sayce says (Assyrian Grammar, p. 64) that ‘a 
double Consonant in Assyrian is frequently written where there is no 

grammatical reason for its existence ; it then denotes that the accent 
falls on the preceding vowel’. Further, that a word can be made 
‘ collective’ by adding anu at the end, e.g. ‘cirba-anu’ for ‘an offering’ 
in a generic sense. The ‘Ego’ is given as ‘anacu’; thus it is not far — 

removed from any and anyi. [This doubling of n in Egyptian is dealt 
with by Gardiner (Grammar p. xxvi) and by Gunn in a monograph of 
200 pages]. Ail this may be mere coincidence, but it involves 
Abraham’s country, Melchisedek, great kings and priests of antiquity, 

and must go on record. Dr Sidney Smith informs me that EANNA 

simply means ‘The House of Anu’ (spelled Ana on the El-Amarna 
tablets). 

In Hebr. vii 21 the writer’s thought flies back to Abraham and Ur, 

and he cites Psalm cx 4 as to the ‘order of Melchisedek’. In the 

E 
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Septuagint version, in the previous verse (= cix 3) we find: ‘év rais 
Aapmrporynor Tav ayiwy Gov, éx yaoTpbs tpd Ewoddpov éyevvyca oe’. Our 
A.V. says: ‘in the beauties of holiness from (07 ‘more than’ mg.) the 
womb of the morning ; thou hast the dew of youth’. 

Notice pd éwoddpov, another expression for advaroAjs or dayspring. 
The Hebrew word in Ps. cx 3 is 1Nwn. 

That we must take account of the Cabbalists and of cabbalistic 
expressions can be seen at Hebr. ix 5, where, as to Mercy-seat and 
Cherubim, the author adds: ‘of which we cannot now speak particu- 
larly’ (‘severally’ R.V., xara yépos Gk.), which certainly indicates 
a mental reservation, occurring, as it does, only two verses beyond the 

passage under discussion at ix 3 as to: AEfOMENH ANd. 
As to the Ark (j"N), its name, as a ship or shipping, is ‘38, 

and feminine too, like vats and xBwrds in Greek. There is an un- 

finished and recondite sentence in 1 Chr. xiii 6 as to the Ark, which 

we render in A.V.: ‘And David went up and all Israel to Baalah (that 
is) Kirjath-jearim, which (belonged) to Judah, to bring up thence the 
ark of God the Lord, that dwelleth (between) the Cherubims, whose 
name is called (on it).’ 

The final sentence in Greek is rendered: ot éwexAyOy dvopa avrod. 
In the Hebrew it is: BY N7pPI“AWR. 

Samaritan usage was to substitute Sama (wow) for the name of 
Jahve and Adoni. Hebrew own. See Dalman on own sos and min 
Nix (Worte Jesu, p. 150). 

If the Jewish-Christians chose to adopt some short appellation for 
TA SFIA TON aflWN, there would be every reason to accommodate 

Aramaic to Greek in some way ; and we have seen that NIN and ana 

have a certain correspondence in the premises. 

For, finally, ava, without case, covers the point and means ‘every- 
where’, that is ‘all around’, permeating everything. Thus: 

"Ava Oeot oav = Everywhere there were gods, 
"Ava. dubai Geot = Everywhere were oracles of God, 
"Ava ayiéryns Fv = Everywhere (all around) there was Holiness. 

The word dyad also occurs in a last but different connexion with 
Cherubim or the ‘living creatures’ of John’s Apocalypse, at Rev. iv 8 

involving the Trisagion: xat ra récoapa Léa, ev Kal ey abrav éxwv ava 

arépuyas €... kal dvdravow ovdx exovow jpépas Kat vu«rds, éyovres : 

arloc afloc afioc, Kvpios 6 @eds 6 wavroxpdrwp, 6 jw Kai & dy kai 6 
epxopevos. 

There is a variant reading here of the equivalent of éré tay évdyov 
airod Kat érdvw (for dvd) by syr sak bok 1/2, which brings us to a con- 

sideration of érdvw. This word (with dywOev) is prominent in John’s 

Pe ee eet ors ke Pett a eed ee Ad A ee Bg LORE MATTE SS ETEE 
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Gospel at iii 31: ‘He that cometh from above (dévw6ev) is above all 
(érdvw wdvrwv); he that is of the earth is earthly and of the earth 
speaketh he ; he that cometh from heaven is above all (érdvw dvruv).’ 
”AvwOev occurs fifteen times in the New Testament. 

And we meet with anamecon for the last time at Rev. vii 17: 67 To 
dpviov 76 dvapécov Tov Opdvov romavel adbrovs, kat ddyyyoce airovs éxt 

Loys (vel Sdoas) ayyas iSdrwv, cai éfarciier 6 Ocds wav Sdxpvoy ék TaHV 

6hPaApov aitav. 
For upon examination, it has become evident that the hortative -an’ 

and the precative ~na have the staunch support of a triune grouping of 
Hebrew with its Nox and cognate words, of Greek with its dva and dvd, 
and of Egyptian. [ Double n in Egyptian, Assyrian, Hebrew, is negligible]. 

Sanskrit also is not to be denied, for AN means to breathe, to live, 
ANNA means food (and DEvA-ANNA food for the gods, ANNA-MAYA 

metaphysical food), Aywa means authority, AN-aNA the Face or Van. 
So that, if we add Sanskrit, we have a sturdy quadruple, quadrilateral 
base to our Pyramid, which enshrines the Holy of Holies in its 

metonymic garb of ana. 

Within this old pyramid we must rest our case. 

Any critic who wishes to insist that ana in Heb. ix 3 is an error for 

Arid APION Must account for the fact that no corrector or reader of our 

papyrus has touched it or questioned it. [ana occurs at the end of 

a line again at vi 6, vii 14, xiii 7]. 
Any critic, who, like Benoit (Revue Bibligue, Jan. 1937, p. 65) may 

consider ANAC@ZOMENOYC in Heb. x 14 to be an error for ariaZOMENOYC, — 

and ‘an ingenious error’ at that,—is requested to examine Ezekiel’s 
language in vi 8, 9, vii 16 (kal dvafwoyoovrat of dvacwlopevor), XIV 22, 
and xxiv 26, 27, and to consider whether the rovs dvacwlopeévous of p** 

in Heb. x 14 is not the more likely traditional expression than tots 
dytafozevous, Which may easily have been an early substitution dragged 
in from ii rr Or x 10 in an attempt at harmonization, to accord with the 
gradually increasing trend in Hebrews of a vicariously attained sanctity, 
or engendered sanctification, as the epistle was reproduced and circu- 

lated. 

Any critic who wishes to wipe out the many singulars for plurals of 
© as 

mavros for raytwv Heb. vii 2 (with B, syv) apxovpevos Heb. xili 5 
oAokavTwpa. for oAoKkavrwpata Heb. x 6 (with D E® d sah 2/4 aeth) 
apaprias for azaptiwy Heb. x 26 (with D* Sev2"° Sod? sah Marc?) , 

Sopa. for Sopara Eph. iv 8 (cp. Phil. iv 17, where, however ** omits) 
goBos for doBor 2 Cor. vii 5 (so syr and Zerédisette; extrinsecus 

pugnae, intrinsecus timor’) 
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povov for pove. Phil. iv 15 (so syr) 

oxicpa for cxiopata 1 Cor.i 10 (so 37) 
nav for wavra Rom. viii 28 (so sy7), 

must satisfy us that he has consulted the Syriac version and has con- 
sidered the Syro-Greek foundation of the Epistle, before preferring the 
testimony of the later witnesses for the use of the plural. 

And, lastly, as bearing upon early Christian mentality on the 
subject of the Holy of Holies and the new Eucharist, it will be found 
in the Didache that (x 3 onwards), in speaking of heavenly meats, life 
eternal, and a prayer to save the ecclesia from all evil and to perfect 
her in heavenly love and to gather her from the four points of the 

compass (referring to Matt. xxiv 31), we find this: 

€X\érw xapis’ Kal wapeAOérw 6 Koo pos ovTOS* 
as dvva TO OeG 845° et Tis dyeds Eoriy Epyéo Ow" 

el Tis OK éoTe peravocitw’ papavald. d&yrv. 

Hosanna, therefore, curiously intercalated here—a kind of “Id dva or 
"Iw "Ava,— seems to have been carried forward from the passover pro- 
cession-cry (Matt. xxi 9), and currently used as an apostrophe. 

At any rate, we cannot summarily dismiss ana as a mere error for 

aria, Since arioon is lacking. 

Not much farther ahead, we notice in Heb. 

x 14 the: aNacwzomenoyc of Pp 

for the arlazomenoyc of the others, [z/Zeg. Pp**| 

and yet it is doubtful whether the boot is not on the other foot, and 

that copyists swbseguent to our papyrus did not write aria... for ana..., 

because dvacwfo was not familiar and is not otherwise a N.T. word, 

although it is perfectly good Greek (Sophocles, Herodotus, Xenophon, 
Plato, and Polybius: ‘to be restored to one’s rights, to be rescued 

back from exile’). Frequent in Ezekiel, see vi 8, 9, vii 16, xiv 22, 

xxiv 26, 27, and used twenty-four times by the LXX. Therefore 

dvacwlopevous is a beautiful reading here (which may have been lost 
early): 

‘For by one offering he hath perfected for ever those brought 
back from a condition of exile.’+ See above as to x 14 and x 10. 

+ I think that there lurks ‘behind the Arras’, as it were, of the third century, 

a somewhat similar example, lost, to all intents and purposes, since then. 

l refer to an interchange of m for rf in Matt. xxiv 7 (= Mark xiii 8, Luke xxi 11) 
as to Auuot xa Aorwor. There are plenty of minor variations here and many 

changes of order, but no Greek MS, so far reported, has Aovroi for Aomol. Aotyds 

means death, and also death dy pestilence, so Aimot Kat Aolfot would be apposite: 

‘famines and (consequent) deaths éy pestilence’. It would be useless and pre- 
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I ask who was the more likely to promulgate anacwzomenoyc—the 
poor diligent scribe or the author with his script in the background? 
For the author would be reproducing the language of the LXX, of 
which he was well cognisant, while the scribe would not be likely to 
contract the word to dyafopevous, but revisers might do so, basing 
themselves on the jyacpévor of verse ro, whereas the author would 
not be concerned with such ‘consistencies’, but would be diligently 
pursuing his theme and working up to his climaxes, as he saw fit. 
A good example of such (early) accommodation can be seen at 

James ii 20 and 26, where Nekpa has been brought back from verse 26 
to verse 20 and has displaced the undoubtedly correct apru. 

Verse 26 reads: 

“Qorep yap 76 cpa xwpis Tvedparos vexpov eortwy, ovTws Kal} TioTIs 
xwpis épywr vexpa err. 

Verse 20 is: 

@drcis 8é yvOvar, & dvOpwre eve, Ott} wiotis xwpis TAY Epywy apyy 
éorTw ; 

In verse 20 dpyy is the reading of BC* 27, 29 (= Sod 157) Sod™ 
sah arm 1/2 latt (ff ug ‘vacua’, am* fu dem Bed ‘otiosa’), against all 
the rest, that is: NAC?KLP minz. syr doh arm 1/2 aeth Ps-Ath Occ 

Cyrris Or ug et am* for vexpd, so the ‘accommodation’ was in- 
augurated quite early. 

In the Septuagint the word is rare, but Exod. xxi 19 wAjv rijs dpyeias 
avrov drorice Kai Ta iarpea and Is. i 13 fiz. vyoreiay Kal dpyiay give us 

the meaning. [In the latter case, obscured in our A.V.]. 
The accommodation of verse 20 to verse 26 was, perhaps, also 

engendered by the fact that dpyj can mean ‘shining’ as well as ‘idle’, 
although we have it (dpyovs) in 2 Pet. 1 8 translated ‘ darren’, and dépyat 
in Tit. i 12 (yaorépes dpyai, ‘slow bellies’) in the quotation from 

sumptuous for me to advance this supposition of a lost reading if a slight trace 
did not linger in a few Versions, but it does. 

When we turn to fers in Matthew, we find: ‘ fames et penuria... ef mors’, and 
boh actually adds xa: @avarat there. If we write Aoryou instead of Bavaro: we have 

found the lost word. In Hogg’s translation of the diatess***® (in the Suppt. to the 

Ante-Nicene Library) he gives: ‘famines and deaths and agitations’. [Hill does 

not so translate]. In Syriac the difference is minute. JLaso signifies death, and 

Jules means pestis: a little #un makes the difference. In the Arabic it is even 

more minute. 

Now, in Luke, d@, opposite Aco: of D, has morbz, but e: dues (6 wanting, 

@ = pestes), while bok in Luke has Aoryor for Aocpor (supporting its reading in 

Matthew), and fers has: et neors plurima (supporting his Matthew text). So, there 

- has been, evidently, a substratum of confusion, at some remote time, as between 

Aoipot and Aoryo, morbi and mortes, due, doubtless, to Septuagint influence; see 

Ezekiel vii 15, xii 16, xiv 21. 
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Epimenides, and 1 Tim. v 13 twice over, there rendered ‘ id/e’, as also 

Matt. xii 36: ‘But I say unto you that every ¢d/e word which men may 

utter, they shall give account thereof in a day of judgement’, and xx 3 
as to the zd/ers in the parable, waiting for employment. 4 

Vii 15 avicracbar P* so/us (for avicrarat). 
The Latin is surgit or exsurgat, but Sedul has exsurgeret. Arabint 

has surrexerit, and aeth: accipietur sacerdos ad similitudinem constitutionis 

Melchizedect, [kS< anorare]. 

AviocracOo. may be considered awkward after the preceding ei, but 
note that aefh and syr omit the ei, the former saying: ‘because he 
saith’, and the latter: ‘in this which he said that’, in which case an 

infinitive is possible. This «i can be, and is, actually suppressed in the 
A.V., which has: ‘For that after the similitude of Melchisedec there 

ariseth another priest.’ The German is similar: ‘So nach der Weise 
Melchisedeks ein anderer Priester aufkommt.’ 

Ei with an infinitive is sometimes used by Herodotus (as here) in 
oratio obliqua. (Cf Lex. sub <i). 

xii 26 There seems to be a slight clue here, again concerning e (in 
a different way). ** writes «e. 1 ¢@wv7 for od 7 dwvy, and we find the 
Sahidic quite alone in saying: ‘ Zf he shook the earth in a voice at that 
time.’ All others begin: ‘Cujus vox...? This must be sought out in 
Horner’s edition, for no other editors have noticed this yet. The 

el in P* is super-dotted for deletion, but nothing replaces it, so that 

p*** meant to read: ‘ The voice the earth shook then.’ 

But hold. Note that ef is most ancient Greek (Doric) for of! Is 
that the secret? Then, already sak was misled from a similar MS into 
confusing «i for ei. It begins definitely ewjxe. Compare Hebr. iii 11, 
iv 3, 5, and Ps. xcv 11, and see p. 71. 

x1 ckKiav yap exwv o vopos Tw peAXdovTwy ayabwr’ Kat THY ELKoVa Tw 

mpaypatwv Kad eviavtov Tats avtas Ovorus (+ as**) rpoodepovaw ets TO 

diyvenes’ ovderrore Suvarat (séc) Tous mpowepxopevous TeAewwoar’ 
Thus writes p**, substituting cae ryv for ovx avryv ryv, but it looks 

optime to me, and an earlier reading than the usual one. It signifies: 
‘4 shadow ... and ¢ke semblance of .. .’, instead of: ‘A shadow... 

and not the very image of .. .’, for at ch. vili 5 it runs just that way: 

OlTLVES UTODELYpaTL Kat TKLG. AATPEVOUTL TWY EOUpAVLW. 

[ Note. Scrivener’s m (37) reads ov xara. This is the famous Leicester 

codex (Ev. 69 ef.) numbered by Soden®** and quoted here]. 

xi 35 tyv arodvow fro tTyv arohvtpwow P** (with ztpw above the 
line). Compare xi 25 avoAavow. 

The difference is really grave, for dzodvtpwots means a ransom, 
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a deliverance by ransom, while dzoAvois means an ordinary release. 
We could pass it by, but the famous Claromontanus declares that it 
did not read azoAvtpwow here, but azoAavow, because, as against the 

other Latin rendering of: zon suscipientes redemptionem, d has: non 

exspectantes DELICHS (vult ‘delicias’), and e leaves a blank, having: 
CXSPECHLANLES we vevaee wt. Ambrose must have known this reading, for he 
said in one place: on expectabant delicias illecebras, although in another 
he quotes in the regular way. So much for aroAavow (‘ enjoyment’ or 
‘enjoyments’). As to the azoAvow of P*5, note carefully that syz says: 

‘they hoped not for escape’ (= P*), and aetA 1/2: ‘they wished not for 
deliverance’; while d0# has: ‘they accepted not the redemption’, 

and sah: ‘they accepted not the redemption of their body’, 

and aeth 1/2: ‘they accepted not the redemption of their soul’. 

Xiil rovyap for rovyapovry. Quite legitimate, but not, so far, recorded 
for others. The Latins have sdeogue (some ugg., I think, have deo), but 

the Saidic omits this ovy, as doubtless syz. 

ibid. Nedoc MAPTYPON OFK@N (f70 oyKov) ATTOBEMENO! TIANTA Kal 
THN... 

Compare ‘omnia pondera’ (plural) in syr; and also the notes in 
Matthaei and Tischendorf, where Matthaei quotes C4°d4 for omission 
of oyxov, and in the com. oyxoy is applied to paprupwy, thus: zotov 
vépos; paptipwy oyxov. Tischendorf reports cat”® for: jpiv védos, 
paptipwy Gyxov, Tovreot. Tov TOV ToGOvTwWY papTupLav GyKOV, airoOgnevoL 

wavT, Kal THY ebtepicTaroy dpaptiav. 
Thus, between the Papyrus, the Syriac, and the above, we get an 

explanation of ofKwN as applied to MapTyp@n ; perhaps it is meant for 

OFK@TON in its true adjectival form, z.e. ‘ heaped-up witnesses’, referring 
to the long record in the previous chapter. 

Again we seem to get a glance into the hintergrund of it all, for 
possibly the author intended éyxwy to be an adjective in the genitive 
plural. As it stands in the common text, the sentence is not very 
literary, although possible Egyptian-wise, in separating wdyra as an 

accusative masculine singular from dyxoy (‘éyKxov dmobéuevor rdvta’), 
whereas, if wdvra is neuter plural, it stands in its right place ‘on 
its own’. 

[éyxos occurs only here this once in Hebrews, but it is frequent in 
Clem@lex, Smépoyxos occurs in 2 Peter ii 18 and Jude 16]. 

ibid. ceurepiavacrov by P** alone for evrepiorarov. A very different 

thing. If evrepioracror be original, it would mean: ‘the sin which is 
so easily abrogated ’, or ‘ which it is so important to abandon’, instead 
of: ‘the sin which doth so easily beset us’. 

Now, de seem to read ‘fragile peccatum’ (I do not know whether 
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Ds has any special reading). Neither Tischendorf nor von Soden 
have anything on this in their notes. 4e¢# has: ‘conturbationem 
peccati’, but syr indicates that it derived its reading from eumept- 
atarov. [azepirtarov Compls* solus]. 

Therefore, only de, with their exceedingly happy ‘/vagz/e’, have pro- 
duced an expression which deconflates the two readings and makes 
them into one! [Arm goes to the other extreme, and has ‘ urgent’ !]. 

Thereagainst, the English Revisers’ margin is singularly unhappy 
with its suggestion of: ‘or, is admired of many’, for, in the light of the 

previous magnificent chapter xi, the initial Toryap or Tovyapour of ch. xii 

is noteworthy, and rules out such a marginal insinuation. 
ibid. tpexopev OF Tpexwpev is uncertain, there being a mutilation 

after tpe..... 

ibid. ro zpoxepevov (pro tov zpoKepevov). It is not necessary to put 

this down as an error, as the footnote suggests. This presupposes 

that the usual masculine accusative aywva follows, but at the bottom of 

this page all is missing after y [ww... 

What if en arnt or ec apwna followed, for arwna? This is actually 

the reading of dof and of arm. (The Latins use a neuter: ‘ certamen’). 
Boh has it thus: ‘ Let us run 2 the race which is set down for us.’ 
The Syriac also modifies the order. The A.V. says: ‘unto the race’, 
as the previous English Versions, but not R.V. 

Instead of aywva at the beginning of the next line (as printed i in the 
text of p** within the usual square bracket), I notice that there is too 
much room in the line above for nuw only. The line will take easily 
two, three, or four letters more than ype, so there is no difficulty in 
contemplating & or ev rw or eis after yuw. There is also the alternative 

neuter synonym: Al@raa, but it is perhaps doubtful whether déoypa— 
(rather apposite here, ‘ the chase’ or ‘a pursuit-race’)—is used with 
tpéxw, and, as both Coptics transliterate aywy, it is more probable that 
this word was used. In s@zZ it is Sinacwn, dof Sen niractwn. In both 

cases the final a of the Greek masculine accusative does not show. Did 
this lead the scribe of P* to consider aywy as neuter? His genders 
are sometimes questionable according to our standards, but we must 
not neglect the Bohairic and Armenian readings. Our Greek materials 
are scanty enough. [hs‘r omits the article roy before zpoxe:pevor]. 

xii 14/15 The papyrus has here: 

TON ariacMoN’ OY ywpic oydei(c) oyetat 

KC €MICKOTIOYNTAC’ MH TIC YCTEPOON 

Therefore, we have ovde. by first hand, possibly ovder, (with sigma 
squeezed in), xvptos for rov xvptov, and emorxorouvras for... tes. A 
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strange situation. The rough breathing over of and the marks of 
pause or orixor appear to be by a correcting hand. 

I think, perhaps, Horner has put his finger on the origin of this, by 
retranslating ver. 14 fin. of the Syziac for us, as: ‘our Lord seeth 

not’, and the a@e¢#t°? as: ‘God there is not (any) who saw (him)’, 
giving us the nominative, which has been obscured by the other trans- 

lators of these Versions. 
At the beginning of verse 15 we can spare emiocxomourtes altogether, 

without much loss, but ex:cxozowvtas (which the Diorthotes tacks on to 

ver. 14 fin.), presents a difficulty. Observe that the papyrus does not 

say 6 xuptos, but Kc without the article. 

As to 14/15, there must have been some questioning, for in the 

Arabic version occurs ‘ Finis’ after: ‘sine quanemo Dominum videbit’ 
and before: ‘Prospicientes’. At 15 zuzt. d. has ‘Providentes’ for 
‘Contemplantes ’"—[e ceased definitely at xii 8]—and the syriac, arm, 
and aeth: ‘(Et) estote cauti’. 

[Scrivener’s m has od for of]. 
I rehearse this merely to shew and to emphasize that throughout 

this ancient document there are traces of a very different original draft 
from the stereotyped one which has reached us, and, with patience, we 

may be able to unravel what was the original meaning and teaching of 
the Epistle, written by a hand which is still unknown to us. 

After all, our Anglo-Jewish-Christian attitude has been founded on 
and moulded by this letter to the Hebrews, and it should be of para- 
mount importance to get at the original, unvarnished, unaccommo- 
dated, straightforward narrative, before its details were obscured or 

its meanings enlarged, in order to over-emphasize certain doctrinaire 
features. 

How slow have been our critical methods, and how dull our acumen ! 

And all because we have been so fond of labels and of labelling things , 
not entering fully enough into fhe spirit of matters which governed in 
the second and in the beginning of the third century. But gradually 
we have been working to a point where we can find and take up the 
threads of the web which was spun by the early compilers, editors, 

critics, and transcribers. The Semitic background is coming more 
clearly into view all the time—especially as shewn by Prof. Wensinck 
in Bezan Bulletin No. 12 (for Dec. 1937)—and the Greek reworking 
and the Version accommodation began all too early for our profit. 

But we shall be quite unworthy of having stumbled upon such un- 
expected finds as this Papyrus*, if we let prejudice or snap-judgements 
interfere with good, cool, critical methods; and if we refuse to take 
advantage of the many clues and leads which it offers for our con- 
sideration, that is to say, before ‘shop-rules’ in Scriptoria began to 

F 
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standardize the attempted improvements, and so gave us a debased 

mintage. 

xii 17 Kaito! Z7o Kaimep P* alone (et quamquam @). Once again 

we are introduced behind the scenes to a background, independent of 
our known authorities, for the Sahidic transliterates nammep exactly. 

Boh, however, has netos (all MSS but one; that one alone has renep). 

Only @ of the Latins has e¢ before guwamgquam. Where did the Bohairic 
get xetos, if that Version followed so long after the Sahidic? All 

other Greeks but our Papyrus exhibit Kaittep without any variation. 
Not a single cursive known to Tischendorf, Scrivener, Matthaei, or 
von Soden exhibits karro!t. And yet dof had it. Curious and note- 

worthy! Spain has a proverb: Donde no se piensa, salta la lebre!/ 

xiii 15 —ow P* with N*D*PW d boh?** + arab (syr has wat init). 

ibid. Qvo.as pro Ovorav P**, with @ (hostias, contra D®* Guo) and 

also all these: sak bok syr aeth 1/2 arm44, but against the other 

Greeks and Latins. Neither Z%sch nor Sod have a word on this, as no 

Greeks have been recorded for it hitherto, not even one cursive among 
all Scrivener’s and Matthaei’s collations, but P** now validates the 
Versions here, which therefore did not originate the plural. It also 

validates the emphasis placed upon certain Version testimony by me 
here (and elsewhere), which, hitherto, has been dismissed as purely 
secondary. ** has ve for de in the next verse, omitted from the notes. 

KIL 16 +773 ante xowwvias P*, with D 73 only, according to Zisch. 
Soden adds **** (Escurial) and *** (Sinai). Horner exhibits this for 
sah, and boh (see the 404 volume) definitely, but this Version support is 
not mentioned by Z%sch nor by Sodex. However, it is important now 
to group our evidences, for the procedure reveals a very weak line of 
continuity among our junior Greek documents. And also because the 
above rijs kowwvias constitutes the ‘longer’ text here, it merits additional 

attention, and is a nice touch—‘ ¢#e communion’ of saints. Our A.V. 

and R.V. obliterate the nouns edzoida and xowwvia by rendering both 
expressions as verbs: ‘to do good and to communicate’. Not so the 
Latins, nor the Coptics (‘But the benevolence plus the sharing with 
others’), nor indeed Wiclif: ‘and nyle ghe forghete wel doynge and 

comynynge’, but the German falls back upon a verbal effect, with: 
‘Wohl zu thun und mitzutheilen vergesset nicht.’ 

+ Horner in his sak volume omits to record bohPFK and the Greek uncials here 

for —ovy. I add avab,and the importance lies in its possible connexion with D, F, 
or K of 0h. Compare other Joh readings farther on, and note xii 28, and also 
Xiii 9g as to bohPFK again. 
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We now proceed in regular order. ‘Xelp xetpa virret, Sdxtudds te 

daxtvAov’ : 

i2 —xat post & ov P**. Thus also sahP! arab and aeth, but no 

Greeks or Latins. 

13 dvvapews absqgue avtov P**. Thus also M 67**. No Versions. 

Al ayToy (s#c) then follows AyNamewoc and precedes ka@apicmon, as in 

D 137 Zhdt. 

i 4 init. rocovrey pro rocovrw P** with P. Perhaps meant for 

rocovtov with 73, 109 Afost Atpcodd. 
ibid. —twv ante ayyeduv P* with B Clemo alone. (Vot Hort). 

{Without twyv before ayycAwy (there having been no previous mention 
of angels) tocovrwy could, however, stand and apply to angels]. 

i 8 fia. avrov fro cov with NB only and forttst. No cursives, no 
versions, and against Tertullian (extant here) and the LXX (Ps. xliv 7). 

(Aeth and arab [non doh] both write: xa: y paBdos rns BactAcas cov 

pafdeos tus evOuryros, altering the order). 

ii 7 Omit cau xateotyoas avtov ext Ta epya Twv xeipwy cov with B and 
others. Apparently brought in later from Ps. viii 7. 

ii 8 ev yap Tw vTotagar (—avtw Pr.) ovdev avtw adpyKkey avioraxtov 

(sic) P* (—7a zavra primo loco). 
—avtw pr. agrees only with B de arm boh? [non cett, non sah\. 
—ta ravta pr. has no following except in aeth 1/2, but the order of 

ev yap tw is supported by most (against ev tw yap of only NBDEMY 
23 Sod"), 

ibid. zavra (pro ta wavra secund.) P** alone among the Greeks. 

ii 9 The footnotes are silent about xaprre/xwprs, but this forms the 
subject of Hort’s first note on Selected Readings, and we should observe 

that the papyrus has straightforwardly omwc yapiti 6y, and knows 
nothing of the ywpis Jeov of M 67** and the Nestorians. Soden cites 
o12¢ for this (I suppose it equates 67**) and Origen, Theodoret and 
Ambrose, but does not cite AzerGl, quoted by Sad and Hort, for 

Jerome also knew of this reading. As to Theodore™rs, see the long | 
quotation in Tischendorf. 

iii 2 —odw P** with p® B only and both Coptics, with Cyr Amébr*4, 
[All others, with syr ae¢h, have it]. 

Iii 6 os ovxos pev ques (fro of orxos ecpey ques) P***. Very rough 

(but compare syv) and with D*M def ug aeth 1/2 Lucif Ambr, (IS 

has pev). 

ibid. —pexpt tedovs BeBawv with B and P* (sak aeth 1/2 Lucif 
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Ambr'es), This omission by our oldest Greek witnesses, in triple con- 
cord, certainly does not look like a dropping of the words ex incuria, 

but like an addition from iii 14 by others upon revision. 

i118 amorycacw Solus Seem to be preferential all 
iv 6 amtoriay cum & (ug Cyr) through, for areByoacw, areGeav, 

iv 11 amoruas Solus azrevOeias. 

iv 3 as xararavow (—ryv) primo loco with BDP* only. (‘Into és 

place of rest’ sah aeth). 

iv 4 —yap P* rog!* ae¢h and probably P**. (‘As he said’ sy7). 
p"* is helpful here and must be brought into the picture, as below at 

xi 4 in a similar case. Compare also vii 11, x 26, xii 10, xiii 11. 

iv 6 aocAdew avtyv (—es) P* alone. (cS and aeth 1/2 omit 

els aurny). 

iv 7 —nyepay P* alone apparently. [kxatpov £70 npepav V, —onpepov 
pr. syr). 

This is really interesting. The majority of our witnesses have both 
npepay and onpepov. With ypepay present, a kind of hendiadys is set 

up, as in the German ‘heut’ zu tage’ (compare Ezek. xx 29 ews Tys 
onpepov nepas, ‘ Until to-day’s to-day ’), whereas yuepay may easily have 
been added, in a misguided attempt to round off the sentence. The 
clause is: 

mad rive opie [yuepav] : onpepov ev Aaved Aeywv . « ., 

but the idea is not of a certain day of 24 hours, but of a certain thing, 

person, epoch, or “me. Thus, we see © treat the matter as twa xatpov 

(‘rwa opifer xatpov’, I suppose). Ido not know whether this is straight- 
forward, or whether tiva stood alone originally in %, as in p**, and 
xatpov was added. (Von Soden is the only person who handled his 
agent’s actual collation of ¥, which does not exist separately in print). 

The fact that rwa precedes opta (A.V. ‘he limiteth’, R.V. ‘he 

defineth ’), and does not come after the verb, will admit, with P*, of 

no definite substantive of time following ; so much so, that 8* and Cyr 
exhibit a reversal of order, and write: opie: tia ypepay, thinking to 
improve matters. 

ibid. —onpepov secund, P** and (apparently) Sodtes, 

vi —ra (ante xpos rov Oeov) P* alone with Sod®*?, but compare 
sah boh aeth. 

ibid. —re with BD>*4 only (nor do the Versions express it). 
ibid. wept apaptiov (£70 vrep apaptiav) P** alone (as others in verse 

3). [But it has vrep apapriov at x 12]. 

v 3 zpoopepa pro rpocdepew alone; but it is interesting, and not 
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a mere error of P*, for ae¢/ exhibits it. The reason is, no doubt, that 

mpooepe Originally stood directly after ofeiAe, and later in the sen- 
tence zpoo¢epe: obtained, instead of an infinitive. For this see sa# and 
bok. Sah is old enough to proclaim that P** perhaps dropped the 
arpoogeper atter opetAec by mistake—(the two zpood. would come one 

beneath the other in an original similar to the lines in )**)—and failed 
to notice it when he came to zpoodepe, and that the sentence was 
amended after his time. At any rate, opeAe is and always must have 

been remarkable for standing alone, so far from mpoodepew, the ninth 
word after. I may as well give the Aethiopic, to shew how it was 
handled there in the translation : ‘ Et propter hoc, aequum est, sicut pro 
populo, ita et pro se ipso (ut) offerat pro peccatis.’ 

And I will give sak and do in full, where zpood. occurs twice, very 

notably (underlined). 
Sak: ayw ethaure Buse epoy xata ee etewagqTaAo eppar oa 

WAaoe HYFTaAO gwwg gapog Hterpe 9a neqrohe. 

This means : 
‘ And because of it, it is incumbent on him, according as 4e 7s wont 

to offer (‘présent d@habitude’) for the people, ¢#at he should 
offer also for himself thus for his sins.’ 

Bok: oyoe cobuty cessnuja nag Kata Pprt eujaquiu eppHr exe 

ManNrAaoc NampHy gwy regis exem mequohs sraam MWarog. 

This means: 

‘ And because of it it is meet for him, according as he offereth for the 
things of the people, thus also Ae should offer for his sins, his 
own,’ 

[The last two words in Jo4, occurring also in sak 1/4, mean Kat ye 
eavtov, ‘verily his’, very emphatic]. 

P* has a pause after Xaov’. That may have misled the scribe, but 
aeth and sak vividly proclaim that our ordinary text is not quite that 
which started on its way down the ages. 

v6 ov a (pro ov) f* with P 23 47 73 al. pauc. lait et coft. 

V10 +o « anie apxiepevs P* alone. Seemingly no other authority 
here (cp. vii 17, 21). 

vill —6 ante doyos P**. So D*P arm. 

v12 —+a ante croxea P* alone. Added no doubt to the primary 

text on revision, unless ra was omitted here from propinquity of the 

twa, preceding. 
ibid. ov orepeas with 8 B?vel’ C 17 Sod™*1 Fog sah boh?! Orig 5/7 

Chrosd Buthal Cyr Aug (against xa ov orepeas Of the rest with de syr 
arm aeth bok* Clem Chre4 That Dam Antioch). 
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Vil em ryv OepeduorynTa pepwpeOa Pro emt THY TeAELOTHTA Pepwpeba. 

[A.V.: ‘let us go on unto perfection’, R.V.: ‘and press on unto full 
growth’ (marg.)]. This @eweAcornra of P** may be an error from the 
propinquity of OepeAtov, and does not seem possible language, unless 

the scribe thought it meant “let us ‘carry on’ upon this foundation”. 
Anyhow, it has never been repeated, but aefAt° omits the clause, and 

that document often baulks when confronted with a difficulty. 

vi 2 ddaxnv (pro d8axys) P* with B only of Greeks, but @: doctrinam 
(e: doctrina) and compare arm aeth; also syr: et ad doctrinam 

baptismi. (Barricpoy D&*). 

Vi 4 yevoapevous absgue te P* without apparent other known Greek 
support, but upheld by sa# 40%, and arm (:‘ who tasted’), against the 
rest with syx and Zert. 

Vi 5 yevoapevous Geov pyyaros Suvapis te HrO yevoapevovs Oeov pro. 
Suvapes Te... 

Here the Editor’s note says : ‘ pynaros fer errorem pro pypo.’, but why? 
yevw and yevoua: are generally used with the genitive, and in the 
previous verse this obtains: ‘ yevrapevous (re) rys Swpeas THs eroupaviov’. 
Kadov t is a Homeric and classical adverb for xaAws, and doubtless 
the writer of this passage in Hebrews used Ka: xadov (which words 
precede yevoapevous here) adverbially, maintaining the genitive pyparos 
and not making pyya agree with xadov. Thus, instead of: ‘and have 
tasted the good word of God’, the writer must mean: ‘and have well 

tasted of God’s word’. But there is a difficulty ; for, instead of a geni- 
tive duvazewv following, all MSS have duvapets te wedAovros awvos (Pp 
has Suvayus re as sak 1/7 bok} syr aeth) with a nominative for ‘ powers’. 
This is a serious difficulty, although, I suppose, such a rapid transition 
is possible. Anyhow, the matter was partially smoothed out later. 
Yet Tertullian (who attributes to Barnabas this Epistle) says: ‘ occidente 
jam aevo’ (quoting the verse in full), which leads Tischendorf to suggest 
for the Greek: Suva eri preAAovros awwvos in Tertullian’s copy. The 
Latins use an accusative throughout after gusfo, and in a bilingual the 
matter could get mixed up. I submit this at some length, because we 

are seeing behind things in our papyrus, and, however indistinctly, the 
whole matter hangs together as to faint places, with attempts to improve 
and smooth out, eéc., and this may be one of them. There seems to 
be no authority for dvvayews or Suvayewy. Revisers, seeing the difficulty, 
have taken xadoy to be an adjective and forced it into agreement with 
pypa, so that pyya and duvapes re go together in the accusative in our 
texts; but in the previous verse we were tasting of the heavenly gift 

+ Compare repogotepov Hebr. vi 17, where B alone varies with meprogorepws. 
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and of a spirit holy, and we have to account for yevw taking the genitive 
in verse 4 and the accusative in verse 5. Then, when duvapets was 

established, perhaps by itacism, it went into the nominative singular : 
Suvayts in P** and a few others (sak doh) syr aeth). [Kenyon does 
not record dvvajus in his notes]. All this probably turns on an old 
faint place or on the propinquity of the genitive absolute: peddAovros 
atwvos. 

Perhaps the solution is as simple as in a number of other such cases, 
involving a sudden but not unliterary interruption of the running con- 
struction, in favour of a transition to the nominative—what I have 

characterized in other writings as the wde/cet method. Here ana- 
coluthon could obtain thus: ‘ .. and enjoyably tasting of God’s 
word, vz. (the) power of the coming age’. 

Many such interrupted constructions, in the Semitic manner, are 
admirably illustrated in Burkitt’s translation of the Old Syriac Gospels, 
where this method is well indicated by a long dash in his English text. 

vi 6 anacTpEc £70 avacravpouvras P* alone (but wapaderypariovras 

subsequently, where D has...v7es). Bok has: ‘they fell... cruci- 
fying...’ Compare the Latins here. 

vi 7 The Editor says of 6: os for 8 ous (post exewous) ‘per errorem’ 
again. Of course it is a Greek error. But may this not be referred to 
a bilingual? For fvg say: a quibus, and veft Zert: his, propter quos. 
Greek error, if you will, but giving some hint as to how it came about, 

for the Versions hesitate in their translations of the passage and both 
Aethiopics evade the Greek construction. 

vi 9 fin. P* alone has cAaBopuer here for AaAovpev, yet no corrector 

has interfered with it. [The sa and dof express XaAovper : ‘ but if we 
make (07, take) even the word thus’]. Cp. ii 2, iv 16, v 1, vii 5, 8, 9, e¢e. 

vill —de, and dexvyoOa for evdeexvveda. p** thus, but without 

support. [The Latins use ostendare|. As to uncompounded words, 
note at vill 10 ypayw fro emvypaiw of P** with B and W there. 

vi16 A matter of order: avtiAoyias avros with D, for avrots avti- 

Aoytas of the rest. Compare syr and /at. 

vi 17 Again, order: o Ocos BovAopevos (for BovAopevos o Geos) with 
DE Jatt vett [non ug] copt. 

Evidently the earliest drafts were bilingual, as in all the other books 
of the N.T. So, in vii 1 MeAyuoedex in P** lacks the article, but, same 

verse, )*° first hand (corrected) adds tw before ABpaap (alone). This 
ovros yap MeAxicedex of P** is expressed exactly as in sak boh: ‘For 
this Melkhisedek ’ (and, of course, the Latins). For the +7w before 
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ABpoop Tisch gives no support, but Soden says H*® (= P) has it also. 
Sak has: ‘(who met) eahpagass’, but Jo: ‘(who met out) egpen 
ahpaass’. 

vii 2 azo ravtos pro aro wavrwv P* with B only. [Horner’s notes 
neglect this]. 

ibid, +avtw ante euepoew P* alone; a ‘roughness’ (or a syriasm) 
since removed, if w belongs at the end of the previous line (mutilated). 
Compare syr aeth. [avrw fro ABpaap D* (eum @)]. 

ibid. —8e xa P* with 49 de Vigil Auctest, (A few omit xo, and 
cdS-r with Zhd¢ omit 8c, but the rest have de car). SakMors omits de 
kat and Ds is not recorded for this. 

vii 4 & (—xar) P* with BD*E* de fu tol boh sah basm aeth (syr). 

Vii 5 azodexarow (p70... tovv) with Btets D only. 

vii 7 Kenyon indicates at ywpts Se an addition in the margin, but 
this is not apparent in the photo. We may remark, however, that ae/h 
(alone) amplifies to: £¢ notum est insuper before: ‘sine controversia 
majorem benedicere minori’. 

vii ll —yap Pp. Refer to iv. 4 above, x. 26, xli 10, xiii rr below. 

[vii 12 )* has xa vouov, which B (alone) omits]. 

vii 12 fin. peracow yaveoOa pro perabeors ywera, P** alone, but 

almost exactly the method of sak bok. 

NV.B. The above section about Melchisedek, Abraham, the priest- 
hood and the tithes is a rather involved matter. I have not recorded 
Hebr. vii 8 and 9, where, in both verses P** writes Sexadas for dexaras. 

It is either an error, or, in the original draft there may have been a play 
as between these two words, meaning decads (of men) and tithes (of 
things). Or, it may again reveal an Egyptian background, for 8 and + 
are readily exchangeable in Coptic. 

VIL 13 perecyey. . . tpocecxey P* (for pereoxyKev . . . rporerxnKer). 

vii 14 «x Iovda (f70 e€ Iovda) P**, but no article. 

ibid. Order: wept cepewy pwvons ovdey with N* only and arm, 
for: zepe cepewy ovdey pwvo7s, 

or: ovdey TEPL LEPEWV PLWUOTNS, 

OF: ovdey wept tepwouvys pwvoys, 
but sak doh have: ‘Moses spake nothing concerning priest out of it.’ 
(‘ Priesthood’ is used by ae#h). 

vii 16 init. —os (anze ov). The notes say ‘Ante ov, os om. per 
errorem’, This os follows erepos and can have been as easily reduplicated 

subsequently as omitted originally ; the sense remains the same. 
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vii 17 + post ov P*. The ‘longer’ text. This e is found in 
D°E*KP al” de f ug sah boh basm aeth and syrr (cp. v 6, v 10, Vii 21). 

vii 18 —pev Pp. The ‘shorter’ text, with oS, d sak [non bok] 
arm syr. 

Vii 19 init. ov fro ovdev P* apparently alone. (The Coptics have: 
‘not anything’). , 

vii 21 —dc P* apparently alone with 4048 (of Se 08,” as syr). 
ibid, ov « (pro ov) with DSE’KP minn alig (et 244 vide Scr. Adv, 

Crit. p. Ixxxi) Sod”! latt syr sah boh aeth arab et Eus 1/2. 
ibid. —xara ryv taéw Medy. with 8*BC 17 80 f 7 ugg"! sak basm 

bok 1/2 arm Euthal Amor (against all the rest and & Sod™ de syr aeth 
boh 1/2 Orig Eus Chr Chron Dam). 

vii 25 ofev cule pro obev xa cwlew P** alone. No others. (—xae 
bok). But as dvvarat follows later, owe. is doubtless an error here, 

whatever the original reading may have been. 

vii 26 xa: experey with ABDE Sod™ syr arm*4 Eus, and against all 
the rest (—xa1), the cursives, the versions, arme°44 and d e (against 
De) Bas Chr Euthal That. 

Vii 27 avadepew absgue Ovoras vel Ovorav omnino. Thus p* together 

with f [Its Greek counterpart F is missing throughout, but / is quite 
clear for: ‘pro suis delictis offerre * deinde pro populo’]. isch adds 
Lect* for omission. Now AfZost* is at Florence (Laur. Conv. Soppressi 
24) saec. xi, but Gregory says: Scholz ex errore bis [¢e7?] numeravit 

4 et 48 [ef 43?]; Griesbach in Paul Apost* est Ape. 
Paul‘ is at Basle (Univ. A.N. iv. 5, Philemon, Hebrews) ; could this 

be meant? 
Soden gives Ova.as text, Pvoray in notes, but no hint of omission. Of 

what use, then, all this presumed re-examination of documents, if these 

ambiguities are not removed ? 
Compare Hebr. v. 3 (without @voras, all), and ix 25 farther on. 
ibid. arag pro eparag P** apparently alone among Greeks. The 

Latins are content with seme/ everywhere (except 1 Cor. xv 6: stad). 

vii 28 xaftoryow apxtepes avOpwrous with D¢ only, while D* d e 

have this order, but with cepes. No others. That is to say: ‘the law 
appointeth priests as men’, instead of: ‘men as priests’. The Versions, 

with the other Greeks, are against this, all bringing in avOpwzovs first. 

Yet there is much to be said for the order in P** D de, because of the 

exovtas acGevecay, which thus follows av@pwzovs and not tepess. 

viii 1/2 rwv aywv’ Aetovpyos + yap P**, continuing kee rns oKyVyS. 

Here the papyrus has added rwv ayiwy, the first words of verse 2, to 

G 
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the end of verse 1, as indicated by the dash. The Coptics know 
nothing of this, nor of +-yap before xac in verse 2. The Syriac alone 
knows of and adds a «ax iniz., for it says: ‘Et fuit minister sanctuarii 
et tabernaculi illius veri, quod fixit Deus, et non homo’, faithfully 

reproducing the second xa, but adding one at the beginning. 

viii 2 fin. ovk avOpwros (avOpwros by first hand) + adsgue xa Pp 
with RBD*E* 17 Sod®* de sah (Horner, p. 569) avab Chat Eus 2/3, 
but against the rest with +xat as f ug arm aeth and (in this case) ¢ 
boho™ and basm, as well as Chr Euthal Cyr That Chron Dam together 

with syr. [W.B. The Polyglotitt of syv leaves out the e/, but by 
mistake]. 

viii 4 —rov ante vouov with N*AB 17 57 80 al* Thdt(‘ xara vopov’), 
against all other Greeks and the Coptics. 

[But at ix 19 P** has xara voy vopov]. 

viii 5 Kexpyparictar povoy (p70 Kexpynpaticrar pwvons). So p*. 
Kenyon, in his notes, says ‘fer ervorem’, because he found no Greeks 
recorded for it, but the Latins and every single other Version use the 
dative! Our English translators (A.V. and R.V.) use the nominative, 
but they never have rendered xpyyarifw properly, and here they flounder 
again. The text means: ‘ As it was oracularly communicated to Moses, 
when he was about to undertake and complete (émireAciv) the tabernacle.’ 
Wiclif had it fairly: ‘As it was answered to Moises, whanne he schulde 
ende the tabernacle.’ Soden garbles the matter by printing Mwvoys in 
his text, and then giving a list of Greeks who write Mwoys, to which 
he tacks on gratuitously the Latin Vulgate—(but the Latins say: 
‘responsum est /Zoysi’)—and he in no wise indicates a change of case 
in all the Versions. 

By always rendering ypyp. as ‘admonished of God’ the English ver- 
sions have obscured the true meaning of the word. Thus here, they 
say: ‘as Moses was admonished of God’ (although Mwoys follows 
xexpnpdriorat), whereas it is: ‘as was divinely communicated to Moses’. 

p** now declares that mwycH (and not m@ycuHc) is correct, notwith- 

standing the other Greeks. My point is that, unless you find out first 
whether P* is a chronic bungler, ov of, you cannot assess such a place 

as this at anything like its true value.§ 

+ Curiously enough, Schaaf’s edition of the Syriac seems to have the plural 

points, 
t Compare Col, iii 23 and Hebr. xi 23. 

§ Benoit’s review in Revue Biblique (Jan. 1937) also errs upon the side of mal- 
interpretation of the problem by over-emphasis upon the little errors here and 

there to be found in )*6, and in not always giving to the real helpful variants their 

due; except on p. 72, when dealing with B and P**, where he acknowledges the 
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ibid, —zowoes P*. Noothersknown. The Latins render zro:yoes : 

facito (but de facis). The reference is to Ex. xxv 40 and xxvi 30. 
Tisch only gives the former in his margin, but adds Acts vii 44, a 
passage in Stephen’s long speech. In the wording of this, notice 
6 AaAGy 76 Movo7. 

viii 8 — dou ypepat epyovrar Aeyes P* alone. This is classed as an 
error from homoioteleuton, but there is a space in the Papyrus between 

Aerel KC and kat (cynteAecw)..., and it would therefore seem that 

the exemplar from which it was reproduced also lacked the words. 
The Septuagint (Jerem. 38°! = the Hebrew numeration 31°) has the 
words, but writes: diabyoopat tw oikw for cuvTeAcow emt Tov oLKOY, SO 

that the N.T. quotation may be memorial and, as originally set down, 
perhaps lacked the words missing in P**. As the Papyrus is mutilated 

after kal, we do not know whether to read cynteAeco or another word. 

Vili 9 init. +xa: P**. Only ae¢h seems to support. 
ibid. —ev sec. ante ry Siabyxn with Sod®'* (= old 71) Sod*® 

(Escurial) *** (Bale) and A/atthae? a (= old P. 113). 
(ryv StaOykyv pro ev rn Siabyxyn hS = old P. 104). 
[Not recorded by Tischendorf at all]. 

Vili 10 ypayw (fro exypayw) with BY only. No cursives. [The 
Latins all have superscribam. Syri™t aethint = inscribam, but Syriac has 

no compounds]. zat p". 

viii 11 Sdidaéy p* for SSaéwow or didagovow of the rest. It is 

a question of exagros tov woAityv avTov Kat exacTos Tov abeAgoy avTov, 

but as 8:da&n precedes the first exacros, the Papyrus would seem to have 
exercised the proper choice of the number to use here. Sabatier prints 
docebit for his ‘ Vulgata Nova’, I suppose on the strength of the Paris 

vett (and f so reads), but Tischendorf records nothing, nor von Soden. 
Strange for all our known Greeks to use the plural, because sak doh syr 

seem to use the singular! . 
[p** alone has erepos .. . exaoros for exagros . . . exagros]. 
ibid. —avrov secund.4 with D*E 46 (= Sod*!™) Sod? (Berlin) 

and de. 

[ Hiat W viii 11 init. wsque ad ix 19 vro povoeens]. 

viii 12 Omit om Acws eoopar Tas adixtais avtwv P**. So Scrivener’s 

helpfulness of the Papyrus in the premises, and on p. 71, where he criticizes, 
somewhat severely, the misdemeanours of B, which, he says, occurred as: ‘des 

corrections personnelles et qu’il faut rejeter’; ‘ pour remédier 4 l’apparente tauto- 

logie’; ‘lapsus que le contexte montre inacceptable’ ; ‘ pour éviter de mettre ces 

mots génants dans la bouche de St. Paul’; ‘retouche explicative qui ne peut etre 

originale’, 
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‘m’, which has escaped Kenyon’s and von Soden’s notice ; it is old 37, 
duly recorded, however, by Tischendorf. The Papyrus is also without 
kat TV avop..wy avTwy, having merely : 

Kal TOON AMAPTION AYTON OY MH MNHCOO) ETI. 

The Papyrus flows smoothly, and the facsimile edition shows no addi- 
tions, corrections, or marks of any kind. Compare Hebr. x 17 and 

Jeremiah. In Hebr. x 17 the Papyrus has the normal text. 

ix 1 Indeterminate. P** may read ovy 7, or car j. Between eiye 

and Tpotu it is illegible. The Bashmuric omits ovv. 

ix 3 oxyvy Acyopern (—7) P** but no other Greeks, nor Verss. except 
syv, which has it thus: ‘Tabernaculum vero interius, quod erat intra 

velum secundum, vocabatur Sanctum Sanctorum.’ [/ omits verse 3]. 

ix 5 xatackevalov (vel forsan ... wv*) pro xaracnialovra P** solus. 

‘Supporting’ is a possible reading for ‘overshadowing’, but AP 17 
80 Sod??? 2° read xarackialoy (and xaracxialwy Apost 17). 

d and e have ‘ fegentes’, which is therefore indeterminate, covering 

all the possible meanings of both xatackevafovra and xatracktacovra. 

ibid. + xo. ante wept ov P**. So also both aeth versions with syr 
+xot vel +e. No recorded Greeks. 

ix 7% vuzep avrov fro virep eavrov with L* 47 al® Sod. 

ix 8 First hand of P** reads pyws for py zw, and oz: for ert, which 
seems to be a possible reading.. [D* reads pyrws zepavepwoar. Sub 
priore tabernaculo ae¢hi"t, em pro er. DE*]. 

ix 11 yevapevw P" (for pedAdovrwv), seconds the yevonevwy of BD* 

Sad 28186 Chy 1/3 with de factorum (for: futurorum). ‘Which he 
wrought’ sy7. 

ix 12 —rov ante wiv amaros P* apparently alone (suum d e, 
proprium zg). 

ibid. es Ta. ayia awvia, AvTpwoty evpapevos P*, instead of: as ra ayta, 
atwviay AUTPwotY EvpajLEvos. 

The footnote again insists upon ama being an error, but this is 
quite gratuitous, for Dzon*le* says: ets ta ayia kat awvia, and the Latin 
can be read both ways: 

in sancta eterna, redemptione inventa (or: reperta), 
in sancta, eterna redemptione inventa (,, » 3 

in fact, d says: in sanctis eternis, expiatione reperta. Neither Tischen- 
dorf nor Horner takes up this point, and von Soden has nothing to 
advance. 

It is now clear, however, I hope, that our Greeks alone have been 

powerless to solve our riddles. A reference back to a number of 
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passages reviewed (¢.g. viii 5 as to Moses, and others) will shew clearly 
that Version testimony cannot be neglected ; that it has sometimes the 
force of an absolute balancing factor when brought into play with some 
of the apparent (but only apparent) misdemeanours of p**, 

ix 14 Pp omits the xafapier clause, perhaps from homoioteleuton. 
The Diorthotes thought differently, for he has merely obelized the words 
Tw Cwvr, assuming the verse to be complete at azwpov tw Jew. But, 

as Kenyon points out, the mark P at 7@ ZwnTi by a second hand 

probably indicated the addition in the margin below. 

[Here B ceases, but soon after Pp" affords us its testimony]. 

ix 15 dia tovrov pro dia rovro. This is not necessarily an ‘error’, 
for ta tovrov tov Xpiorov may be understood. Compare Hebr. xiii 21 

Sta Inycov Xpicrov, Hebr. ii 3 da tov xvpiov, Hebr. ill 16 dia pwvoews, 
Hebr. vii 21 8a rou Aeyovros, Hebr. xiii 11 dca tov apxtepews, and Hebr. 
vii 25 8: avrov. 

Quite correctly and consistently ‘faith’ is placed in the genitive after 
dia (for dia thus implies ‘through, avd out at the other side’), but 
‘unfaith’ follows dca in the accusative throughout this book. It is 
quite remarkable how careful N.T. writers are in this matter. Compare 
Hebr. xi. 33, 39 d:a morews, dia trys weorews With Hebr. iti 19 d¢ amioriav, 

iv 6 8¢ ameeav (or as NS and p* here: 8¢ amioriay), and x 2 dia ro 

pydepiav exe. 

In the Gospels we have just three instances of the accusative. Matt. 
xiii 58 and Mark vi6: da tHv amoriav avrwy, Matt. xvil 20 dia Ty 
oAtyoTioTiay vpor. 

ibid. fin. The unusual order of trys «Anpovopias atwviov for Tys avwvtiov 

kAnpovoyuas has the support of syr duh sak, and /: hereditatis aeternae 
[non vg). 

ix 19 zaons ty evroAns P* with D and Chr 1/2. 

ibid. —xat twv tpayov P, as RKL 46 117 121 kS* syr arab Chr, 
but against both Coptics. 

ix 20 fin. —o Geos by Pp first hand, with only ae#h and Sod5 + 
(Jerusalem), but ‘a Deo’ syx. 

ix 21 te pro de P*. Tisch Scr Matthaet record no cursives for this, 
but syr aeth and the vg seem to support. Omits de Sod**8, 

ix 22 xac oxeSov ev vexpw P* pro xo cy. ev atari, but amare is 
written in above. Syriac only will provide a clue and a suggestion, 

because 9, blood, is not dissimilar from the word for death and sleep. 
(At Col. i 22 another confusion is found in m (the Speculum) 

between gopars and aipati, m writing sanguine for corpore). 
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ibid. cxedov is repeated before ywpis. (Some corrector has obelized 

unorthodox before the ‘shedding of blood’, but there it stands, and 
the line would be too short without it. 

Verse 21 says: ‘ Moreover the tabernacle and all the vessels of the 

ministry with the blood in like manner he sprinkled’ ; 
Verse 22: ‘And nearly all things are cleansed by blood (év aiuatt), 

according to the law, and apart from blood-letting there is no remission’ 
(= adeots, rendered in the N.T. liberty, deliverance, forgiveness, or 
remission). 

Now p** adds a second oxedov before xwpis in verse 22, and would 
read : 

Kat GXEbov XwWpIS alwaTos exxvotas ov yewweTar apeces (sic), which 

can be rendered : 

‘and not without difficulty does liberation come to pass apart from 
blood-letting’, or : 

‘and liberation occurreth with considerable difficulty apart from 
blood-letting ’, or : 

‘and it is not easy without blood-letting to reach liberation’, or 
(to maintain more or less the Greek order) : 

‘and not easily without blood pouring-forth is to be had (full) 
freedom’. 

adecets (not recorded in the notes) may be plural, or singular from 
the oft-recurring epenthesis in this book ; it makes practically no differ- 
ence to the sense. 

At any rate, the full, unqualified redemptive sense is distinctly 
weakened, if not impugned, by the modifying cyeSov. The question is 
whether it stood there originally and was removed later. 

Note. oyedoy occurs elsewhere in the N.T. only at Acts xiii 44 and 

xix 26. Does this afford any clue to the authorship of Hebrews? It 
is not an uninteresting point. In Acts xtii 43/44 we read: 

‘Now when the congregation was broken up [after Paul’s long 
speech vv. 16-41] many of the Jews and religious proselytes followed 
PauL and Barnasas, who, speaking to them, persuaded them to con- 
tinue in the grace of God. And the next sabbath day came almost the 

whole city (cyedév waca H wéAts) together to hear the word of God.’ 

Acts xix opens by saying that ‘while APoLLos was at Corinth, Paul 
having passed through the upper country came to Ephesus’. Verse 8: 

‘Paul went into the synagogue and spake boldly for the space of three 
months.’ Then (9/10) comes the two-year ministry in the school of 
Tyrannus. In verse 22 Timoruy and Erastus are named. Then 

follows an account, by the Recorder of all this, of the Diana-business 
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(beginning in verse 23) and it is here in Demetrius’s speech that oyeddv 
occurs again (verse 26): 

‘ Moreover ye see and hear, that not alone at Ephesus, but almost 
throughout all Asia (4AAa oyedév raéons ris “Acias) this Paul hath 
persuaded and turned away much people...’ 

Observe carefully that, besides oxeddv, the following expressions 
occur in ch. xili and xix, which are not to be found in the acknowledged 
Pauline epistles, nor, indeed, anywhere else in the N.T. The Recorder 
here, then, uses the following other unique expressions : 

At xill 50 wapérpuvay shews a strange hand at work towards the 
close of the chapter. This section begins at xiii 46, recording that . 
‘Pau and BarRnaBsas spake out boldly’, as if with one voice (though at 

xiv 12 we learn that Paul was always the chief speaker: 6 ayovpevos 
tov Aéyov). Then, in chapter xix, note: 

xix I 7a dvwrepixd in the proem of the recorder here 

9 & TH oxoNj 
12 dé Tov xpwrds adrod ‘from his body’. ypws nowhere else. 

ibid. oypuxivOca ‘aprons’ 

13 ‘lovdaiwy égopxicrav 
16 édadrAdpevos 

19 owepydicay (Yydilw, uncompounded, at Luc. xiv 28, Apoc. 
xiii 18) . 

23 tapaxos (and xii 18) 
25 evzopia 

27 ame\eypov 

29 ovyxvoews 
35/36 KxaracreiAas .. . KareoraApévous 

35 vewkOpov 

36 avavrippyTrev 
38 dv@drarot here and thrice in xiii (7, 8, 12). 

In none of these cases in xiii and xix is Paul himself speaking. 
Most of them are put in the mouths of Demetrius and the (unnamed) 
‘town-clerk ’, 

I have not found one of these expressions used in Barnabas— 

perhaps because the context does not call for them—but in rereading 

the Epistle in Tischendorf’s minor edition of & 

I do find cxedov near the end (p. 140%, col. i, 1. 10)! 

This seems to. me of considerable importance. 

In Acts xiii 44 oxeddv (waoa 4 modus) Occurs just before ver. 46, 
where Paul and Barnabas wax bold, and /ogether explain to the people 

in a joint speech. In xix 26 cyeddv (rdoys THs Acias) is placed in 
Demetrius’s mouth, but is an affair of the (same?) recorder of events, 
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and the connotation is exactly similar: race 9 wddts and wdons tijs 
*Aoias. 

In Barnabas J also find the word ripwpias (‘ od0s yap eorw Oavarov 
atwvia peta Tysmpias ev y eotw [7a] arodAwta THY Woynv avrwv’), which 

occurs at Hebr. x 29, and only there in the whole N.T. (‘zocw, Soxetre, 
xEtpovos a€wOnoerar TYLwpias, 0 Tov viov Tov Jeov KkaramaTyoas ...). 

[Note also that this unusual word cyedov is transliterated in the 
Sahidic everywhere, and in the Bohairic at Acts xiii 44 and xix 26, but 

not in Hebrews ix 22, where doh says: ‘According to a drawing 
near (RaTa OySwmnt) are cleansed things all according to the law in 
a blood’; while sa/ has : ayw coce ron oak Necit0y Hina Mis ewayThho 
Rata Tito sscoc |. 

The question of the authorship of the Epistle cannot well be solved 

until we find some survivals from the pens of other sub-apostolic writers. 

The statistical position is as indicated beyond after xii 28. 
ibid. Note here, in passing, that P** writes in full: aaros exyvotas, 

and not atwarexxvawas of all the rest, except Scrivener’s | (first hand). 
This must be taken into account when assessing the deliberateness 

of the second cyeAon here, for a hasty or careless scribe would incline 

to contractions and not to expansiveness. 

ix 28 fin. wapa tavtas (p70 apa tavras) P** with the Latins (quam 

istis) but only with Greek 73, 118, Matthaei’s h (fragments accompany- 
ing some Oecumenian scholia) and the Complutensian edition. 

[Det (aeth) give us a genitive singular ravrys, and a few the accusa- 
tive plural ravra]. 

ix 25 The Papyrus here has a remarkable nominative for an accusa- 
tive, and writes: 

ovde wa ToAAakts rpoodepy avTOs, waTrEp O apxLEpEs ... 

This avros displaces cavrov, and must mean that ‘ He himself offered’ 
instead of that ‘He offered himself’, The absence of a sacrifice after 

ampoapepy is illustrated at vii 27, where we omit @vo.ay or Obvotas after 

avadepy, and at v 3, where all omit. 

ibid. —ev anie apart P** alone. No Greeks recorded for this, but 

it is the way of syr (with Azgde pecc: cum sanguine). Wealso translate 
‘with blood’ (A.V. and R.V.), as does Horner for both Coptics, but 
they really have ‘in a blood’. 

x 2 kav pro ove av. The notes say: ‘Kay cum pauc., but this is 

repeating Zisck. Apparently only c&cr supports, and none of Matthaei’s 

MSS. Soden only quotes “** which is the same as cS«, 

x 4 Order: tpaywy kat tavpwv P* with 837 arm and basm (with 
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sah: ‘goat and calf’). All others, including 40% (‘calves and goats’) 
= Tavpwv Kat tpaywy (aeth: ‘bull and goat’). 

Notice that saz and dasm (extant here) pull together with P* and 
N only. 

x 6 oAoxavTwpa, singular, agrees with DEs™ d safe! and aeth: ‘an 
holocaust’. 

x 7 yeyparta+yap P* with D only. 

X11 fia. apaprias P**, as all Greeks, Latins, Aethiopic, and Syriac, 

but Pp" saz doh have apapriavy. I record it here, because it is not in 
the text-books and because it shows P*® more Egyptian than p*. 

x17 —avrwv pr. (fost apaptiwv) P* with P% and D 7 17 28 31 73 

Sod’ and de fug Amor. 

ibid. pvyoOw pro pynoOyocopa, with N¢ D¢ KLP al. Chr Thdt Dam, 

seems to have a claim to priority, being a definite quotation from the 
LXX in Jeremiah. 

x 22 + yap post rpocepxopeOa (sic) P**, has support only from sak 1/3, 
syr, aeth + ovv. 

ibid. pera adyOeas xapdias P**—(corrected by addition of vy above 

the line, for aAyOewys of the rest)—‘ With truth of heart looks 
a bit Semitic. The Sahidic says: ‘with a heart of truth’. 

[Note that in the printed edition vy is misplaced. The photographic 
oa: NH : . 

edition shows: AAH@EI4C, thus leaving the c intact]. 

x 24 «x rapofvopov ayarns P* for es wapofvopov ayamns of all 

others. ‘The Syriacs use a de¢hk, which can mean anything, but here 
seems to point to the original Aramaic draft. | Aiat p"*]. 

% 25 xarademovres P** with D (for eyxatadur. of all others). The 
simpler form. 

ibid. fos 7 (fro xaOws nOos Tiow) P**. None seem to omit xafus. 
This looks like an early draft—e6os 7.—in parenthesis, as it were. 

x 26 —yop p* apparently alone. (xa: pro yap aeth). Cp. iv 4, 
vii 11, xii 10, Xlil rr. 

ibid. wep. apaprias, Singular, with D* and aS*", together with sak arm 
(and Horner quotes JZarc™™ for this). Otherwise all have wep 
apaptiwv, but only diacritic points in the Syriac make the plural. 
[iat P'*}. 

ibid. xoradererat P* alone, for wepiAeurerae D, and azoXeurerar the 
rest. KaraXerw occurs elsewhere in Hebrews at iv 1, xi 27 without 

variation among our Greek witnesses. 

x 29 xaragiwOyoerar P* alone, for agiwOyoerac of the rest and p*. 

H 
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Does not occur elsewhere in Hebrews; and only at Luc. xx 35, xxi 36, 
Acts iv 41, 2 Thess. i 5, the latter representing the exact antithesis of 
Hebr. x 29. A very strong expression. Note the:- deprecabitur 

vindictae of a. 

x 30 —Acye xvpios P* with N* D* P 17 fug doh syr aeth 1/2 [non 
sah, rell.|. 

x35 py aroBadyte ovy tyv Tappyciay yuwv (fro... vpwv) p*. 

Rather a touching intervention in this address to others: ‘Cast not 
away our confidence.’ [Not corrected in P*, but having no other 
authority, except the jupwyr (sic) of dS]. 

=x 37 —ooor sec. P'** with dok' Eus Thdt Dam and no less than 
twenty cursives recorded by Soden. Also, ut vid., by dr. 

ibid. ypovice: fro xpoviet (not recorded in the footnotes) is the read- 
ing of DP with p* N* and D*. 

x 38 Order: pov 7 Wyn (for y Yoxy pov) P** with p** and D only, 
is Coptic order. There are just a few places where such trend is’ 

apparent, as if the writer were native of Egypt, but defore Egyptian 
versions themselves were indited. The Coptic rule is to place the 
possessive antecedent to the noun, but to let follow a qualifying 
adjective, such as ‘all’. They do not say ‘all the crowd’ or ‘the 

whole crowd’, but ‘the crowd all’, and this is invariable, so that when 

we meet with the ras xara odBBarov wav of P 4. copt for ras Kara 
wav oafsBarov of all others in Acts xili 27, we get another little homely 
touch of the Egyptian background. This background runs right 

through to the foundations of Egyptian inscriptions and documents. 

x 39 —vzooroAns P**: ‘ques Se ovK eopev es arwreav’ = ‘but we 

are not for perdition’, and no corrector has added anything. No other 
support, apparently, for this omission and for this resultant shorter 
and most graphic expression, which has a decided N.T. literary flavour ; 
but compare sak Horner (p. 572): ‘the work of the destruction’ 
(—vocroA7s). 

Of course vrocroAns balances the murrews following (which is present 
in P**), but we caz do without it, and it may have been added on re- 

vision. (It occurs only here). The phrase is another pure Hebraism.t 

Compare Acts vill 20 ro apyuptoy cov evn ets aTwActav 
1 John v 20 kat eopev ev Tw adnbww 

Matt. xxvii 10 edwxay avta ets Tov aypov 

+ Cp. Ps. cxxx 6: ‘My soul [has hoped] for Adoni, more than the watchers for 

the morning, watching for the morning’. 
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and many other passages.t Consult also Ezek. xxviii 7: cat orpwoovor 

To KadXos ets amrwAcay and Xxxil 15: oray dw Avyurtov es azwAciar. 

xi 1 —de p**. No other Greeks nor Latins; nor doh—(sah™os 

has it)—but with Amb, Augsem*! and aeth definitely (om. cl. aeth'), 
with a@vm: ‘What is faith if not of hoped-for things the certainty.’ 
The de seems unnecessary, for here we strike a new and definite 
paragraph. In fact, both A.V. and R.V., recognizing this, translate 
3e here by an initial ‘ Now’. 

xi 3 Karyptiora is read by P*, followed by the Coptic and Syriac 
versions and by the English translations, but the Greek of the rest: 
katyptiaGa:—from which I have found no other variation—is adopted 
by the Latin: ‘aptata esse’. As p* favours ¢heza generally for ¢az in 
many places elsewhere (ov efc.), this reading of xarypriorat must be 
considered as quite beyond question here. 

xi 4 Two lines missing bottom of 32 vecfo, but from considerations 
of space, it is probable that either the words apa xaty or rw 06 are 
omitted. Sah™ore has both, but Pp" comes to the rescue and says rw 
6a is to be omitted. [Not observed by Kenyon nor by me hitherto. 
Merk draws attention to it and he is right]. 

ibid. fin. Here ~** confirms the Aave of pe NAP ef¢., against the 

AaAeras of DEKL mult. 

. KES +6 (ante xadovpevos) P* with AD* 17 sak bok arm aeth 1/2, 
de fug Hier (qui vocatur), Zid¢t; but P* and the rest omit. 

xi 10 Axnmoyproc by first hand. An iota is added above. This is 

not referred to in the notes. I do not know whether dSypoupyos (for 
Sypsovpyos) is used in the Classics. It may be. There is a sub- 
stantival use of Sypotxes, a word of similar application, vz. ‘a guardian 
deity’. Sak is mutilated before... ovpyos. The Latins and the 
Vulgate call him: ‘Conditor’, Jerome: ‘Creator’, syr and aeth: 

‘Worker’, and dof: ‘her Maker’. 

xi 11 xa avty cappa orepa. Thus p**, agreed to by D*¥ & de fug 
and a dozen Greek cursives (7 oretpa D> Sod" bok sak and a few; 

oreipa ovca P and a few, with syr arm aeth Thphy/), but creipa is omitted 

by NAD‘ P® Chr Aug Dam Thdt and the rest. 
Here, then, we have the longer text A.D. 200, but oretpa could, of 

course, easily be dropped after cappa. 

+ The Sahidic lends itself to a Greek base here of: eds (70) mompa (rns) amwAccas, 

which would contrast with the eis meprtornow yuxys following ; wompa (not movnpa) 

isa N.T. word. See Rom.i 20, Eph. ii io. There must be something unknown 

behind this omission of vrogroAns. The Aethiopic has ‘non sumus dtverientes ad 
perditionem’ (which does not mean ‘ drawing back’) 
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ibid, —erexey P** with P¥ vid Q* AD* 17 de f ug sak boh aeth arm 
Chr 1/2 Euthal, against the rest and syr Chr 1/2 Dam Thdt which 
have it; while Det Es P 37 73 80 116. add: es To rexvwoan after eAaBer, 
and de: filium. 

Thus, in one single verse, we must judge between ‘longer’ and 
‘shorter’ texts, and not make a fetish of either. There is no royal 

road or short cut in these matters. 

xi 12 ceyernOycov P* with AD* KP 17 10g 117 219* (daft: orti 
sunt). 

ibid. xat ws 4 appos P** with P*® & A al. mult. (xadws y D 21 37 
nS, kar woe minn, Chr Huthal Thdt). 

ibid. —1y wapa to xetAos P*** with D* U de aeth. 

We have to be careful hereabouts, in order to view the base. Here 

again is ‘the shorter text’. Now comes an important choice between 
substitutions : 

xi 13 )** chooses the simpler uy AaBovres (vas exaryyeAtas) Supported 
by NCDEKLY Sod® ai, the textus receptus, Chr 1/2 Thdt Dam 2/3, 
while py wpoodefapevor is read by A (see Hebr. xi 35), and py xopuca- 

pevot is found in N*P 17 23* 395771 80115 Chr" Futhal Dam 1/3 
Thphyl (see Hebr. xi 39), and adopted in Hort’s and the Revised’s text. 

The Latins and Azer use an ablative absolute: non acceptis repro- 
missionibus, but 4zg: cum non accepissent promissiones. Syv aeth say : 
‘and they found not’, while sa# is: axnoyxs Hiitepat 

and dof is: sinoyes f ms etatvedsa. 
ibid. ravtas wovres P*** (for auras ovres). No other Greeks, but 

touto’d syr aeth 1/2. —avtas dS, Sod® and d e (ut vid.). 

x1 14 +7a ante tora P* (iimas sak bok). No other Greeks 

apparently. but ra avra Matthaei’s 1 (old 121 and Sod5™). [Talia 
vett, haec ug eff. woavrws vel rocovro aeth*i4, Hujusmodi sermones 
arabim), 

ibid. fytovow pro exilyrovow. This simpler form of P**, with D* 14 

20 109 178 Chroodd Ss Pyocop (and Aier*is: quaerant, dug: quaerunt), 
must have preceded emyrovow, adopted by all others. The remaining 
Latins, however, with zzguérere certainly imply emgyr. of the other 

Greeks, while the Coptic ayussme may just as well be translating fy7ov- 

ow, except that both sa and dok seem to convey efyrouyv or elytovr7o. 

Cp. P* xi 6 Lytovow pro extytovow. 

xi 15 prypoveovow sic P*, cum N*D*?W 47 73 80 Sod’ 6? 172 1486 

Luthal Thdt: pynpovevovow. Contra: euvnpovevcay 17 31 Chron, et: 
epunpovevoyv SCADSKLP rvell. ef sah bok. Meminissent /adt, velint vel 
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vellent aeth 1/2 (apud Horner). Om. syr = ‘Quod si civitatem illam 
ex qua egressi fuerant, quaesivissent.’ 

ibid, c&{By|oav P* cum R*AD*E*P 17 73 80, Ps-Ath (vel e&eBdyOn- 

oav) Luthal Chron Dam. 
e€n\Oov SCDSE**KLW al mult sah boh Chr Procop Thdt. “Exierunt 

att. Egredientibus illis (—meminissent) ae¢fint 1/2. 

ibid. exay pro axov av P*. (exov absgue av D*¥i4), Cf bok sah. 

fiers; habebant tempus ut reverterentur (ad eam), 
Aug: habuissent tempus revertendi, 

f vg: habebant utique tempus revertendi, 

de: habebant tempus revertendi. 
[exov av plur. Cf. arm sah aeth). 

‘dbid. fin. +ad eam Hier (ut supra) cum sah boh arm aeth 1/2 syr. 
+madw ante avaxapiyar Sod 5 157, 

Nihil habet **. 

x1 16 0 Geos (— Geos seg.) P*, ut 115 (Matthaei d). Non al. vid. 

Xi 17 —aBpaap P*? cum 8re et W (teste Soden) Sod™*® Chr 4 syrb? 
There is a change of order here, and as the Papyrus is mutilated 

and lacking after zepafopevos cat, it may be that it came in later, as 
in D* de. 

ibid. The printed edition of P* omits rov before ecax. The photo 
is not sufficiently clear to control this. Bok has: fscaan, but sak: 
WCaak. 

xi 18. Direct oration, —or P**, as D*P& 238 aS" al. pauc. d e syr 

aeth [non copt| Chr4 Cyr Aug. 

xi 20 more (sic, ut saepe) +xa P* with AD* 17 23 37 67* 116 
253* Sod®iealpaue J e f ug Chr Euthal Thdt Dam Prim Sedul 

(etiam) e¢ Sod txt+ Hort txt (nil mg), but it is opposed by SNDSEKLPY 
and all the Versions,t except the Latin. 

xi 21 cxacroy Twv vwwyv avrov £70 exactov Tov viwv Iurnd by P*™* is 

a happy elimination of later error. The LXX had made trouble by 

a wanton substitution of avrovs for Joseph (DYN) in Gen. xlviil 15 ; 
but there Jacob blessed Joseph avd the grandsons, who (see verse 5) 
ranked as sons. Another Hebraism! Ben means son or grandson. 

Cp. Ezra v x with Zech. ix. Thus, in Gen. xlix 22-28 a// the family 

were blessed: ‘exaorov xata Tyv evdoytay avrov evloyyoey avtovs’. p*, 

therefore, sums up ze whole of Gen. xlviii and xlix, and does not err. 

xi 22 4+ xa (inter redevtwv e¢ rept) P**. This appears to be unknown 
elsewhere. It is, no doubt, supposed to balance the second xa. 

+ In his notes von Soden quotes bok sah for +a, but this is an error. They 

are without it. 
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xi 23 zpipyvos for tpzynvov P* alone. The Latins render: ‘men- 
sibus tribus’, The Copts do not transliterate the Greek here. We 
have, therefore, no guide. This, the third exceptional reading within 
three verses, indicates a draft of this epistle which had not yet been 
‘polished’. A proof of the unpolished condition is exhibited by the 
absence of yap in iv 4, vii 11, x 26, xii ro, and xiii 11. 

ibid. —xa ante ovx epoBnOyoav. This is different, because it is in 
the Coptic manner—(¢ Hebr. viii 2, Col. ii 23)—and finds support 
here by sa#, as well as by Scrivener’s d (old Paul 255) ; it is a variant, 
however, unknown to Zisck. Soden notes —xat here for his 552, by 
which he means his a 552, and he has given the wrong cross-reference 
in his list of MSS to Scrivener’s number as P. 225 instead of P. 255, 

but the MS is identified by Soden’s reference to the d of Sev. in Codex 
Augiensis Suppt. [d has occurred several times above]. Therefore 
Soden knows of no new evidence. (Most other Versions use zec for 
Kat ovk). 

xi 23/24 The Papyrus knows nothing of: more peyas yevopevos 
pwvons avitey Tov atyurTiov KaTavowy THY Tarwuwcw Twy adeAdwy avToU of 

D between verses 23 and 24, and the: Fide, magnus factus Moyses, 

occidit Aegyptium, considerans do/ovem fratrum suorum of de. Soden 
adds a Greek witness ‘367’. His a 367 is at Athens, « 367 does not 

contain the Epistles, and 8 367 is at Florence. 
-Note that neither nor the known vulgates add, nor other Versions. 
De de are thus accused of tampering with the record (in very bad 

taste), and, therefore, their testimony is impugned. Yet, they were 

building throughout upon an old foundation, and it is precisely this 

feature that makes it so difficult to adjudicate between the shorter and 
the longer text ; and the matter cannot and must not be treated as it 

Clark had settled everything in favour of a longer text. He would 
have been the first to qualify such a generalization. 

xi 29 dia Eypas yys wepay P**, An early hand has squeezed in ue 

between ruc and treipan. No others omit 7s. A few omit yijs. 

xi 30 Kukdoder Sic pro kukAwOerta P* alone. We translate cuxAwGerta : 
‘after they were compassed’.. Sah (with syv cop? aeth) has: ‘when 

they had compassed them’. de have ‘girati’ at the end of the verse, 
but / vg: circuitu (after corruerunt). 

xi 31 amicrycacw pro areabycacw P** alone (exactly as before at 

iii 18). Not known in our other Greeks, and another proof of early 

date [even if we were blindfold], before polishing and attempted 
harmonizing. The sense is almost the same, but de with: ‘infidelibus 
cum contumacibus’ have roughly conflated the readings, which neither 
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Tisch, Horner, nor Soden report. [The Syriac (Schaaf) is rendered : 
‘qui non auscultarunt’, while ae¢# is translated in the Polyglot: ‘ qui 

perditi sunt’, The Avadzc is given as: ‘cum rebellibus’]. 
Now we can see how D8* d e were working va/ré, in quite a critical 

way, but having access to plenty of old material. 

xi 32 capo p70 cappuv. So P* together with P* and Ds (de 
Samsoni), while sak doh have Sampson or Sampsdm. apyw is pre- 
sumably a dative following ‘zepz’, and Samsoni an ablative following 
‘de’in dande. The Fathers all have Samson or Sampson, indeclin- 

able. I record it only because of the presence of Dde here. I 
have neglected many of their ‘improvements’ throughout, when they 
opposed p**, . 

ibid. Saved kar capounaA (absque re ante xa) P**, alone among Greeks, 
with f ug aeth syr and sah doh (only sx), but against de, which have 
‘qui et’ meant for ‘que et’, and zo/: ‘quoque’. 

xi 33 —xatyywvcavto evrore. There can be no question here of 
its not being an error, but the ninefold verbal narrative in vv. 33-34 
explains how one of the first two verbs ending in -ro could be dropped, 
especially if the original was in the not unusual short lines. It will be 

noticed that katHra@nicanto has thirteen letters, exactly the number 

which usually obtained in a short-lined document. In fact, in the 

other Epistles in p** we have some omissions—like amagé «AcGac@nv at 
2 Cor. xl 25—of thirteen letters, and others of a multiple of 13, viz. 
26 and 309 letters. 

Note that aetk says: Qui per fidem expugn4runt et consecuti sunt 
regna,t operati sunt justitiam, implérunt ora leonum eé., omitting 
eretvxov erayyeAwwv, While conflating xaryywvicavto, which indicates 
some fault or crevasse in the original, some faulty line-arrangement 
which may have caused the trouble. 

ibid, This is followed by BaoctAes for Baotdeas, an easy mistake, if 
it be a mistake, for it is quite a possible reading. The rest oppose, 
including ~*, which comes in here again. 

xi 34 em pro amo p*, a real variant and quite possible: edvvapwOyoav 
ex. agbeveas for eduv. (or eveduy.) azo acbevetas, but only ae‘k has a 

variant of: ‘fortes facti sunt prae adversantibus iis, et praevaluerunt 
in bello...’ 
We are so accustomed to the wrongful order in English of: ‘out of 

weakness were made strong’, that a change seems abhorrent. Yet, if 
we had said: ‘were made strong out of weakness’, we should have, no 

+ Horner has: ‘strove and conquered and gained their ways’, and, for aeth™ : 

‘strove and gained a kingdom’. 
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difficulty in reading here: ‘were empowered to rise superior to weak- 
nesses’, only we must read acGeveras as an accusative plural . If we 

want to avoid this, we can translate ex ag@eveas, genitive singular, as: 

‘in weakness’, just as: ew aAnOeas means ‘in truth’. In fact this is 

what the Coptic adumbrates, for both Coptics say ‘in’: ‘they gained 

power in (the) weakness’. 
All these little matters must be sifted, even if we have no adequate 

Greek help. It is not a question of confronting P** with our few 

Greeks 8 BADKLMP YW and our few Latins def ug, but of confronting 
them with a fait accompli a.D. 200 in P*, and of weighing the whole 
matter in the scales of catholic antiquity. 

xi 35 cAaBov yuvacxes or ehaBov yuvatxas is here indeterminate, as 
the Papyrus codex lacks the last two lines of folio 34 recto, although 

Homer seems to have nodded in the footnotes, citing the Papyrus for : 
‘yuvaixes cum NDS, -xas R*AD*’.+ The Sahidic reads: ‘Women 
received their dead ...’; 60h: ‘ Received women their dead .. .’, but 

syr had yvuvasxas, for it renders: ‘And they gave (back) to women their 
sons from a resurrection of the dead.’ All Latins read the nominative, 
but in the second position after ehaBov, following the Greek order. 

As there is the possibility of P** having had something else instead 
of cAaBov yuvaixes in the missing line, it is interesting to see that we 
could fill the gap, as in syr: ‘they gave to women’ by: edwxay yuvorgiv— 
the same number of letters ; yyayov also, or, better still, avyyayov would 

fit, and they. are apposite words used for restoring to life (Hes., Zu7zp.). 
The matter must not, therefore, be prejudged, but remains open. 

Xi 36 ert Se Secpuv kor dvdaxats P** alone (with 404?). The rest 

have @vAaxys. The Latins all have: ‘ insuper et vincula et carceres’ (in 

the plural), although Amdér says: ‘non horrebant tenebras carcerés’. 
Sah has literally : ‘but further in the bonds with the prison’ (singular), 
while 40/4 has: ‘but further with the bonds wth the prisons’ (plural). 

gvdaxais, therefore, is either itacismic for @uvAakys, or fuAakes, OF 

gvAaxas, or the writer of the Papyrus let his Egyptian trend of mind 
run to the dative plural and not to the Greek genitive or to the Latin 
accusative. . 

Syr says: ‘alii in vincula et in carceres traditi sunt’. The arabic 
elaborates a bit with: ‘alii gustarunt experimentum ludibriorum, et 
verberum et vinculorum, ac praeterea carceris’, bringing in both plural 
and singular expressions. 

xi 37 P* has eAicdacOyoay expicOyoav, omitting erepacOnoav. See 
the long note in Tischendorf. Hort prints erepacOyoav, expicOycav 
txt, and expuOycav, eretpacbycav marg, while discoursing of it (one 

+ Soden adds 648 and a1066 for yuvatnas. 
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out of a mere eleven passages discussed in the Appendix) pp. 131/2 
of Select Readings in vol. ii. The only authorities to agree with 
the Papyrus’ plain omission of ezepacOyooy are six cursives, sy7, 
sah, and aethot, plus some Fathers and Acacius (Caten. Liceph.); 
the rest have it, either before or after expic@yoav, while sak places 
eAGacOyoay after expisOyoay, writing: ‘They were sawn, they were 
stoned ...’, or, literally (as usual): ‘They sawed them, they stoned 
them... 

The other Aethiopic (Polyglot vol.) seems to omit both erpcbycay 
and erepacOycav, but brings in ‘tentati’ at the end, between ‘ inopes’ 
and ‘ male habiti’. 

Eretpao@yoav, then, (which has never fitted very well in this verse), 
is declared by P** to be extraneous, and can well be dropped. 

xi 39 —ovro P** with Sod™, Clem@lex? and Aug alone apparently. 
(—zavres Auctie dupl Mart, 47797), 

x1 40 rpocBrcpapevoi pro rpoBdepapevov. This would be unin- 

telligible without noticing that P** adds rov Jeov to the end of verse 39 

after ryv exayyeAvay (for there is a dash after toy Oy’) and begins 

verse 40 with: aept yyw xKpirrov te mpooBAeapevor = ‘they them- 

selves having contemplated some better thing concerning us’, and not : 
‘God having provided e7c.’. 
Aug (once) and Clem add rov Oeov to verse 39 (as P**), but continue 

with a genitive ; in Clement’s case it is zpoecSopevov, but then he seems 
to repeat rov Geou after it, while P** makes zpooBAevapevor apply to all 

those (exceptional) martyrs whose sufferings have been rehearsed in the 
preceding verses 32-39. (Aez¢# also seems to keep tov Geov at the end 

of verse 39, but continues with the usual sense in verse 40 of God 

providing for us something better). 
m*<" places the stop after tov Oeov rept ypov" 

xii 2 +7ov ante oravpov. So only p'* and p® D* Cyztier, with sak 
[not 40h] arm (Merk) and our English Versions (gratuitously). Ae¢h 
has: ‘the shame of the cross, having despised it’. Soden adds no other 
Greeks. 

xii 3 —rov ante toavrnv P* with only P* and D again, so these 
three hang together. Sodex adds nothing. 

ibid. es avrovs avrioy.av Dro es avtov (eavtov AP f ygC!-) avytroyzav. 

p* is supported by N*D*E* and P® Sod™ with eavrovs and by N° 17 
Luthal Thditserte with avrovs (as ugg°4 and syr). 

ibid. —vpwv P* with P* 37 116 and aS Dam and de. 
ibid. eyhedvpevor P* with P* and D* only (exAeAvpevor) for exAvopevoi. 

A question of tense, but the Latins (even 2) all have deficientes; it 
I 
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looks as if ae‘ had our reading, as do% (but not saz): ‘that ye wax not 
weary, Having been dissolved in your souls’. 

xil & avrixareoryoey P*, avrixarertyKev ex emend. (a pr. man. Vid.) 
Pro avtixateotyte plur. (avre- pauc.). This is unknown, unless in- 
tended in d@, according to Sabatier’s margin: restituit (restitit e), but we 
must envisage it with the previous omoy of P*** for oymw. This takes 

the matter back to verse 3, where we were to consider him who 
endured such contradiction of sinners, lest we be weary efc., and 

implies in verse 4 that af shat time ‘ he had not yet resisted unto blood’. 
But it is not satisfactory. The periphrasis in the two Aethiopics may 
indicate some original difficulty. Bohairic also has a roundabout 
way of putting it. [ Zisck quotes Ducas™ for amexareotyoe and Cinnam 
for amexareory |. 

- ibid. Both P* and Pp" have the simpler aywviZouevor here for avra- 
yoviCopevor Of the rest [except 37 and Sod°®* and Apost 17 (Mat- 
thaei’s x)]. 

xii 5 wovs pro vos P**, 6 As son’ sah, ‘as sons’ bok aeth. 
ibid. watdea fro watdias P'*. - (neglegere disciplina dvi4), Quoted 

from Prov. iii 11, where the ordinary text obtains in the LXX. 
Sah has: Be not discouraged at ¢he chastening | 

Boh ” ” 99 ” én the ” 

Does p*, then, imply the dative? 

xii 9 ov wodv de paddov P** with NeDs P"* Sod”, against the lack 

of de in the others. Here we have an addition. (+ ov wid. sah? syr). 

xii 10 Here we have an omission. —yap P**. (—pev vel yap 
syr arm), [ssen cap sak doh]. Observe —yap also at iv 4, vii r1, 
x 26, xiii rz. 

XL 13 wovere 70 wornoatre P* with N*P 17 Sod? 4? The LXX 

(Prov. iv 26) has: opfas tpoxias roves cous Too. Kat Tas odovs cov 
karev0uve. 

In Matt. iii 3 (quoting Isaiah xl 3) we find zovere. In my edition 
of the LXX I find zouyre at Is. xl 3. 

xii 15 The editor prints enyHAn for évoyAp. The photo, owing to 

a crease. almost exhibits enyoAH = the reading of old Paul 244, see 

Scrivener’s Adv. Crit. p. Ixxxi and the reading of the LXX here (Deut. 
xxix 18: dvw dvovoa év yoAy Kai wixpia). Sah definitely has it: ‘in 

a trouble’ (ef oyaxonoet) as Horner points out, saying in his notes: 
‘probably by error for ev oxyAn’. So also Mill, Proleg. § 495. - 

. At any rate, this little touch indicates something worth bearing in 
mind in our researches elsewhere. 
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ibid. xow 8 avrys pro kat dia ravTns. So P* with AP [xox NDWY] 17 47 

67** 80 137 238 260 (= kS) Clem Chr Euthal, and: ‘et per illam ’ Zatt. 

xii 16 fin. ras zpwrotoxeas (70 Ta mpwrorok(e)ia avrov Vel eavTov) 

p*, This is a Greek error, for 7a rpwrordxta OF Ta TpwroToKeta Means the 

right(s) of the first-born, whereas 4 mpwroroxia is the bearing of a first- 
born, and the LXX in Genesis xxv and xxvii uses only the neuter plural 
throughout. See, however, Aquila Gen. xxv 34, Deut. xxi 17. 

xii 17 peravoias torov yap ovx evpey (pro petavoras yap Torov ovx 

evpev). This order of p** seems to be unsupported. Sod omits yap 
(aeth has cat). The sahidic (with doh) has ovx evpey yap tomov petavowas. 

KIL 18 crore: P© cum © solo (pro cxoTrw ND"*L al. Chr Dam Thdt 
vel Lopw S*ACD*P 17 31 39 71 73 80 137). Om. K et Sod™. kar 
Low Kat oKoTw arm. 

The reading of our papyrus, it seems to me, disposes of fodw 

altogether, in favour of oxérw or oxotia. Presumably oxore: stands for 
oxotia Or oxoreia (see photo, at end of line). oxdé7w doubtless comes 
from the LXX (cxoros occurs some 70 times), ¢.g. Ex. x 22 Kat eyevero 
oKo7os, yvopos, OveAAa, whereas the rarer oxorta occurs only three times 

in the LXX (Job xxviii 3, Isaiah xvi 3, Micah iii 6). p* has TrYpt Kal 

rNomw Kal cKoTe!. In the Latin all are accusatives. 

xii 21 Here p* puts the extpomoc of ND* in the wrong by writing 
€NTpoMoc with the majority. 

xii 23 —zavrwy P** alone. Added over the line in a much 
heavier hand. No support. Only ae¢& varies with: ‘et ad Deum, 
judicem justitiae, judicemque omnium justorum perfectorum’ (omitting 
avevpacw, Which P* retains). 

xii 24 P* writes inc ypc for "Ijcod, but, as it follows this with xae 

apart pavticpou, resuming the running construction, it can be neglected, 

although it is noticeable that the Coptics write 1¢ or i¢, while no MSS 
or Versions add Xpuorov Or Xpioros. 

ibid. ‘ xpittova cum S, xpetrov SACD’ says the foot-note, but this 

is not correct as to the Kowy (= %), for not only do LMP also write 
kpeerrov, but all Scrivener’s and Matthaei's cursives, plus the Versions : 
‘melius’ not ‘ meliora’. The note should be: 

xp(e)irrova cum 17 47 al.” aeth Thdt Cosm, xperrov RACDKLMPY 

minn rvell omun et Verss | praeter aeth). 
Soden quotes 648 8507 with (a)253 and 158 for xperrova, [but 

a 253 = old No. 2 at Bale (8 253 = old No. 3 at Vienna), 2158 is at 
Sinai]. 848 = 17 and 8507 = 47, both above. So that, at most, 
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Soden may add two more cursive witnesses for xperrova. What misled 

the editor is probably that our A.V. says ‘better things’, corrected to 

‘better? by R.V. xp(e)errova of P* may be original, but, if so, it was 
early amended. 

xii 25 p** decides for zodAw paddov (with DCKLMP al. pl. Chr 
Euthal Cyr Thdt Dam) against the rodv paddov of RACD* 17 and 

literatim the Sahidic. The Syriac here (alone, as translated) has: 
‘quanto nus nos’ (for the ‘quanto magis nos’ of all the Latins) 
writing: ‘Quanto minus nos, si subterfugerimus eum gui doguutus est 

nobiscum de caelo.’ But at Hebr. x 25 the same Syriac is rendered 
‘quanto magis’. The words italicized above in xii 25 do not seem 
to appear elsewhere (except A.V. ‘that speaketh’, in italics, R.V. ‘ that 
warneth’, in italics); and Horner, in his notes, does not take up the 

matter of the Syriac in this final clause. It all turns upon the little 
‘ not’, which is absent from the Greek, the first od« being made to serve 
twice over. Thus you will find in the R.V. that the third ‘zo?’ is in 
italics. 

ibid, Instead of yes ot tov am ovpavwv aroatpehopevar, P** writes: 
npets (—ot) Tov az ovpavwy arootpepopevov. This must be an error. 

xii 27 —vnv altogether in P*, with D*M Sod® arm. In the other 

Greeks it appears either before twv cadevozevwv or after it. It seems 
impossible to determine whether it belongs to the record, or was absent 
from the original draft. 

xil 28 cxoney P* with RKP 17 31 37 73 al” df ug aeth Ath Cyr 
Antioch Cosm (Chr 094 fluct), Sod txt, against : 

exwpev of P* ex emend.and of ACD8*LM syr copt arm vgsemid 
ath Fort txt. 

ibid. AJatpevowpe P*. Cf. doh: ‘let us be having grace, THIS 
THROUGH WHICH WE WILL serve God...’ 

Aatpevwpeyv ACDL 17 al. syr aeth Chr Cyr That Cosm Damo, df 
vg: serviamus, e¢ Sod txt Hort txt, A.V., R.V. 

Aarpevopeyv REMP al. pl. arm Ath Chr Euthal Dam Thphyl Occ. 
Here again (f xii 17) the Bohairic alone, confronted with p*%, out- 

strips its competitors, whether we read Aarpevropey or Aarpevewper. 
[Note. Von Soden does not record Aarpevowpuev. He gives his list 

for Aatpevwuev. In some cases I cannot add his MSS., especially 
when he says: ‘So and so gegen so and so except so and so’; for the 

process of disentanglement, besides being painfully exacting, might 
make confusion worse confounded. And he makes no allowance for 
hiatus (as in W from vili 11 to 1x 19)]. 

ibid. P* says the reading is Seovs (with most), and it must be correct, 
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although the word is absent from the rest of the N.T. The alternative 

is adous (read by KL and some, with Zhdt (Cosm+xat denoews) Dam. 
aidods (from aidws) occurs elsewhere only at 1 Tim. ii 9. 

Senoes is used at Hebr. v 7 by all MSS. including P**, and occurs 
once in Romans, twice in 2 Corinthians, four times in Philippians, 
once in Ephesians, three times in the epistles to Timothy; and deos 
seems foreign to St. Paul’s vocabulary—one of the arguments against 
his authorship of Hebrews, and the reason why some do not like deous 

here and substitute acdovs. 
It seems very unlikely that the problem of authorship will ever be 

solved, unless we come across some piece of writing of Apollos, 
and can compare his vocabulary with that running through the 
Epistle to the Hebrews in respect to the 154 words which remain 
unique and outside the diction of other writers of the N.T. St Paul is 
found to use 63 words in common with the author (or authors) of 
Hebrews ; Luke 16, Acts 24 (= 40 if we add them), while we count 5 
for Matthew, 5 for Mark, 6 for John, one for Jude, 3 for James, 6 for 
Peter, and 3 for the Apoc. Jointly, Luke-Acts-Hebrews 10 times, 
Paul-Acts-Hebrews 13 times, Luke-Paul-Hebrews 8 times, and Faz/- 
Peter-Hebrews 16 times. The last combination is interesting (plus 
the other 6 instances of Peter-Hebrews) when we recollect the badly 
translated ioropjoac of Galatians i 18, of Paul’s objective in visiting 
Jerusalem: ‘to confer with’ Peter, for toropjoac means much more 

than ‘to see’. Wetstein gives a good quotation from Plutarch, with 
idety preceding toropyoa: ‘to see Cicero and learn by close conference 

with him how to...’ Notice that Peter (x Pet. iii 21) and the writer 
of Hebrews (ix 24) are the only ones to use the word dvrirumov. 

xiii 5 apxovpevos (70 apxovpevor) P* with M only of Greeks and no 

Latins. This seems to be the Syriac, Aethiopic, and Armenian way of 
expressing it. Thus apxouyevos might easily be original. dpxéw is rare 
elsewhere in the N.T. Once in Matthew; once in Luke, twice in John, 

once 2 Cor. xii 9, and once in Timothy, although it is fully expressive 
of N.T. ideals (¢.g. 7a dpxotvra éyew Xenophon: ‘to have the strict 
necessaries ’). 

On turning to the photographic edition of P**, I see that the scribe 

wrote ApKOYMENOI! Or the first stroke of n for apKoymMenon, but a sigma 

(original shape, but heavy) is imposed over this iota. It is instructive, 
as showing careful consideration, and should be taken into account 

where other rare readings have zof been amended. 

xiii 6 Acye: Avo Acyew P**, but changed to Acyew by the first hand, 
apparently. @appovvras remains undisturbed, but yas is omitted (with 
Mw Sod® only). Syr has: ‘And it is to us to say confidently’; fug 
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arm have: ‘ita ut confidenter dicamus’. 4e/# has: ‘et nunc con- 
fidenter dicamus’. 

[0st changes the order to: deyew yuas, but d has: ‘ita audiente 

(audentes veZ audenter ?) dicite’]. 
‘Confidenter’ might assume a Oappouvtws for Pappowras nyas, but 

I do not find a Greek witness for this, unless De had it originally. The 
reason for all this hesitation is the question of the first person singular 
or plural, which might govern the introduction to the quotation which 
follows :— . 

‘The Lord is ay helper, Z will not fear what man shall do unto me’ 

(or: ‘what shall man do unto me?’). 

No Greeks are recorded for @appouvrws (or Gapcovvrws) deyet. 

ibid, P* has xat ov PoByOycopa: with the LXX in Psa. 117. 6, 

whereas N*C*P* 17 108* Sod d fug syr sah aeth 1/2 bok! omit kat. 
This because, with the absence of xa, the next clause can become 
a question, although in sak (which omits xa, more sak) it does not 
appear to be a question. [In d0% it can be read either way, and 
perhaps in sa# also. In ae¢h and in our R.V. it is definitely a question ]. 
Pp" has te romoe: pot avOpwros, and only 47* seems to have rojo7n 
(4at¢: faciat). 

xiii 7 —vpov P (fost twv yyovpevwv), apparently alone. Clearly 
we can do without it, but it is a queer appearance of ‘the shorter text’, 
suddenly to the fore once more, though Ds™* may be without it. 

ibid. ws pro av P* alone. This is quite clear, following a space after 
Geov.t Again the footnote claims ws to be a simple error. But turn 
to the Safedic and you read in Horner’s translation (although the ‘as’ 
is not clearly present): ‘these, as ye look at the exaltation of their 
manner of life’; then a good stop or pause before: ‘Imitate their 

faith’. However, in p** there is no space between trys avacrpopys 
and pipeobe. But in aeth we get the os definitely : 

‘And behold ow ye see the last moment of life, the going out of the 
world.’ 

So there must be a reason for the as present in P**, although the 

Latins and the Syriac show no trace of it. 

xili 8 —xat prim. P**, but added at once above the line by the 
true first hand. ok expresses it ‘with to-day’, mes for xa, but saz 
here has the actua xa: (oyw). Only m of Scrivener (37) supports p*, 

+ The printed edition lacks Y after 9. The space is thus indicated (so clearly 

shewn in the photo), but y has been dropped in printing by mistake. 

}{ Aeth expresses this to perfection: ...Imitamini me in fide Jesu Christi, qui 

heri et hodie est usque in aeternum. 
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and this is not to be found in Tischendorf, but zs recorded by Soden 

(8 505). 
ibid. —o ante avros. No other Greeks besides P** apparently (see 

aeth in the note below on previous page). Sa expresses ‘He’ by fitoq, 
but doh primes the avros by doubling it: Heoy Meoy nme near ujacneg, 
ze. ‘He is He and (meas, with) for ever’, meaning “ with an everlasting 
‘ He-ness’, or ‘Sameness’.” 

Ki 9 ddaxars rourAas Eevats (— Kar) P** with doh°F* (non sak] and 
aethambobus (t/2: other strange doctrine ; 1/2: strange doctrine other). 
No Greeks, no Latins, nor Syriac. 

Observe, once more, that Bohairic is in the running; and whether 
the Version was made late, but from very ancient documents, or early 

(as I have supposed and still suppose) from contemporary documents, 
we have abundant proof that much of its base is as old as the bases of 

the Sahidic. I must emphasize such places as the above, for these 
readings have gone all-unrecorded hitherto, and, in justice to myself 
and to the Cause, it is important to see where the Bohairic really stands 
throughout these studies. (See above, xii 17, 28, xlil 15, e7¢.). 

ibid. fin. P** declares for zepurarouvres (those who are still walking 
in that way), instead of repuraryoartes. 

p* is supported by N*AD* and Sod (= old 71, not mentioned 
’ by Zisch), but by none of Scrivener’s or Matthaei’s other cursives. p** 

also has the support of sai doh and aeth, which nobody mentions 

except Horner. 

mwepuratnoayvres has the countenance of the rest, of the Fathers, of 

arm and syr. 

(All the Latins have ambudantibus, which can really be classed with 
p*, but is a kind of a cat on a fence). 

xiii 11 Omit yap P** with no Greeks known, and apparently sup- 
ported only by /, but not by other Latins—(any Vulgates ?),—nor by 
other Versions. But yap is not necessary as between verses 10 and 
11/12. Compare above iv 4, vii 11, x 26, xii 10. This makes the 

fifth absence of copula. To these add eight more cases of —yap 
elsewhere: Rom. xii 4, 1 Cor. iv 15. ix 16, xiv 14, Gal. ili 28, v 6. v1 3, 

Col. iii 24, making at least ¢4irfeen such omissions. without counting 
omissions of de, cat, ovv, wev in other places. It would be a rash person 
who would accuse )** of omitting all these copulas from sheer careless- 
ness, even when alone. It has become clear that far more ‘polishing’ 

took place after the original was launched than has been supposed 
hitherto, and P* is absolved from many laches attributed to it. 

ibid. P* has wepe apaprias. In C* ad. placed after aya, while A and 
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Soden may add two more cursive witnesses for xperrrova. What misled 
the editor is probably that our A.V. says ‘better things’, corrected to 
‘better’ by R.V.  xp(e)errova of P** may be original, but, if so, it was 
early amended. 

xii 25 P" decides for o\Aw paddov (with DCKLMP al. AZ. Chr 
Euthal Cyr Thdt Dam) against the zodv paddAov of NACD* 17 and 
literatim the Sahidic. The Syriac here (alone, as translated) has: 
‘quanto minus nos’ (for the ‘quanto magis nos’ of all the Latins) 
writing : ‘Quanto minus nos, si subterfugerimus eum gz? loguutus est 
nobiscum de caelo.’ But at Hebr. x 25 the same Syriac is rendered 
‘quanto magis’. The words italicized above in xii 25 do not seem 
to appear elsewhere (except A.V. ‘zhat speaketh’, in italics, R.V. ‘ that 

warneth’, in italics); and Horner, in his notes, does not take up the 

matter of the Syriac in this final clause. It all turns upon the little 
‘not’, which is. absent from the Greek, the first odx being made to serve 
twice over. Thus you will find in the R.V. that the third ‘zo?’ is in 
italics. 

ibid. Instead of yuets ot tov aw ovpavwv arootpedopevor, P** writes: 

ELS ( —or) TOV a7 Oupavuv ATOTTPEPopevor. This must be an error. 

xii 27 —rnv altogether in PD", with D*M Sod® arm. In the other 
Greeks it appears either before twv caAcvoxevwy or after it. It seems 

impossible to determine whether it belongs to the record, or was absent 
from the original draft. 

xii 28 cyouey P* with NKP 17 31 37 73 al.” df vg aeth Ath Cyr 
Antioch Cosm (Chr 0084 fluct), Sod txt, against : 

exwpev of P* ex emend.and of ACD#LM syr copt arm ugtemid 
aethit Hort txt. 

ibid. rNatpevompev P*. Cf. bok: ‘let us be having grace, THIS 
THROUGH WHICH WE WILL serve God...’ 

Aarpevwuey ACDL 17 al. syr aeth Chr Cyr Thdt Cosm Damo, d f 

ug: serviamus, ef Sod txt Hort txt, A.V., R.V. 
Aatpevoney SKMP al. pf. arm Ath Chr Euthal Dam'* Thphyl Occ. 
Here again (f xii 17) the Bohairic alone, confronted with p*, out- 

strips its competitors, whether we read Aarpevoopev or Aarpevowper. 

[Note. Von Soden does not record Aazpevowpev. He gives his list 

for Aatpevwpev. In some cases I cannot add his MSS., especially 
when he says: ‘So and so gegen so and so except so and so’; for the 
process of disentanglement, besides being painfully exacting, might 
make confusion worse confounded. And he makes no allowance for 
hiatus (as in © from viii 11 to ix 19)]. 

ibid, )* says the reading is Scovs (with most), and it must be correct, 

FRED ll CAAA SL SD FLO al 29 SEEN OTD 
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although the word is absent from the rest of the N.T. The alternative 

is atSous (read by KL and some, with Zhd¢t (Cosm-+xar denoews) Dam. 
aidods (from aiias) occurs elsewhere only at 1 Tim. ii 9. 

Senoess is used at Hebr. v 7 by all MSS. including P**, and occurs 

once in Romans, twice in 2 Corinthians, four times in Philippians, 

once in Ephesians, three times in the epistles to Timothy; and deos 
seems foreign to St. Paul’s vocabulary—one of the arguments against 

his authorship of Hebrews, and the reason why some do not like deous 

here and substitute azdous. 
It seems very unlikely that the problem of authorship will ever be 

solved, unless we come across some piece of writing of Apollos, 
and can compare his vocabulary with that running through the 
Epistle to the Hebrews in respect to the 154 words which remain 
unique and outside the diction of other writers of the N.T. St Paul is 

found to use 63 words in common with the author (or authors) of 

Hebrews ; Luke 16, Acts 24 (= 40 if we add them), while we count 5 

for Matthew, 5 for Mark, 6 for John, one for Jude, 3 for James, 6 for 
Peter, and 3 for the Apoc. Jointly, Luke-Acts-Hebrews 10 times, 

Paul-Acts-Hebrews 13 times, Luke-Paul-Hebrews 8 times, and Fazi- 
Peter-Hebrews 16 times. The last combination is interesting (plus 
the other 6 instances of Peter-Hebrews) when we recollect the badly 
translated ioropjoat of Galatians i 18, of Paul’s objective in visiting 
Jerusalem: ‘to confer with’ Peter, for isropjoac means much more 

than ‘to see’. Wetstein gives a good quotation from Plutarch, with 
idety preceding toropyoat: ‘to see Cicero and learn by close conference 

with him how to...’ Notice that Peter (1 Pet. iii 21) and the writer 
of Hebrews (ix 24) are the only ones to use the word dyrirumor. 

Xlii 5 apxoupevos (p70 apxovpevor) P** with M only of Greeks and no 

Latins. This seems to be the Syriac, Aethiopic, and Armenian way of 

expressing it. Thus apxovjevos might easily be original. dpxéw is rare 
elsewhere in the N.T. Once in Matthew, once in Luke, twice in John, 

once 2 Cor. xii 9, and once in Timothy, although it is fully expressive 
of N.T. ideals (¢.g. r& dpxotvra éxew Xenophon: ‘to have the strict 
necessaries ’). 

On turning to the photographic edition of P**, I see that the scribe 

wrote apKoymenol or the first stroke of n for apkoymenon, but a sigma 

(original shape, but heavy) is imposed over this iota. It is instructive, 

as showing careful consideration, and should be taken into account 
where other rare readings have zot been amended. 

xiii 6 Acyer fro Acyew P*, but changed to Aeyew by the first hand, 
apparently. @appovyras remains undisturbed, but yas is omitted (with 
MW Sod® only). Syr has: ‘And it is to us to say confidently’; fog 
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arm have: ‘ita ut confidenter dicamus’. Aef# has: ‘et nunc con- 

fidenter dicamus’. 
[lst changes the order to: deyew nuas, but d has: ‘ita audiente 

(audentes zve/ audenter ?) dicite’]. 
‘Confidenter’ might assume a Oappovvrws for Oappovvras yyas, but 

I do not find a Greek witness for this, unless D€ had it originally. The 
reason for all this hesitation is the question of the first person singular 
or plural, which might govern the introduction to the quotation which 

follows :— ; 

‘The Lord is my helper, Z will not fear what man shall do unto me’ 

(or: ‘what shall man do unto me?’). 

No Greeks are recorded for @appouvtws (or dapoovvtTws) deyet. 

ibid, P* has xat ov doByOyoouar with the LXX in Psa. 117. 6, 

whereas 8*C*P* 17 108* Sod” d fug syr sah aeth1/2 boh?! omit Kar. 
This because, with the absence of xa:, the next clause can become 

a question, although in sak (which omits xat, more sak) it does not 
appear to be a question. [In dof it can be read either way, and 

perhaps in sa# also. In ae¢z and in our R.V. it is definitely a question]. 

P* has ze zouoe: poe avOpwros, and only 47* seems to have zouyon 

(4at¢: faciat). 

xiii 7 —vpwv P* (fost rwv ynyovpevwv), apparently alone. Clearly 
we can do without it, but it is a queer appearance of ‘the shorter text’, 
suddenly to the fore once more, though Ds™* may be without it. 

ibid. ws pro dv P** alone. This is quite clear, following a space after 

Geov.t Again the footnote claims ws to bea simple error. But turn 
to the Sa#zdic and you read in Horner’s translation (although the ‘as’ 
is not clearly present): ‘these, as ye look at the exaltation of their 
manner of life’; then a good stop or pause before: ‘Imitate their 

faith’.| However, in P** there is no space between 77s avaczpodys 
and pipeobe. But in aeth we get the as definitely : 

‘And behold ow ye see the last moment of life, the going out of the 
world.’ 

So there must be a reason for the ws present in P**, although the 
Latins and the Syriac show no trace of it. 

xili 8 —xa prim. P**, but added at once above the line by the 

true first hand. of expresses it ‘with to-day’, sess for xa, but saz 

here has the actua xa (oyw). Only m of Scrivener (37) supports p*, 

+ The printed edition Jacks Y after 6. The space is thus indicated (so clearly 

shewn in the photo), but y has been dropped in printing by mistake. 

+ Aeth expresses this to perfection: ...Imitamini me in fide Jesu Christi, qui 

heri et hodie est usque in aeternum, 
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and this is not to be found in Tischendorf, but zs recorded by Soden 

(8 505). 
ibid. —o ante avtos. No other Greeks besides PD apparently (see 

acth in the note below on previous page). Sak expresses ‘ He’ by fitog, 
but d0% primes the avros by doubling it: Reoy ieog ne ness ujaenes, 
ze. ‘He is He and (meas, with) for ever’, meaning “‘ with an everlasting 
‘ He-ness’, or ‘Sameness’.” 

XL 9 didayacs roexiAas Eevars (—xar) P** with Zoh?®* [non sah] and 

aethambobus (7/2: other strange doctrine ; 1/2: strange doctrine other). 
No Greeks, no Latins, nor Syriac. 

Observe, once more, that Bohairic is in the running; and whether 
the Version was made late, but from very ancient documents, or early 

(as I have supposed and still suppose) from contemporary documents, 

we have abundant proof that much of its base is as old as the bases of 
the Sahidic. I must emphasize such places as the above, for these 
readings have gone all-unrecorded hitherto, and, in justice to myself 
and to the Cause, it is important to see where the Bohairic really stands 
throughout these studies. (See above, xii 17, 28, xili 15, ezc.). 

ibid. fin. P** declares for wepuratouyres (those who are still walking 
in that way), instead of repixarnoarres. 

p* is supported by S*AD* and Sod™* (= old 71, not mentioned 
by Zisck), but by none of Scrivener’s or Matthaei’s other cursives. p*® 

also has the support of sak do# and aeth, which nobody mentions 
except Horner. 

wepirarnoavres has the countenance of the rest, of the Fathers, of 

arm and syr. 

(All the Latins have amdulantidus, which can really be classed with 

p*, but is a kind of a cat on a fence). 

xiii 11 Omit yap p** with no Greeks known, and apparently sup- 
ported only by /, but not by other Latins—(any Vulgates ?),—nor by 
other Versions. But yap is not necessary as between verses 10 and 

z1/r2. Compare above iv 4, vil 11, x 26, xii 10. This makes the 

fifth absence of copula. To these add eight more cases of —+yap 
elsewhere: Rom. xii 4, 1 Cor. iv 15. ix 16, xiv 14, Gal. iii 28, v 6. vi 3, 

Col. iii 24, making at least ¢#z7feex such omissions. without counting 

omissions of 8¢, cat, otv, wev in other places. It would be a rash person 

who would accuse P* of omitting all these copulas from sheer careless- 
ness, even when alone. It has become clear that far more ‘ polishing’ 

took place after the original was launched than has been supposed 

hitherto, and p** is absolved from many laches attributed to it. 
ibid. P"* has wep: apaprias. In C* al. placed after aya, while A and 
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Scrivener’s Paul 265 (Adv. Crit. p. Ixxxiv) omit. (Soden does not 
seem to notice this MS, now Michigan 16). 

ibid, xaterat (Pro xataxaterar) P** with W and k5* (old 260). Soden 

gives us W, but omits to record kS« [= his 8 459, a MS at Cambridge 

(Tr. Coll. B. x 16) and is Hort’s 27 in Paul]. p**, however, has added 
xara above the line. 

The Latins have cremantur (but DS xaravahtoxovrat). Syriac would 
have a simple and not a compound verb in the original background, 
but it is of no importance, except to bring in & (not Sod” apparently 
here). [W is wanting from viii 11 to ix 19]. 

mili 12 zapeuBodrys pro wvdAys P** with P aeth and dohi™s, (There 
is another variant of zoAews by 80 JohEims syr Thdt 1/3 and Tert).+ 

Impossible to determine whether avAys of the majority be right or 
not. zapeuBoAys can be repeated from verse r1, but wvAys may have 
been an attempted literary improvement. 

xiii 17 The footnote says: ‘azodwaovras] sic per errorem pro -res, 

azodwoovrat D8’, But in the photo it looks as if the final sigma (c) was 

meant to be modified to 1, which would give us the reading of Ds, 

and this is also actually the reading of ae¢# and the rendering of our 

English Versions. 

xili18 —ev ante racr P* solusi4, But compare ae‘h: ‘confidimus 
quod diligitis, et exoptatis bonum omnibus’, transferring wacw to the 
end (without ev). 

xiii 21 —ev ante rav7 Tw ayabw P'* apparently alone, and without 
epyw or Aoyw. 

We can do without this év following xaraprioat, for it means: ‘adjust 
you to every good thing’ (action ov desire). xaraprifw Or kataptdw or 
xatapriw do not need an eis or an éy. immos xadwG xaraprvbeis, given 

in the Lexicon, means a horse: ‘broken by training’, or simply: 

‘broken in’. 
It is interesting to notice that xaraprifew also implies ‘to restore’ or 

‘to refit’ (as of a ship). See Hebr. x 5: capa S& xaryptiow pot. 
Notice the dative following. Also Gal. viz: ‘if a man be overtaken 
in a fault... restore (xaraprifere) such an one.’ Also Matt. iv 21, 
Mark i. 19: ‘ preparing (¢.e. looking over, mending, and renewing) their 
nets’. There are over a dozen places in the N.T. where xaraprifw is 
used. I know of none where it is followed by eis or é, except x Cor. 
i110: xarypricpévor év 7S adTS vot, and Rom. ix 22: Kargpricpéva eis 

amwA€ay. 

ibid. The codex reads: to GeAnpa avrov +avto (or avtw) ante mow. 

+ Horner has made a slip here, quoting P for moAews. 
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S*AC* GregNyss? have this +aurw. Sodenadds §48 and a16z2. Note 
the: ‘ipso faciente in vobis quo placeat coram se’ of d, against the: 
‘faciens in vobis’ of therest. 71 (Sod a 1066) has avros. Now Horner 
teaches us that the Sahzdic says exactly this: ‘for you to do his will, 

for him (stag), while he doeth that which is pleasing him in us before 
him through Jesus the Christ’, and so also practically d0/, while all 

the rest omit. 

xiii 22 azecrethka P* with Det (Aiat 2d) 44 49 67 122* (= Matthaer 

m) ab*Scr @/,? (pro ereoretAa rell.). 

Aeth has exceptionally ‘I commanded’, thus: ‘Obsecro vos, fratres 
nostri, sufferte sermonem doctrinae vestrae quia breviter praecepz 
(ereretha?) vobis.’ This is a misreading from émiréAAw, or is meant to 
translate éréore:ka (from émoréAAw). We translate éréorerAa: ‘I have 

written ’, but it can also mean praecefi and a lot of things. 

xiii 23 p** has atoAeAy#”, and the footnote says that AeAv has 

been added after azo at end of line, by the firsthand. Itlooksso. We 

shall never know what the first hand should have copied for azoAeAv- 
pevov Of all the rest, but sa has: ‘whom I sent’. 

xili 24 —zavras prim. P**. Tisch indicates no MSS for omission, 
but Soden says his a 200 (Naples) also omits, and a 173 (Rome Vat. 
1650, written in Calabria a.D. 1037) substitutes giAovs yyw for raytas. 
No others, and no Versions apparently, but AZa¢thaez’s 1 (old Paul 121) 

omits tous yyexovovs vuwy Kat wavras, reading simply: wavras Tous aytous 

(not recorded by Sod.). 

ibid. Now P** omits, on the other hand, xat ravras tous ayiovs, and 
seems to be alone in so doing. Probably the double occurrence of 

mavras is responsible in both these cases. 
The closing salutation in P‘** is thus quite brief :—aczacac6e rovs 

Hyoupevovs Vuwy acralovTat vpas ot aro THs iTaAtas 7 Xapis peta TavTwY 

Uw. 

The second hand has added xa: zravras tous aytouvs between the lines, 
but has zo¢ added zavras between aoracace and tovs yyoupevous vpwv. 

It will be seen from these two hundred selected examples that the 
Epistle and its subject had not yet assumed full development, nor 
possessed the extreme significance gradually worked into its texture. 
Am I not right, therefore, in attributing a very early date and 

handling to the immediate ancestor of this Papyrus? 

Now, to what tends all this criticism, or, rather, this attempted ex- 

planation of moot points? I hope, not only to a clarification of certain 
detail, but to a validation of P* as a fair witness. 

K 
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Further, I believe that it confirms my previous estimate as regards 
the Pauline epistles proper in **, wz, that we have grossly over- 
estimated our existing Greek material, if we think that it gives us. 
a correct picture of the original graphs, and I submit that the Chester- 
Beatty documents are invaluable as intimating (and in part conveying) 
a purer base, before the texts of all these N.T. letters had been sub- 

mitted to much rehandling. 
A rapid retrospect of the more important places treated of above 

will establish the value of collateral research, without which we remain 

parvipotent. 
It is highly unscientific to lead P** up to our ‘received text ’— 

whether of Stephen or of Hort—and to ask it what it is going to do 
about the matter, when this ‘received Greek text’, or consensus of later 

Greek documents, denies a reading of )**, or adds something which p** 

saw fit to omit. It is equally unscientific and unhelpful to dismiss 
apparent errors without a thorough search for the basic text. Even 
where there appear in P** indubitable errors of grammar, or apparently 
impossible syntax, there may be underlying reasons involving really 

good or original, if rough, readings, which are only obscured, and 
these ‘errors’ sometimes point the way to the recovery of alternative 
readings, merely hidden by misunderstandings, double-readings, or 

notes in the parent exemplar. And, the rougher the Greek reading, 

the more reason for finding out why such roughnesses survive. 
Of course there are a certain number of real errors. In what MS do 

we not find them ? 

But we must eliminate all doubtful matters and try to clear them up. 
Otherwise we lose our time, mislead the public, and retard, instead of 

advancing, knowledge. 
Take one example alone. That which is to be found at Hebrews 

viii 5, where P** is the first Greek witness to exhibit the proper Greek 

text and writes m@mycH instead of mwycHc. Existing text-books must 

be amended, for, in this and in other polyglot matters, the Versions 

have been given scant hearing. Yet all the Versions gave us the 

correct Greek equivalent, but they have been put aside; and in von 
Soden’s N.T. have been ignored here and the Vulgate misrepresented. 

For control of this dative, refer to Luke ii 26, as to Simeon: 

kal Hv ait kexpynpatiopévov tro Tod wvevpatos TOD dyiov. 

Also consult Exod. xxv 1 (at the beginning of all the various com- 
mands, ‘ zoujoes’: which follow) where we find: 

Kai éAdAnoe xpos (111) zpos Muvojy (Hebr. nwo-ds), 

and Exod. xxxill 11: Kat éAddyoe xipwos (717) zpds Movojv, évarios 

evi (nv2E-by DD), ds cites AaAjoat wpos Tov éavTod didov.. . 
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and Jer. xxxiii 2 (= Hebrew xxvi 2): 
n > 35° 4 ‘4 + - a a“ ? 7 

ariOe év abd otkov xupiov, Kal xpnparieis Graco Tots Tovdaiols . . . 

Tovs Adyous os owvéeraga Gor xpNpatioat airots. 

and Jer. xxxvii 2 (= Hebrew xxx 2): 

otTus cize KUptos 6 Oeds ‘IopayA, A€ywv: ypdov mavras Tovs Néyous ods 
expnpatica mpos oé ét BiBriov. 

I commend this to any who still think there may be some short cuts 
to be had in textual criticism. Let this disabuse them. Indeed, there 

is no road at all, from where we stand, but a tangled brush. No coach 
and four may gallop up to it; no high-powered modern car may purr 
up alongside it, but the Shrine, which houses the remains of our title- 
deeds—the Aafip, the Oracle—is plainly visible. Some fifty years 
ago an idea was promulgated that we could obtain the desired quick 
results by television, but this proved erroneous and we obtained nothing 

but blurred plates. We must therefore pursue our way on foot, step 

by step; and be ready to pick the locks of impeding gates, surmount 
or turn the obstacles still barring the path, learn the ins-and-outs of 

many an old-fashioned turn-stile, kissing-stile, by-pass gate, and one- 

way barrier, before we can approach the threshold through the maze of 
an overgrown and interwoven foreground. 

To change the simile. While we are doing all this slow, subterranean 

work, in order to penetrate the old shafts and workings of the mine, 
we are perhaps neglecting to prepare the World-heart for a renewal of 

the TINOH Biala, the VENTUS INGENS, the MIGHTY BREATH of the Spirit 

of fire, which (Acts li 2) appeared at Pentecost and was to promote 
concord and cement GOODWILL amongst all Races and Nations ;—only 
to be quenched by interminable early discussions from every quarter 
(within and without the nascent Church), as to minute points of 
doctrine and as to side-issues, apart from the kernel of the whole 

movement, the aim of which in the life of Ben-Adam, the Son of Man, 

was to purge and regenerate men’s hearts and scatter the chaff of dis- 

cord. This is why Peter was very lukewarm as to the wisdom of 
allowing Mark to propagate a written gospel in Rome, foreseeing, 
perhaps, that ‘the letter killeth’. He preferred to depend on the oral 
transmission of a really inspired Gospel-message. Perchance he was 

right.t Look where we have drifted, until our impotence cries aloud 
to Heaven for renewed inspiration ! 

Peter must have been very emphatic in his discourses about the 

supreme value of examples in the Christian life, as being superior to 

+ See Sangster’s small volume: Why Jesus never wrote a book (Epworth Press, 

1932), especially pp. 16-18. 
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any amount of talking or writing; for certain items have been left on 
the record which we may examine with profit. Consult 1 Peter ii 21, 
v 3 and 2 Peter ii 6, where three different words are used. They are: 
twoypappov, Tro, and twddeypa. Our A.V. and R.V. do not dis- 
tinguish, translating everywhere ‘examples’ or ‘ensamples’. But in 
the first passage Peter records that Christ: 

‘left us @ ¢vack, that we might follow in his footsteps’. 

In the second place Peter remarks: 

‘neither as lording it over your charges, but developing as 

patterns for (or ‘ of’) the flock’. 

In the third instance the subject is of the fate of Sodom and 

Gomorrha, God having made of them: 

‘a display (or signpost) to the ungodly who would follow’. 

Now all this was evidently set down with careful choice of words. 

In fact James (v 10) also uses the word iwdderypa and it is employed 
three times in Hebrews (Jude uses Setypna, Paul évderyya), while its first 
use is at John xiii 5 as to Jesus’ washing of feet. He says: ‘An 
example (imdderypa) have I given you, that as I have done to you, so 
you may do.’ 

Paul at Athens also was well advised when he said, of the Unknown 

God, that: ‘He, Lord of Heaven and Earth, dwelleth not in temples 

made with hands, neither is worshipped with men’s hands, as though 
He needed anything, seeing He giveth to all life and breath—(zvowp, 
same word as at Acts ii 2 and the only recurrence of it)—and all 
things, and hath made of one blood all nations of men to dwell upon 
the whole face of the earth...’ 

We are met with a textual problem of the most difficult nature in 

this very connexion, at Luke ii r4, and it has defied solution since the 

first century. It is one of our earliest and most obstinate of variants. 
Its solution depends upon the presence or absence of a single letter. 

This text of Luke ‘went apart’ very early as to whether we should 

read : 
Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, goodwill to men, 

or: Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace among men of 
goodwill, 

The Greek is either: ev dvOpdros cddoxia 
(év) dvOpdmros cddoxias. There is no other 

difference. 
In these days of ‘men’s hearts failing them’ amidst the changing 

scenes of our dissolving Age, it may be profitable to enquire exactly 

what eidoxta stood for in the Septuagint, a somewhat untravelled route _ 

in this connexion, but it must be at the base of the N.T. terminology. 
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It occurs ten times: once in rst Chronicles, once-in the Song of Songs 
and eight times in the Psalms. It generally represents j}y" (rahtzon) 

and implies voluntariness ; compare 2 Cor. v 8. 
We find it at Malachi ii 13, there, however, graecé ‘dexrdv’, and 

anglicé ‘goodwill’. The verse runs: 
‘And this ye have done again, covering (éxadvmrere) the altar of the 

Lord with tears, with weeping and with crying out, insomuch that He 
regardeth not the offering any more nor receiveth it wth goodwill at 

your hand.’ 
The passages in the Septuagint referred to covering evdoxia are at 

t Chr. xvi ro, Cant. vi 3 (vi 4 anglic, hebraicé), Ps. v 13 (v 12 anglite), 
Xvlii 15 (xix 14 angi, hebr.), 1 20/21 (li 18), Ixviii 14 (Ixix 13), Ixxxvili 

18 (Ixxxix 17), cv 4 (evi 4), cxl 5 (cxli 5), cxliv 16 (cxlv 16). 
The first passage rather favours one reading in Luke (man’s goodwill 

to God) ; the last passage favours the other (God’s goodwill to man): 
avoiyes ov Tas XElpas Gov, Kal éumimdas wav CHoy edoxias, although the 

actual wording covers evdoxias and not evdoxia; but, seemingly, it can 

be read both ways. 
In Ps. v r2 in the A.V. we read: ‘with favour wilt Thou compass 

him as with a shield’. The Sept. says (ver. 13): ‘as with a shield of 
goodwill (etdoxéas) Thou shalt crown (or encircle) him. Here then 
again we have evdoxias, but, clearly, it is the Lord who provides it; 
not man. 

In Ps. xix 14 (xviii 15 Sept.) it is the other way round: ‘Let the 
words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable in 
Thy sight ../ 

In the next, li 18 (1 20/21 Sept.), the goodwill is God’s. 
In the next, Ixix 13 (Ixviii 14 Sept.), the ‘acceptable time’ is God’s 

acceptable time. 
In the next, Ixxxix 17 (Ixxxviii 18 Sept.): ‘and in Thy favour our 

horn shall be exalted’, it is again the theme of God’s goodwill; not 
man’s. 

In the next, cvi 4 (cv 4 Sept.), the English version makes it God’s, 
supplying, after ‘the favour’, the words ‘ that Thou bearest unto’ before 

‘Thy people. O visit me with Thy salvation.’ In the Septuagint it is 
merely: év ry evdoxia Tov Aaod cov, which might apply the evdoxia to 
Israel. 

In Ps. exli 5 (cx! 5 Sept.) there is nothing to be said, for A.V. makes 
it ‘in their calamities’ against the ‘év rats eddoxiats abvév’ of the 
Septuagint. The Hebrew is ommyn3, perhaps confusion with niyn of 
the Chaldee. See Ezra v 17, vii 18.+ 

+ In the Septuagint there seems to be sometimes confusion between edéoxia and 

éxétxia. The latter can mean both ‘ vengeance’ and ‘ remission of rent’, 
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Therefore, in the Sept., it is more a question of eidoxia representing 
God’s goodwill, than that of man. 

Verb-forms of eddoxéw occur about forty times in the Old Testament, 

but they are of varied application: man to man, man to God, and God 
to man, and are indeterminate. 

In the Psalms, however (eleven passages out of the forty), one place 
applies between man and man, two places to man to God, but eight of 
God to man. 

On the whole, therefore, I think we may say that the Eastern reading 

of etdoxta in Luke is preferable to the Western reading of evdoxéas, 
which still prevails in the Roman Church-manuals and holds the field. 

And, since ‘men of goodwill ’—whether we call them Beni-Adam or 

Beni-Alohim—are scarce, or somewhat inarticulate, we are thrown 

back on the celestial message as being intended to proclaim Peace and 
Goodwill to all men; and not merely Peace among men of goodwill, 
or ‘among men in whom He is well pleased’, as our Revised Version 

has it. [See ‘the Aguarian Gospel’ ch. 55°: Goodwill to men]. 
I recount all this merely to show how far we are still from any 

certainty in our textual investigations ; and as to whether the Written 
Word—(which so many millions think is inspired &¢eratim in our 
printed documents)—is a safe guide; or whether Peter was right in 
rather reluctantly allowing Mark to report his addresses. Recall what 

Paul said (2 Cor. ii 17-iii 3): 

‘We are not like many who higgle (xamyAevovres) about the 
word of God... YE are our epistle, engraved in our hearts, known 
and recognized by all men, clearly bearing witness (havepovpevor) 
that ye are an epistle of Christ, not inscribed with ink, but animated 

(zvevparc) by the living God...’ See also 1 Cor. ix 1, 2. 

Upon p. 30 above, at Hebr. vii 15 and xii 26, we have briefly 
referred to two minute points. They should be elaborated further. 
Already, in my article in the 7. Z.S. for April 1937, p. 154, I had taken 
up a somewhat similar point at 1 Cor. xvi r2 as to ean and oTan in 
this same Papyrus. But the matter is more important than I had 

thought and turns upon a Hebraistic base, for it now seems certain that 

€AN was original and has been displaced by otan there. The passages 
at Hebr. vii 15 and xii 26 offer further proof of an original Hebrew 
draft ; or, if not, of a strong Hebrew ‘modus’ behind the Greek. 

This is seen when we refer back to iii 11, 15 and iv 7 ede. ‘ei éded- 
covrat eis THY KaTézavow pov’, ‘ev Tis dwvys av’tod dxovante’, OF CON- 

sult the Septuagint at such places as Zech. iii 7, vi 15, vill 23, where 
éav is employed. 

There are three words in Hebrew which are rendered both 7 and 
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when; they are ON, °3, TWN. These can be observed and contrasted at 

Gen. iv 7/xxxviii 9, at Gen. iv 24/iv 12, at Gen. xliii 14/vi 4, respec- 
tively ; and the matter is well worth notice in detail in the Concord- 

ances ; so that, in the Greek, e? or éay are still made to serve sometimes 

for ort, Gre, Stay, and éwére, 6rorav.t Again, Hebrew is not much con- 

cerned with a variety of copulas. A lone little hook-figure generally 

stands for xai or 5¢ or ydp or ofv and perd. Hence my point, briefly dis- 

cussed above, of the absence of yap no less than five times in Hebrews 

and a dozen times in the whole Papyrus, merits more than a passing 
glance as to the Hebraic ‘fond’. 

Hebrew is also content, as is the Coptic, with strong, curt, trenchant 

statements, without any connecting xaé at all. The student must 
dig deep to find what trend or current there may be Latin-wards, or 
Syriac-wards, or Coptic-wards which may have occupied the minds 

of the author, or of the scribe, or of the forerunners of the scribe, or, 

lastly, of those of the correcting or emending hands ; and he must be 
saturated with Coptic and Egyptian methods [for Coptic syntax runs 
right back to the hieroglyphic texts of Egypt] to be able to judge in 
how far scribes and others had or had not the Egyptian background. 
See a few remarks on this head under x 38 above. 

It will be realized that the bobbin has to pass backwards and for- 
wards many times, to weave (or reweave) the original pattern. 

If my diallage has tended to catalysis, rather than to mere analysis, 

that, surely, must spell progress ; for it is only by a process of breaking- 
down and elimination that we can expect to reach semi-finality. 

ana, then, in Hebr. ix 3, is a composition of N38 and ana, and thus 

fulfils the primary conditions of possibility. Next, when we find that 

previously in Bible history alternative appellations existed, covering the 

+ Thus, Henderson, in his charming work on the Minor Prophets (Ed, 1858, 

P- 397), translates Zech. vi 15 fin.: ‘And it shall come to pass if ye will diligently 

obey the voice of Jehovah your God « + * *’, and in a note refers to this appar- 

ently ‘ unfinished sentence’ as a striking case of aposeiopesis. The LXX renders 

in the same way with éav. But if we translate DN ‘when’, the unfinished charac- 

ter of the sentence disappears, thus: ‘And it shall be, when diligently hearing ye 

shall give heed to the voice of Jehovah your God.’ (In English we say frequently 

‘if and when’ rather than ‘if or when’, thus covering the point invoived here). 

Shortly afterwards (viii 20/23) we are reminded of this, when we read that re- 

markable passage in the Prophet, where he says (ver. 23): ‘In those days ten 

men out of all the Nations shall take hold, shall even take hold of the skirt of 

a Jew, saying: We will go with you, for we have heard that God is with you.’ 

But the children of Israel and the children of Judah themselves were too often as 

lost sheep (Jer. 1 6), for the Prophet says: ‘... they shall go and seek the Lord 

their God. They shall ask the way to Zion with their faces thitherward (737), 

saying Come and let us join ourselves to the Lord in a perpetual covenant that 

shall not be forgotten’ (Jer. 1 4-5). 
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whole precinct of the Holy of Holies, viz. AaBip and ’ApiA, ‘“Ayiacpna 

and ‘A-yveia, we are authorized to consider ana as a probability. Lastly, 

when we are able to shew a sound basis for such a synonym (as we 
claim to have done),—wheiher cabbalistic (p. 24), or simply an 
abbreviation or a metonym—we can no longer admit the first easy- 

going attribution of ana, to a scribal misreading of aria. 

Ana is a well-known prefix and suffix to certain proper names, 

equating in meaning ‘cloud of smoke as sent up by diviners’ (‘xai 7 
drpis Tod Oupidparos dvéBave’ Ezek. viii 11), ‘my augury’, and so forth ; 
but we need not dwell unduly on these. It may be only a coincidence 
that Hanniel occurs at Num. xxxiv 23 and 1 Chr. vii 39 [nowhere 
else], and that he was ‘he son of Ephod’! I find no occurrence of 

ANAEL Or ANIEL, but there cowdd be some cabbalistic play on ANA(EL) 

as the ‘Son of Ephod’. This 15s occurs only once as a proper name. 
Compare the lists of names in Nehemiah iil, vil, xii, xiil. 

There remain five words, which are not found in the Old or New 

Testament, viz. dvafupia. ‘rising vapour’, avafupiapa ‘fume of incense’, 
dvdxhyots ‘invocation’, dvaxriots ‘new creation’, dvdxavors ‘a kindling’, 
but they have a bearing on the subject. And observe a noteworthy 
concatenation of teparevew and dvaPaivey at I Sam. il 28: 

iepareve Kal avaBaivew ert OvocacTypidv pov Kal Oupiay Ovpiape. 

kal atpev "Hpovd. 

As to xdéAvppo, xadvzrw, and dvaxadvrrw, the book of Malachi 

(referred to eight times in the N.T.), has a passage which may well 

explain ana at Hebr. ix 3, because at Mal. ii 13 we read in the 

Septuagint version : 

‘Kal ratra, & éuioour, éroteire’ éxadvmrere Sdxpvct 76 Ovotacryptov 

Kupiov, kai xAavOue Kat orevaype@ ex Kérwv, Ere Aévov éemiBrdfat eis 

Ouoiav 7 AaBelv Sexrov ex Tov yepGv dpov.’ (I have already cited 
the English version). 

Here the ‘ blinding’ or ‘hiding’ (the ‘covering’ A.V.) of the altar, 
behind a veil of tears, wailing, and groaning, was to give way, in the 
new dispensation, to the zzcovering (2 Cor. iii 18), although St Paul 
says (2 Cor. 111 14-16) that the veil still remained to the Jews and that 
their discernment was blinded or blunted (ft. that their vonpara were 
‘turned into stone’). For, says he: dyp: yap tis oypepov quepas 76 

aid KdAvppo. ert TH avayvace THs wadaas SuabHKyns pever wy avakadurré- 

prevov, Ott ev Xptorw xarapyetrav GAN ews ojpepov Hvixa eav avaywockytat 

Movoys, kaAvppa eri tH Kapdiay abrav Kelrat’ yvixa 8 ay émuotpaly ™pos 

Kupwov, wepiatpetrar 76 kéAvp pa’ 6 5é Kipros 76 Tvedpd éotw’ of (rov FG, 

owov Afacar) 8 76 Tvedpa Kupiov (éxet) eAcvOepia. “Hycis S¢ mdvres 
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(om. P'* m ugh Tert Aug AuctPom Sedul) dvaxexahuppeve Tpocore THY 

ddfav (+70d P** doh) Kupiov karorrpildpevot, Thy auriv eixdva peta- 

pophotpeba awd ddéys eis Sofay, xaSdwep dad Kupiov zvevpatos. [Karo- 

arpiloucba of ef perapoppovpevor P** (Aacar)|. 
Hence the ana as an appellation of the mew Sanctuary in Hebrews ; 

for, not only do we have the two precedents of AaBip and ’ApuyA, but, 
as the ancients saw fit to give to the holiest sanctuary a special name 
each time that a new situation arose, so might it seem fitting for the 
new order in Hebrews to be celebrated by a fresh appellation. 

Indeed, Malachi seems to be a key; for, besides the dvayvéce, 

dvaywaokyra, and dvaxadvrropevov, dvaxexaduppevy above, it embraces 

the dva in dvaroAy with the @upiaya of a Ouoia xadapa of the avaxddvys. 
See Mal.iir: 

‘2. didre dd dvaroddy HAlov Kal ~ws Svopav 7d Gvoud pov bedd- 

facrat év rots €bveor kal év mavTe Tory Ovyiaua rporayerat TO dvopari 

pov kal Ovoia xeBapd. Ardre péya Td bvopd pov ev rots EOvect, A€yer 
Kyupvos ravroxpétup.’ 

He goes further in iii 10 and says: 

‘...and prove me now herewith, saith the Lord of Hosts, if 
I will not open you (évotéw dyiv) the windows (rots xarupfaxras) 
of Heaven and pour you out a blessing (rj evAoyiay), that there 

shall not be room enough to receive it (éws rot tkavwOjvar).’ 

Then, after using dvapéoov thrice in ili 18 (as to discernment between 
righteous and wicked, godly and ungodly), he comes back to the 
theme of dvaré\Aw in connexion with the ‘Sun of righteousness’ and 

the ‘healing in his wings’ at iv 2, reminding one of the connexion 
between Altar and Cherubim in the Holy of Holies, and saying: 

Kal ANATEAEL YMIN TOIC POBOYMENOIC 

TO ONOMA MOY HAIOC AlKalOCYNHC 

Kal 1ACIC EN TAIC TITEPYZIN AYTOY, 

with which quotation from the last of the Old Testament writers we 

bring the matter to a close. 

In the various books of Maccabees we read of the almost incessant 
pogroms against the Jews during the ensuing four hundred years, 

before the New Testament era is ushered in. 

One thing, omitted, remains now to be pointed out. That is the 
use of the word dvayyéAw in the N.T., again involving ava, somewhat 
obscured in the A.V. in translation by the word ‘shew’—instead of 
‘announce’, or ‘ declare’ (R.V.)—three times over at John xvi 13, 14, 

15, as to ‘the Spirit of the Truth’, who: 

TA EPYOMENA ANASTEAE! YMIN. . 

€K TOY EMOY AAMBANE! KAI ANALTEAE! YMIN. 
L 
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Not the written Word, then, but the Paraclete (xvi 7), otherwise the 

Spirit of the Truth (xvi 13), was to be the continuous guide and 
referee ; as well as reminder of the things said and announcer of the 
things left unsaid during the earthly career of the Teacher, the Kathé- 
gétés,—Ben-Adam of the Gospels, the Bar-Alohin of Dan. iii 25. 

, KISS THE SON 
LEST HE BE ANGRY 

AND YE LOSE THE Way. (Ps. ii 12.) 

This is the postlude to a noble anthem. The A.V. renders: ‘and ye perish 

jrom the way’; but there is no preposition in the Hebrew, so it is better to 

translate J3N as above, ‘lose’. For authority, compare the mere ¢emtporary loss of 

Saul’s asses: ‘ Saul’s asses were lost’ 1 Sam. ix 3 and 20; ‘like a lost sheep’ Ps, 

exix 176 (again Jer. 16), ‘a time to get and a time to lose’ Eccl. iii6. Altogether 
this word is translated ‘lose’ or ‘lost’ no less than thirteen times. 

Kings and Emperors, Monarchs and Tyrants, Eparchs and Satraps, 

Tribunes and Consuls, Doges and Duces, Rajahs and hereditary 

potentates, Popes and Patriarchs may come and go; Kingdoms, Re- 
publics, Democracies will rise and fall; Regents, Viceroys, Military 

governors, Vigilance Committees will displace corrupt Senates and 
Parliaments for a time to bridge difficult periods; Admirals and Air- 
marshals may hold sway for a while; Dictators will alternate with 

Republics and Democracies, and with Social experiments or with cruel 

Communistic propaganda. Amazon liberators, like Deborah and 

Delilah, may seek to intervene, or, like Jael and Judith, risk their lives 
to secure national or racial advantages; Messiahs and Avatars may, 

occasionally, seek to lead the People back to simplicity ; Pastors and 
Prelates may try to guide and influence the flocks ; but, without self- 
government there is bound to be merely ax alternation of different 
forms of government from above. Successful government must come 

from below and permeate the community through individual self-control. 

Stated tersely, personal interests must yield to parochial interests ; local 
or parochial interests must bow before larger national interests ; national 
interests must be subordinated to world-wide interests. This is the 
ideal. In practice, we find international interest has to yield to various 
selfish national interests; while national interests oppress and exploit 
local interests ; and these local or corporate parochial interests in their 
turn make short shrift of individual aspirations. {See my book Zn 
tune with the Universe, ch. xxv on ‘Inverted Values’). 

The Regudae of the early Christians were formulated to produce and 

secure the only durable form of such government of self which will 

bring peace, contentment, and goodwill upon the earth. We may be 
intellectual millionaires, but we are spiritual vagrants. 
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Therefore we return to our proem on the first page of this Essay, 

place in the discard all subtleties of interpretation in between, and say 
this: As long as man is seeking for worldly advantages and the 
luxurious life, encouraged by the Governments above him t and goaded 
from below by his own ambitions, he cannot secure peace; he can 
only profit at the expense of his neighbour—all the socialistic and 
communistic talk to-the-contrary-notwithstanding ; whereas, St. James’s 

‘ Royal law’ stands for the very antithesis of self-seeking, and sums up 
the Reguldae in this one splendid expression, while it spells the only 
true liberty, concerning which St James says (ii 12): 

OYTW AAAEITE KAl OYTO TrolelTEe Gc Ala 

NOMOY €AcYOEPIAc MEAAONTEC KPINECOAl, 

the ‘Law of Liberty’ being a very different thing from false ideas of 
liberty and licence current in the world to-day ; for he had described it 
previously in chapter i 19-27, summing up in verse 25 concerning ‘the 
perfect law of liberty’, The Greek is: ‘6 8& wapaxtyas eis vopov 

tédevov,—Tov THs éAevPepias, Kal mapapeivas...’ Here the Revised 
Version gives us an improvement, for it is not simply ‘the perfect law 

of liberty’, as the A.V. had it, but: ‘a perfect law, to wit that of 

liberty’ (or freedom), for observe the rév ris éAevfepias above. Not 
‘liberty’ then, as commonly understood, but freedom and emancipation, 

as preached by all true Emancipators ; freedom from selfish ambitions 

and from concentration upon self, to a glorious emancipation, where 
man stands naked, but is ‘clothed upon’ with innocence from on high 

by the perfect law of liberty, because he has seen his true reflexion in 

St. James’s mirror (i 23) and has recognized at last what this earthly 
warfare amounts to and his duty in the premises, with its immediate 
reward of soul-peace, happiness, and contentment. 

No true Teacher has ever taught anything different. 

Note.—I have not examined the dashmuric{ in the places where 

Tischendorf does not cite it. Maybe there are further hints to be 
picked up there. Nor have I dealt with 6 and és in the notes. 

+ Which must oppress in order to indulge him. 

t This rich fragment of Hebrews in the middle-Egyptian dialect reposes at 
Rome (Propagand. olim Borg. Basmyr. 3) and comprises v 4-9, v 13, vi 3, vi 8-11, 

15, 19, 20, vii 1, 5, 8, (9), 13, 16, (23-27), (viii 3-5), ix 10, If, 17, X I, 2, (6-8), 
(13-15), 22. 

Note that the Epistle is not extant in the Gothic. 

MANTIC A’ APICTOC OCTIC ElKAZEL KAAWC. 
(Euripides.) 

L 2 
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ENVOI 

Of nearness to her sundered things 

The Soul has special times, 
When Dimness seems the oddity, 

Distinctness easy seems. 

The love a life can show below 
Ts but a filament, I know, 

Of that diviner thing, 
That faints upon the face of noon 

And smites the tinder in the sun 
And hinders Gabriel's wing. 

’Tis this invites, appals, endows, 
Flits, glimmers, proves, dissolves, 
Returns, suggests, convicts, enchants— 

Then flings in Paradise ! 
EMILY DICKINSON, 

(Poems, Little, Brown & Co., 1930.) 

Jesus saith: Let not him who seeks . . . cease until 

he find; and when he finds he shall marvel; 

marvelling he shall reach the Kingdom (BaovAcdce), 
and having become one of the King’s party (kal 
Bactrctcas), he shall attain to rest. 

(Wew Sayings of Jesus from Oxyrynchus, Grenfell and 

Hunt, 1904; compare also ClemSto™ ii 8, v1), 
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